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Preface

My fascination with science started when I was a little kid. I vividly remenrber
countless nights in which I observed the starlit skies through nry self-built telescope
and was gripped by their splendor. In my early years, I tried to explore and un-
derstand the mvsteries of the Universe and discovered the fun that is involved in
research, but at the sarne time the complexity of conducting meaningful scientific
experiments. In high school and later on at university, nry interest in science never
dwindled, even though it was frustrated rnany a time. At the end of rny studies `In-
formation Systems and 14lanagernent' at Tilburg University, Prof. Roos and Daphne
Riksen (IBM) gave me the opportunity to conduct interesting research, this tirne
concerning another galaxy: that of inter-galactic distributed objects and object re-
quest brokers. This experience was incredibly stimulating, and laid the foundation
for rnv later research activities.

After graduation, and having worked for a short period of time at the central
IT facility of the Dutch Royal KLPD, I started wrorking at Center.~R, an institute
affiliated with Tilburg University, on an arnbitious project in cooperation with a
local software developrnent company. During this project, we developed a case
tool, called `the Grarnmalizer', which aimed for semi-automatic generation of object
models from `free' natural language descriptions. To this day, I feel very grateful to
Olga de Troyer and Hans Weigand for giving me this opportunity and allowing me
to do some initial exploring in the bewildering world called science. It was in this
period, that I first rnet Prof. Papazoglou. After having discovered my continuous
affinity with distributed object technology, he inspired me to start working on a PhD
project ui a field that greatly interested me: the integration of new applications that
are made up of distributed objects cornbined with existing legacy systems.

At the end of 1997, I commenced working on my PhD project under the su-
pervision of Prof. Ribbers and Prof. Papazoglou. Prof. Papazoglou soon learnt
about my interest in education and asked me to assist him in some courses. Soon,
Erasmus University, and more in particular Prof. Kuldeep Kumar, invited me to
teach the course `Analysis and Design of Information Systenrs' for several years in
a row. In these initial educational experiences, I met many students, learned a lot
about didactics and how to motivate students on Friday mornings. At the same
time, Prof. Papazoglou kept up the pressure and motivated me to continue work-
ing on my PhD project and on numerous scientific reports and papers reporting on
the intermediate research results. Co-authoring papers with him has always been a
very instructive as well as pleasant experience for me. During the week and even in
weekends, and in spite of his overbooked agenda, he was always willing to supervise

my thesis work and give me advice. Without his supervision, I would never have
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been capable of achieving this result, and I am truly grateful to hirn for giving me
the opportunity to work with him. I would also like to express sincere gratitude for
the involvement of my second prornotor, Prof. Ribbers, in this work. It was hirn in
particular who guarded the applicability of this work in the domain of information
rnauagement, and pointed me towards some important issues with regard to research
methodologies.

I wish to thank everyone in the Infolab for their ongoing support of my work and
providing a pleasant and motivating scientific working environment. Sorne people I
would like to thank in particular. Firstly, Alice Kloosterhuis who helped out with
many, rnostly organizational, issues, e.g. supporting the organization of two HICSS
workshops, preparing course slides and handouts, keeping track of my agenda, book-
ing hotels and flight tickets, and lastly, dealing with the cornplexities surrounding
a PhD-trajectory. I arn truly thankful for her assistance. Secondly, I would like
to direct a special word of gratitude to Frans Laurijssen who helped me to develop
several prototypes to support the methodology that is outlined in this thesis. I am
much obliged to Jeroen Hoppenbrouwers for helping me to cope effectively with `all'
possibilites of Latex, especially during the final stages of this thesis. Lastly, I would
like to express rny gratitude to Aldo de IV1oor, who offered the ideal catalyzer for
speeding up the writing process of a PhD-thesis while at the sarne time improving
its quality, by sharing his ongoing enthusiasm and interest in my work over the past
four years as well as his apt remarks, which stirnulated my own thinking.

Special thanks go out to Dr. Ralf Reussner, whom I first met at the OOPSL.~
Conference in 1999 in Denver, Colorado. It was during this conference, that we
decided to integrate our research and co-develop an integrated approach for rnatching
object and component interfaces. After several short research meetings in Tilburg
and Karlsruhe, we continued to collaborate intensively over the first months of 2002
at the Distributed Systems Technology Centre (DSTC), at 1Vlonash University in
1~-Ielbourne (Australia). I would like to express rny gratitude to Ralf and his wife for
their warm hospitality in that period. I am also grateful to Prof. H. Schrnidt for
supporting our work at DSTC.

Many people have contributed to the research put forward in this thesis. Discus-
sions with the following researchers and practitioners in particular contributed to nry
understanding of this research: dr. Ralf Reussner, dr. Jeff Sutherland, dr. Zakaria
A-Iaamar, dr. Hans Weigand, Prof. Kuldeep Kumar, Prof. Sjaak Brinkkemper, MsC
Philippe Thiran, dr. Willi Hasselbring, dr. Victor van Reijswoud, Cory Casanave.
In addition, I wish to thank my student assistants and graduate studerrts for their
help during the period of writing this thesis: Benedikt Kratz, Kiran Sukar, and Bas
van Gils deserve special thanks. I would also like to thank Henriëtte Ridderikhoff
for proofreading this thesis and fixing rernaining errors.

After rny research results had materialized, the PhD committee tested the sci-
entific soundness of my ideas and kindly suggested some improvements. The PhD
committee was composed of dr. IVlanfred Jeusfeld (Tilburg Lniversity, The l~ether-
lands), dr. Jian Yang (Tilburg Lniversity, The 1`etherlands), Prof. Erik Proper
(Ivijmegen liniversity; The Netherlands), dr. Jos van Hillegersberg (Erasmus Uni-
versity, The I~etherlands), Prof. Bernd Kri3mer (Fern Lniversiii,t, Hagen, Germany)
and Prof. John IVlylopoulos (i;niversity of Toronto, Canada). Ivlanfred Jeusfeld,
special thanks for the stimulating discussions with you, reviewing early draft ver-
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sions of manuscript, a.nd your hints and tips to untangle the ConceptBase web. I am
also rnuch obliged to Jos van Hillegersberg for the discussions and cooperation with
him at various tropical and less-tropical (rerneniber Denver) locations. Jian Yang,
Erik Proper, Bernd Krámer and John IVlylopoulos also deserve rny special gratitude
for reviewing the manuscript and giving me advice on irnproving the final version.

I wish to thank the Dutch Telematics Institute for partially funding this research
project. In addition, I would like to express my gratitude to the Dutch Department
of Defense and more in particular the Defense Telematics Organization (DTO),
for helping me to conduct the srnall-scale field-experiment. Jef van Leeuwen aud
Jacques Polack in particular were very helpful in realizing this experiment, within
the context of the highly successful "Scout" project first, and later in the "business
building block" project. I want to thank Cory Casanave, President and Founder of
DataAccess, for making the scripting code for irnplementing the CDL-compilers in
R.ational Rose available, and for our discussions via email and in IVliami (Fl., i;SA),
in early 2001.

During my many stays abroad but also when working late at the office or at
home, I discovered how important family and good friends are to me. Some of them
I would like to mention here. Firstly and most importantly, I worild like to thank
my parents for their ongoing support and love. Without their support throughout
the years, I would never have been able to deliver this thesis. Secondly, I wrould
like to thank rny brother Bertwin and rny sister-in-law Mayke as well as their little
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Nowadays, organizations are under tremendous pressure not ouly to re-engineer
proven business models and corresponding enterprise inforrnation systems to re-
spond more effectively to changing market conditions and new promising technolo-
gies ((Hammer and Champy, 1993), (Taylor, 1995)), but also to enter the emerging,
web-enabled E-Business arena (Papazoglou et al., 2000). Nlany established compa-
nies throughout the world struggle to become e-businesses (Erlikh and Goldbaum,
2001), and are inspired to form virtual alliances with (re-)invented business processes
that cover the integrated supply chain to ensure timely deliveries and competitive
products, creating competition between, rather tharr within, vertical industries.

While trying to rnove to this arena, bricks-and-mortar companies are hindered by
their heritage of "stovepipe" enterprise information systems (Nelson, 2000). Enter-
prise information systems are large, heterogeneous, distributed, evolving, mission-
critical systems (Manola, 1998) that are strongly linked to the business workflow.
Business processes and policies are codified in these sy-stems, allowing efficient con-
ventional operations, but blocking redesign into new, integrated workflows, possibly
transcending organizational boundaries. The replacement and renocation of these
systems, rnost of which have become legacy syste~res during the passage of tirne, has
proven to be a higlily complicated, time-consuming, expensive and risky endeavor
(Brodie and Stonebraker, 1995), as these systerns are tightly coupled to the busi-
ness workflow, have a rigid and poorly distributed architecture and provide only
limited openness to other systerns. In such settings, rnuch code is likely to become
redundant, as it is irnplementing similar functionality in many different subsystenrs,
possibly from different organizations.

So, principally organizations are facing a dilernma. On the one hand, they want
to get rid of the legacy systems as soon as possible, as these are getting increas-
ingly expensive to maintain and adapt, due to years of ad hoc patching and fixing.
These practices have resulted in contrived structures and outdated documentation
(Warren, 1999). On the other hand, most organizations are forced to rely on legacy
systems, because they are crucial for daily operations of the organization's busi-
ness processes. Legacy systems embed vital business knowledge about the business
workflow and the environment in which companies operate. In some cases, these
rnission.-critical systems can not be disrupted even for a few minutes without run-
ning the risk of incurring considerable or even catastrophic losses, e.g. the call
auction trading system of a stock market.
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Several industrial consultancy firms have anticipated the need for the integration
of ]egacy systems into rnodern, web-enabled, enterprise information systerns. For ex-
ample, Gartner recently forecasted that "Throuyh 2006, leyacy assets will continue
to provide a jurrcp-start for oryanizations that az~e airned at raew comPosite applica-
tions or new, cross-functional work,flows." (Vecchio et al., 2001). A recent Forrester
report clairns that the share of integration costs of the shrinking IT-budgets of com-
panies will grow in order to facilitate future mergers and internal business process
integration (Koetzle et al., 2001). The irnportance of integration for modern en-
terprises is stressed by the following quotation from the sarne report: "Forrester
recerttly interviewed 50 ntanagers from Global 3,500 corrapanies abaut tíaeir currertt
inteyratian efforts. Ourfmdinys? Integration coratinues to be a hot-buttorc issue an
overwhelming 98~ said that inteyration was either "extremely important" vr "very
inaportant" to their fir~n's IT strateyy. "

The research results presented in this thesis address the issues which are sunr-
marized above, and propose a methodology to integrate legacy systerns into modern
business applications that implement modernized business processes while preserv-
ing past investments in legacy assets as much as possible. This chapter is introduc-
tory in nature and commences with a rnore detailed description of the rationale of
this thesis. Next, the research goal, scope of the research and research questions will
be introduced in sections 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 respectively. The research methodology
that has been adopted to accomplish the research goal is outlined in section 1.5.
Section 1.6 concludes this introductory chapter with a comprehe~nsive overview of
the structure of thi5 tlic7i5.

1.1 Research Motivation

To meet the requirernents of modern organizations and to get a better reuse from
software, distributed business object computing is taken to provide an effective
solution (Brodie, 1998). Coupled with networks, distributed object computing is
believed to be able to create a new class of enterprise applications that is flexible
and relatively easy to rnaintain, upgrade and irrtegrate. Although distributed ob-
ject technology provides the means for distributed comrnunication and messaging,
it does not yet provide the appropriate support for semantically-oriented business
constructs, e.g. business processes and workflows. Recently; there has been a lot of
interest in extending distributed object architectures, such as CORBA, with business
objects.

Business objects can be the key building blocks in the re-engineered, process-
oriented, networked enterprise as they are capable of realizing domain business pro-
cesses and default business logic that can be used to start building applications in
a variety of vertical dornains. Furtherrnore, domain specific models can be designed
as business frameworks in such a wav t.hat thev can be easilv extended and mod-
ified, e.g. SAP and IBNI's SarrFrancisco business objects (Abinavam et al., 1998).
Both business objects and frameworks can be deployed for integrated enterprise-
wide applications that can be built upon distributed broker architectures such as
CORBA and DCOM. However, most contemporary enterprise information systenrs
are characterized by a rigid technical infrastructure and their heritage of data to
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perform their primary processes. These systems are not able to keep abreast of
the rapid organizational and techrrological changes that occur in a business environ-
ment. Because of the way that legacy applications were built and continue to be
upgraded, they do not only contain data divorced frorn a business context but they
are also rarely consistent with rnodern business objectives. Such monolithic inforrna-
tiou systerrrs that are critical to the day-to-day functioning of the organization and
that strenuously resist modification and evolution, and thus fail to meet the new and
constantly changing business requirements, can be defined as leyacy systerns (Brodie
and Stonebraker, 1995). However, they are a valuable asset to the organization that
can be integrated into the next generation of enterprise inforrnation systems.

Over the years several strategies have been developed to deal with the legacy
problem. The four most prominent ones are: (1) access~integration in place, (2)
datawarehousing, (3) cold turkey (replace at once) and lastly, (4) the gradual mi-
gration approach ((Urnar, 1997), (Brodie and Stonebraker, 1995), (Wilkes, 1999)).
The access~integration in place strategy reyuires an environrnent in which the legacy
systems and new business cornponents can coexist and cooperate.

Therefore, this strategy may be applied by means of technologies such as object
wrappers ((Aronica and Jr., 1996), (Baker, 2001)) in combination with distributed
object architectures. Object wrappers, also named wrappers for short, are used to
objectify legacy systems and expose interfaces over legacy transactions as well as
provide meta-data descriptions of legac,y data ((Robertson, 1997), (Cornella-Dorda
et al., 2000)). The wrapped legacy systerns support sharing and amortization of
investments over multiple revamped enterprise information systems, within or across
enterprise boundaries. A wrapped legacy systern can function as an object and
cooperate with other business objects within a enterprise information system. In this
thesis, we will refer to the conceptual objectifications of existing systems as leyacy
objects. Distributed object architectures provide a sound basis for implementing
this strategy by offering both location- and programming language transparency to
(business) application objects provided that their interface has been specified in a
standardized way. This strategy has been illustrated in Figure-1.1. The wrapper
achieves this by rendering the translation from calls from the business objects into
wrapped legacy objects in a format that is interpretable by the latter (Diskin, 1996).
In Figure-1.1, the business object Process-SalesOrder reuses available functionality
and data in legacy systems and shows them via the two legacy wrappers: Customer
Management and Sales Order. Both the legacy and business objects can co-exist
by relying on the distributed object architecture that is depicted at the bottom of
this figure.

The advantage of this approach is threefold. Firstly, legacy assets both at the
process and the data level can be preserved. Secondly, this approach is based on the
philosophy that objectified legacy systems are relatively autonomous, which actually
eases maintenance and reuse in other settings (enterprises). Lastly, this approach
gracefully allows future migration of tlre legacy system into nrodernized business
applications.

In theory, wrapping legacy systems is deceptively simple and powerful. However,
existing wrapping solutíons generally have the following three drawbacks:

1. The object wrapping solution as presented by the access~integration in place
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Figure 1.1: Access~integration in place with wrappers and distributed object archi-
tectures

strategy, views enterprises from the legacy perspective; ignoring business do-
maire serraarttics, and at the sarne time considers entire rnonolithic legacy sys-
tems (e.g., applications and databases) as candidates for wrapping.

These solutions may not seem feasible in many cases as they could result in
objectified legacy systerns whose "thick interfaces" comprise many internal re-
lationships between methods descriptions. Due to the resulting high internal
complexity of the wrapper, this strategy could easily result in enterprise infor-
mation systems that are incapable of dealing ~e~ith business-induced change in
an effective manner. Moreover, they are relatively complicated to develop and
rnaintain. This is even more true since case tools to support these processes
are currently lacking. Thus, the legacy systems that are encapsulated with
thick wrappers are relatively resistant to change, and could quickly become
legacy candidates thernselves.

2. Consequently, current object wrapping solutions are based on the assumption
that new applications may be developed in terms of encapsulated legacy sys-
terns with perhaps sorrce mircor adjustments to the legacy data and function-
ality. This assumption is not realistic given the fact that the legacy systenrs
are geriatric systems that reflect partly outdated organizational requirements,
policies and objectives.

It is unlikely that this solution would survive in an evolving environment in
which unpredictable organizational changes and business objectives require
frequent adjustment and enhancement of the legacy functionality.

3. Finally, and more importantly, any viable long-term approach to mapping be-
tween legacy and target enterprise information systems must be methodology-
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oriented. Over the last years, a vast amount of commercial products have been
introduced that were designed to support system designers and programmers
in developing wrappers, e.g. Relatively's Rescueware and IBM's ~L'ebSphere
IViQ. However, a methodology supported by a case tool with a broader perspec-
tive that ties wrapper development to desigrring and implementing business
processes, is still lacking.

Thus, although rnuch research and development has been done to (semi-
automatically) built wrappers for legacy progranrs and databases, an integral ap-
proach towards developing legacy wrappers which starts from a business perspective
by taking into account issues such as business activities and process coupling, and
then allows for selective reuse of legacy wrapper functionality, is missing. Such an
approach should combine forward engineering of enterprises and reverse engineering
of legacy systems.

Forward engineering methods, which focus on enterprise modeling, tend to de-
scribe the business domain in a highly semantic and abstract fashion. In contrast,
reverse engineering techniques, such as wrapping, concentrate on techraological solu-
tions to the overall integration problem which rnakes it hard to link the results to
redesigned enterprise models.

To deal with this "semantic gap", the integral approach should allow for breaking
up monolithic legacy applications and restructuring them into fine-grained objects
reflecting meaningful business semantics. Research results indicate that detailed
knowledge about the business dornain is of pararnount importance in extracting
rneaningful, fine-grained and loosely coupled objects from legacy systems (Comella-
Dorda et al., 2000), (Van Deursen and Kuipers, 1998). The encapsulated legacy

objects should thus (1) be defined at the same level of abstraction as the business
objects, (2) be loosely coupled to other legacy objects, and, (3) expose a limited
number of Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). Such legacy objects would
allow to selectively fuse semantically relevant legacy objects in the legacy system is
called selective access~irctegratioa.

To design the kernel of the approach, we had to rely on existing solutions in
the domain of specification and interface matching. However, these solutions suffer
from two major drawbacks. Firstly, they merely provide a sound forrnal solution
while neglecting non-formal business semantics and non-functional requirements.
This implies that only parts of interface specifications are transformed into some
formalism , e.g. as abstract machines (Abrial, 1996), and then cornpared. Even
worse, the semantics ofcooperating business objects in (nested) business processes is
just too complicated to be effectively captured by purely formal representations. One
has to accept the computational complexity of the problem and lower expectations
of completeness and correctness. To achieve this; we suggest basing the methodology
on a collection of se~ni-forrnal techniques that partially depend on the input of a
business application developer.

1.2 Research Goal

This research airns to address the above mentioned problems. More specifically, the
goal of this research has been formulated as follows:
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Figure 1.2: A"symmetriC' methodology that combines forward aud reverse engi-
neering

Design, develop and validate a methodology to configure business objects
from objectified legacy systems, in a way that will enable organizations to
deal with evolving business processes more effectively.

A rnethodology can be defined as a set of techniques to meet a predefined goal
(Welke, 1981). The set of techniques is also referred to as a method which can
be supported by a tool. A methodology should prescribe the sequence in which
the techniques need to be performed across (part of) a software development cycle,
and offer some rules for checking their consistency. Examples of inethodologies
include the OA4T methodology (Rumbaugh et al., 1991) and Booch 00 methodology
(Booch, 1994).

NIost software development methodologies tend to take a rather biased perspec-
tive: they either assume that new information systems can be developed completely
from scratch, ignoring the existing legacy systenrs, or they are based on the assump-
tion that new systems can be (re)engineered by reverse engineering legacy systems,
and then adapted to meet new business requirements. However, the rnethodology
that we developed in our work is more symmetric in the way in which it combi~aes
a bottom up reverse engineering approach with a top-down forward engineering
rnethodology. The global architecture of this methodology is shown in Figure-1.2.

Reverse engineering is concerned with gaining an understanding of legacy pro-
grams and repositories from the systems domain, and defining object wrappers as
a software layer around (portions of) legacy systerns to look like and behave as
objects. The forward engineering phase on the other hand ainrs at specifying the
business domain in terms of cooperating business objects that reflect actual busi-
ness processes, goals and recourses (Baxter and Mehlich, 2000). Both the results
from the forward and reverse engineering activities are then matched, and a new
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class of parameterized business objects can be defined. These business objects serve
as a basis for the new enterprise information system, and reuse portions of legacy
functionality and data by redirecting and possibly reformatting rnethod calls. This
is achieved by specifying special parameters in business objects.

This methodology will result iuto a cornprehensive set of techniques that will
determine how business processes can be mapped onto a combination of (possibly
upgraded) legacy objects and new business objects in such a way that the business
requirements are met. In this way, legacy systems can preserve their functionality
and continue working uudisturbedly without compromising the integrity of the new
enterprise model. This integrated methodology does not provide a fully automated
solution, but should be interpreted as a way to semi-autornatically assist designers
in the complex process of designing modernized business objects that depend for
part of their operation on legacy resources.

1.3 Scope of the Research
Mapping between rnodern enterprise information systems and objectified legacy sys-
terns, can be perforrned at two levels:

1. Conceptual Level.
At this level business objects and associated process flows are designed and
mapped to the level of the legacy objects by configuring business object inter-
faces with legacy object interfaces.

2. Implementation Level.
This level is oriented towards implernentation specific (distributed) database
transactions, and links the conceptual transactions~processes to the physical
legacy functionality. The legacy functions may be sirnple COBOL routines,
may contain pre-compiled SQL statements, or may even be complete, dis-
tributed transactions. This mapping is not a trivial task because the concep-
tual transactions~processes may involve a wide range of heterogeneous and
distributed database transactions, irnplernented in a rich variety of `legacy'
programming and scripting languages.

The conceptual level describes both legacy system wrappers and business objects
from an abstract, implementation-independent perspective, focusing on a limited
number of aspects only. In principle, many viewpoints could be chosen to repre-
sent these artifacts, either process-oriented, data-oriented or object-oriented (00)
(Nissen and Jarke, 1999). This research views enterprise models and corresponding
legacy system wrappers from an 00-perspective, and confines itself to representing
their structure and behavior in its signature (see next chapter). These interfaces
allow only static declarations of dynamic behavior of the legacy and business ob-
jects using method signatures. Object behavior in ternrs of permissible sequences of
method invocations and state transitions is not taken into account in this research.

Thus, this research is limited to finding solutions for mapping business objects to
legacy systems at the conceptual level and should be perceived as a preparation for
the actual developrnent and deployment of wrappers at the implementation level.
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Considerable research has already been conducted on developing wrappers for legacy
systems and embedding them in new prograrnrning environments, e.g. approaches
to objectify legacy (COBOL) code ((Cimitile et al., 1997)) as well as rrriddle~~~are
teclrnologies for the interoperability of legacy and business objects (see Chapter-2).

1.4 Research Questions

To achieve our research goal, we have formulated the following six clusters of research
questions:

1. ~~'hat is the state of the art in integrating legacy systems into new business ap-
plications? Here, the research results frorn the fields of middleware technology,
reverse engineering, workflow systems, business object technology, enterprise
modeling and signature matching are specifically relevant.

2. Based on the state of the art, can we desigrr a specification language to rep-
resent both high-level business semantics (for the new application) and lower-
level wrapped legacy components?

3. How can the high-level 'requirernents' specifications be matched against the
specifications of the low level legacy components? Are there methods to auto-
matically or semi-automatically match the two representations? Can similarity
be expressed in a rnetric?

4. How can such a metric be interpreted ? Can we define metric intervals and for
each interval prescribe prototypical scenarios, denoting appropriate courses of
action for the systern designer'? If the similarity between the new application
specification and legacy objects is high enough, how can we define the link
between thern? If no perfect match is found, how can one find at least partial
rnatchcs'?

5. Is it possible to illustrate, explore and partially validate the suggested method-
ology on the basis of a simple field experiment?

6. Can the mapping approach be (partially) validated with an exploratory pro-
totype'?

1.5 Research Methodology

This section outlines several research approaches for information systems research
in sorne detail. This overview serves as an introduction to the description of the re-
search methodologies which were applied during this research. In addition, attention
is paid to the validation techniques that were adopted in this research: a field exper-
imerrt to illustrate and explore the proposed methodology, an exploratory prototype
to validate the feasibility of implementing support for this approach, and, lastly, a
laboratory experiment to test the applicability of part of the mapping methodology.
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1.5.1 Research Approaches for IS Research

Because of the fact that information system and computer sciences are relatively
young and immature disciplines, they lack a solid frarnework of existing research
theory (Stevenson, 1993). Research in the dornain of information systems has been
dorninated by two approaches (Galliers, 1992): empirical and non-empirical scientific
research.

Empirical scientific research techniques stern frorn the physical sciences and as-
sume the `real world' to be observable aud describable, explainable and even pre-
dictable in ternrs of its behavior. Hypotheses about inferences in the `real world' are
tested before they are included in a theory. According to ((Galliers, 1992), (Vogel
and Wetherbe, 1984), (Rernenyi et al., 1998)), the following five research approaches
support the empirical perspective: (1) case studies (including action research), (2)
field study, (3) surveys, (4) field experiments and (5) laboratory experiments. Here,
we will discuss only the latter two as we have considered thern for the internal
validation of the solution we suggested to the research problem. For a comprehen-
sive description of these approaches, we refer to (Galliers, 1992) aud (Vogel and
~~'etherbe, 1984).

Field experiments comprise the exarnination of experiments, e.g. application
of a new IS development rnethodology, via a designed `sterile' laboratory situation
with a relatively high degree of control ((Vogel and Wetherbe, 1984) and (Galliers,
1992)). The main difference between a field experirnent and a laboratory experi-
rnent is that the latter approach is performed in a`clean', controllable environment
that is detached from the actual, regular environment in the enterprise. Laboratory
studies are popular in physical sciences such as chemistry, and are especially valu-
able when the environment in which the researcher operates, is highly cornplex and
uncontrollable, since its environmental settings can be carefully regulated.

:~on-ernpirical research comprises the following five research approaches:
forecasting, sirnulation and role playing, subjective~argumentative, descrip-
tive~interpretive. Both forecasting and simulation are traditional techniques that
require no further introduction. The subjective approach constructs theories based
on opinion and speculation, instead of observation and model construction. The
interpretivist research approach claims that the assumption of a`real world' is de-
ceptive, and that all observations are subjective and should be subject to reasonable
doubt (Vogel and Wetherbe, 1984).

These approaches exclude an inrportant research approach that is commonplace
in the discipline of computer science: engineeriny. Engineering focuses not only on
the theoretical proof of a hypothesis (hence how things are), but also ernphasizes
the design and construction of technologies (thus how things ought to 6e), e.g. tools,
techniques and combinations (Reich, 1994). Nunamaker (Nunarnaker et al., 1990)
argues that engineering can be considered as a non-empirical approach that is useful
to test new theoretical concepts that can be tested with prototypes. However,
another school in the researchers comrnunity, with Simon (Simon, 1996) as one of
its most outspoken proponents, claims that engineering is an individual scientific
discipline with its own objectives and techniques, and is in essence both empirical
and non-empirical as designs are developed by means of non-empirical techniques
and tested empirically. In this research, we adhere to the latter perspective and
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Figure 1.3: The research methodology

combine several empirical and non-empirical techniques. This will be explained in
the next section.

1.5.2 The Adopted Research Methodology
Given the fact that the problem integrating legacy systems into modern enterprise
inforrnation systenrs has many dimensions, a cornbination of (non-) empirical and
design research approaches has been employed to study the problem. We have
chosen to adopt the rrculti-disciplinary, enyi~cee~ti~cy research aPProach as our main
instrument to accomplish the research objectives, although various other research
techniques have also been applied throughout this research. Iu particular, research
has been combined from the fields of business engineering, inforrnation manage-
rnent, inforrnation retrieval, digital libraries, databases, object-oriented rnodeling
and design, specification matching, method engineering and formal methodologies.

The research desigrr applied in this thesis has been designed while trying to
satisfy the following general conditions defined by Proper (Stewart, 1995): (1) a
scientific problem needs to be stated clearly so its proposed solutions can be examined
properly, (2) experiments should be repeatable, and, (3) a scientific theory is required
to be falsifiaóle.

This research has been set up in such a way that justice is done to the multi-
disciplinary nature of the research and that the properian characteristics are taken
into account, by distinguishing the following phases (see figure 1.3):

1. Problem Definition.
The first step in the research methodology is concerned with a prelirninary
study of known problems in the field (e.g. based on statistical analysis) and
preliminary research goal formulation. It is motivated by the practical prob-
lems related to the effective integration of legacy systems into modern business
applications (see above). This research aims to achieve the research goal by
answering seven interrelated clusters of research questions (see Section-1.4).
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The first phase is of a hig}ily exploratory and experimental nature, and has

to be repeated several tirnes to ensure that the resulting goal formulation and

related problem statement are defined in a concise and clear way. This is

necessary to ensure the repeatability of this research project.

2. Literature Review: related research.
The second step encompasses an extensive literature assessrnent to search for
and investigate similar problems and proposed scientifically validated solutions
in the same or corresponding domains, advocating cross-fertilization between
scientific disciplines.

3. Desigrring a solution: Method and Tool construction.
This step typically involves engineering related activities, and ainrs at develop-
ing both a method (notation and process) and a supporting testbed tool. We
have used meta-modeling as to support the method construction and ensure a
logically consistent, robust and implementable result.

4. Validation of the proposed solution.
The proposed method and supporting tool is validated in three ways. Firstly,
the logical consistency of the method is demonstrated by providiug a sound
formal metamodel that constitutes the central notion around which the map-
ping approach is organized. Secondly, the implerrcentability of the suggested
rnethod is demonstrated by the implementation of an exploratory case tool.
The experimental prototype serves to support the third way of validating the
research, that consists of the analysis of one real-world field experiment within
the domain of overhaul-and-maintenance of aircrafts at the Dutch depart-
ment of defense. The field experiment shows the plausibility of the proposed
methodology.

5. Assessment of the research results.
The last step of the proposed research methodology concerns the assessment
of the accomplished results in the light of the research goal, as well as the
resulting (sub)question(s). The hypothesis that was contained in the research
goal, is accepted or refuted during this phase.

Although this research methodology may come across as a waterfall-like ap-
proach, this is in fact not the case. Most phases need to be repeated several times,
especially at the beginn}ng and the end of the research. Some of the feed-back loops

have been depicted in Figure 1.3, e.g. during the assessment of the research results
some related research may have to be reconsidered.

As indicated above, several aspects of the approach are validated in three com-
plementary ways: the metamodel, the experimental prototype, and the field exper-

iment. The metamodel is discussed extensively in chapters 4 and 5, as it serves
as a foundation for hardwiring the irrterface of one or rrrore legacy wrapper(s) to a
business object. The experimental prototype is the main topic of chapter 6. Finally,
the field experirnent is introduced in chapter 4, and serves to investigate, illustrate
and validate the methods that are part of the proposed mapping methodology.

Before we continue with the outline of this thesis, we will pay more attention to
these validation techniques as they play a key role in this research.
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Metamodeling

Metamodels define the semantics of rnodeling languages, and can be applied in a
broad range of areas, e.g. rnulti-perspective requirements integration (I~issen and
Jarke, 1999), database and inforrnation system integration (Microsoft Repository,
(Bernstein et al., 1999)), method engineering (Brinkkenrper, 1995), method com-
parison (V"an Hillegersberg, 1997), and case tool construction (MetaEdit~-, (Kelly
et al., 1996)).

This research employs rnethod engineering to develop and integrate various rneth-
ods into a congruent and consistent methodology. Brinkkemper (Brinkkemper, 1995)
portrays methods engineering as an "engineering discipline to design, construct and
adapt rnethods, techniques and tools for the development of information systems".
Metamodels can be applied to aid in method engineering, e.g. by integrating mul-
tiple method `fragments'. Metarnodels, which are recursive conceptual models in
themselves, aim at replacing extensions (instances of a concept) by intensions (the
specification of a concept itself). ~~'ithin the context of inethod specification, the
need for meta models is mainly to conciseb define its constituents and their relation-
ships. An example of a meta mode~l is the LD~1L metamodel (Kobryn, 1999), which
is an integral part of a stratified architecture that also deals with other abstraction
levels, such as the rneta-meta leveL The classes at the meta-meta level are specified
by the Meta Object Facility (1~10F) and serve as the basic building blocks for classes
at the meta `i; I`1L' level. The semantics of i;NIL are defined by instantiating the
MOF classes at the meta-meta level, e.g. an UML (rneta-)class is instantiated from
the IVíOF (meta-meta-)class.

Hence, in this research meta-modeling is basically used to (1) represent inter-
face specifications of both business and legacy objects, (2) cornpare business object
with legacy wrapper specifications, and lastly, (3) induce new facts (e.g. signature
subtypes).

The Field Experiment

Considerable research has been conducted into developing rnethods and tools in the
area of wrapper construction for legacy systems, as well as supporting middleware
architectures, e.g. transaction monitors, object brokers and distributed objects.
However, relatively few case studies and field experirnents investigating the contern-
porary application of such technologies, were found in the literature survey. Case
studies, field studies and field experirnents constitute an important source of re-
search, as they attempt to observe and describe the development of information
systems in reality, or under laboratory conditions, within one or more organiza-
tion(s). They are necessary (in part) to validate research findings, and generalize
them for new contexts.

~'e have incorporated a small-scale field experiment in this research to illustrate
and experiment with the research findings. Since action research can be understood
to be a mixture between case studies and field experiments (Galliers, 1992), we have
considered to deploy this technique, however, in the end we decided not to partic-
ipate actively in the study. Instead, we established guidelines for the developers
for performing the forward engineering part of our approach. The reverse engineer-
ing and rnapping phases were not part of the field experiment. Vl'e sirnulated the
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outcome of the reverse engineering phase by constructing corresponding legacy ob-
ject interfaces for the enterprise models that resulted from the forward engineering
phase. In order to guarantee a reasonable level of reality of the research data, the
legacy objects were actually derived frorn an existing business application that was
used in the organization where the field experirnent was conducted.

More specifically, the proposed rnapping methodology was applied in the field ex-
perirnent to integrate the legacy systems into SAP R~2 concerning the maintenance
and overhaul of fighter-planes at a Dutch airforce base. SAP R~2 is an integrated
enterprise information systern for planning, controlling and monitoring all business
processes in an enterprise ( Curran and Ladd, 2000). During this experiment the
business dornain was described as a collection of cooperating business objects using
an enterprise model. In addition, potential corresponding wrappers for an existing
SAP R~2 application based on its BAPIs ( Business Application Prograrnming In-
terfaces) were constructed. SAP R~2, the predecessor of R~3, is considered to be
a legacy system due to its rnonolithic structure and inflexibility. These data served
as input data for demonstrating and partially validating the proposed mappiug ap-
proach, assuming that the actual irnplementation of the wrappers and resulting
configurable business objects could be implemented properly.

In conclusion, the main purpose of the field experiment was to illustrate, explore
and partially validate the main characteristics of the proposed approach. Addi-
tional experiments for improving and calibrating the constituents (techniques) in
the methodology fall outside the scope of this thesis.

The Exploratory Prototype

The applicability of the proposed methodology was confirmed by the construction
of a testbed (prototype) tool suite. The prototype only implerneuts all main func-
tionalities, only securing partial irnplementation and ornitting auxiliary functions.
This rneans that the exploratory prototype that we developed, does not follow strict
design and development standards (e.g. no special attention is paid to performance).

The main aim of the exploratory prototype was to prove the feasibility of irnple-
rne~ating support for the steps (phases) of the proposed mapping methodology, not so
much, as in case of `classical' prototypes, to gather an accurate perception of the user
requirements. Furthermore, the prototype serves to help develop consistent and cor-
rect data (e.g. syntactically correct enterprise models, correct interface definitions
and similarity measurernents) for the above mentioned field experiment. Lastly, the
prototype is meant to conununicate the research results to the research community,
and encourage them either to validate the research results by running the examples
through the case tool, or to apply the methodology in new field experiments, or even
case studies, to reinforce both the tool and the method.

The following table summarizes the research questions and the research ap-
proaches proposed for answering tlrem scientifically.
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Research Questions and applied Research Approach
No. Research Question Research Approach Chapter
1 What is the state of the Archival research. Chapter II ác III

art for integrating ]egacy sys- Subjective, Argumen-
tems into new business appli- tative
cations? Here, the research re-
sults frorn the fields of middle-
ware technology, reverse en-
gineering, workflow systems,
business object technology, en-
terprise modcling and signa-
ture matching are particularly
rclevant.

2 Based on the state of the art, Method Engincering ~ Cliapter IV
can we design a specification Field Experiment
language to represcnt both the
high-level business semantics
(for thc new application) and
thc lower-level wrapped legacy
components?

3 How can high-level 'require- Method Engineering Chapters IV-f-V
ments' specifications be (Metamodeling)
matched against specifica-
tions for low-leve] legacy
components? Are there
methods to autornatically or
semi-automatically match the
two representations'? Can
similarity be expressed in a
mctric'?

4 How can such a metric be in- Method Engincering Chapter V
terpreted ? Can we define (Metarnodcling)
metric intervals and prescribe
prototypical scenarios for each
interval, denoting appropriate
courses of action for the sys-
tem desiguer? If the sirnilar-
ity between the new applica-
tion specification and legac,y
objects is high enough, how
can we define the link between
them? If no pcrfect match is
found, how would one find at
least partial matches?

5 Is it possible to illustrate, ex- Field Experiment Chapters IVtV
plore and partially validate the
suggested methodology on the
basis of a simple field experi-
ment?

6 Can the mapping approach be Method Engineering Chapter VI
validated (in part) with an ex- (Exploratory Proto-
ploratory prototype? type)
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1.6 Thesis Outline
This thesis proposes a rnethodology for linking modern business-object based en-
terprise applications to wrapped legacy systems. Since the work presented in this
thesis relates to many diverse topics, related work will be discussed at the begirming
of each chapter where relevant.

Chapters 2 and 3 are introductory in nature as they present scientifically vali-
dated material of general interest that is used as a basis for developing the thesis
subject described in chapters 4 and 5. The proposed methodology is illustrated
and further explored on the basis of a field experiment that was conducted at the
Dutch Department of Defense. In chapter 6, we present the prototype that was
developed to generate sample data, and prove the irnplementability of the suggested
met}iodology. Finally, chapter 7 ends the thesis with conclusions and issues for
future research.
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Chapter 2

Business Object Technology

In order to gain a better understanding of the theory and tools presented in the
main body of the thesis, and to illuminate the relevance of this research, this chapter
presents the essential underpinnings of business object technology within the context
of legacy integratiorr.

In this section, an overview of the business object (BO) technology is presented,
starting in the next section with a portrait of the rapidly evolving dornain of busi-
ness object technology. Section 2.2 then discusses several business object archi-
tectures that provide an effective solution to the dynamic automation of (cross-
organizational) business processes by defining a stable foundation for enterprise ap-
plications that will accornmodates time future reuse and business changes at the
same time. .~n overview of middleware architectures that provide the de-facto pro-
granrming envirorunent for distributed and trarescrctiorcal business objects is given
in section 2.3. In addition, middleware architectures form the basis for a blend of

new business objects and wrapped legacy systems. This chapter is concluded by

an overview of reverse engineering - and, more in particular, wrapping technologies
that are fuelled by business object technology.

2.1 A Portrait of Business Objects

In order to survive, companies are forced to constantly revise their business pro-
cesses. Business objects are generally considered to be key building blocks in the
re-engineered (process-oriented) enterprise as they can realize domain business pro-
cesses and default business logic that can be used to start building applications.
Business objects provide pre-assernbled business functionality that can be used to
bring together and customize applications. Companies are believed to be able to
react quicker to business-induced changes if the system behavior can be adapted
relatively simply by changing the business logic that is encapsulated in the busi-
ness objects. Since business objects support the hiding of information, its internal
logic can be adapted without affecting any client's objects as long as its interface
is not altered. In addition, business objects provide a natural means for describ-
ing application-independent concepts such as customers, products, orders, bills and
financial instruments, and temporal information, such as a quarterly earnings pe-
riod or annual tax cycle. In this way, `low-level' complexity can be managed and a
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higher level of abstraction can be achieved which is understandable to the business
(A4anola, 1998).

Business objects thus involve a specia] category of objects, that abstract from
low-level technicalities but rather focus on business semantics, while depending on
middleware architectures to deal with interoperation, transaction and security issues.

In this section, we shall list the key characteristics of business objects. ~Ve
commence by giving a more detailed defiirition of a business object. Then we focuss
on the iycterface of business objects, which is important wlren cornparing business
objects with encapsulated legacy code and data. Lastly, we review the differences
and similarities between objects and components.

2.1.1 Business Objects are Objects

Business objects are still objects with object-oriented characteristics such as encap-
sulation, polymorphism, inheritance, etc. Business objects have dynamic and static
properties, reflected in their rnethods, attributes and relationships. The attributes
of business objects reflect their key properties and can only be accessed, rnodified
and removed through a shell of business methods. Attributes thus constitute the
main static, or structural, properties of a business object. This does not mean that
these properties do not change: on the contrary, they are constantly checked and
updated by associated business objects. The attributes of business objects can only
be modified through their operations, which are also called their methods. Methods
inrplement the capabilities of the business objects and all together they constitute
its behavior. The behavior of an object can be modelled as a set of finite-state
machines that define how an object `behaves' when receiving an event from another
object, and moves from one state to the next. State transitions are subject both
to pre- and postconditions, as well as invariants, to ensure proper operation. The
collection of state-transition rules of a business object denotes it's life cycle.

Business objects (BOs) can be conceptual, i.e. analysis~design objects, as well
as implementation constructs, e.g. Java classes (Eeles and Sirns, 1998). The concep-
tual business objects can be perceived as the core concept of enterprise rnodels, and
they reflect business artifacts and processes. Enterprise rnodels capture business pro-
cesses, recourses, people, goals, policies and constraints within an enterprise. Hence,
these models aim at specifying the business, rather than a software artifact. The
implementation business objects that are based on the conceptual design BOs, are
autonomous, programming-language-neutral and network-visible distributed objects
that tend to rely on an middleware infrastructure for inter-object cornmunicatíon.
They are typically implemented by means of an object-oriented programming lan-
guage, however, this is not a strict requirement. Ideally, the mapping between the
conceptual and the run-time irnplementation business objects is isornorphic (one-on-
one), but again, this is not a strict condition. From the irnplementation perspective,
however, the business object comprises a minimum of three complementary views in
order to promote separation of concerns, e.g. according to the IV1ode1-View-Control
(IL1VC) pattern. In that respect, the concept of a business object is more closely
related to that of a software component than to a`normal' object.
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interface BiIIOfMaterial (

II Atiributes

attribute Integer bomNumber;

attribute Integer plantID;

II Associations
typedef sequence~Prognosis~ my-Prognosis5eq:
attribute my-Prognosis5eq thePrognosis;
II Operations
BiIIOfMaterial getóillofMaterial(in Integer bomNumber);

BiIIOfMnterial createBillofMaterinl(in Integer bomNumber, in
Integer plantID);

}
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Figure 2.1: A CORBA IDL specification for the business object "Bi110fI~1aterial"

2.1.2 Business Object Interfaces and Contracts

One important characteristic of busiuess object technology, which contributes to the
critical challenge of building evolving enterprise information systems, is the explicit
separation of the interface and the i7r~plernentatiota of a class. This principle is also
known as "information hiding" where the interface specifies the public and the irn-
plementation the hidden (secret) parts of a class. More in particular, the interface
of a class lists all operations (methods) that encapsulate the object attributes. In-
voking a method in a signature works as follows. A client object sends a rnessage
to a receiving server object to invoke a particular method which is advertised in its
interface. The invoked method in the signature then dispatches the method and
pararneter information to the current version of the implernented method. This
explicit separation allows the implementation of the object to be changed without
affecting its clients as long as the interface does not change.

Interface Definition Languages (IDLs) have emerged from middleware technolo-
gies (L:mar, 1997), such as RPCs and object request brokers (see section-2.3), and
programming languages such as Java. In fact, they are the rnain vehicle for achiev-
ing language- and network transparency for the distributed business objects. The
most prominent ones are OSF DCE IDL, CORBA IDL and Java IDL. Figure-
2.1 shows an example CORBA IDL interface specification of the business object
Bi110fMaterial. This object is equipped with two operations and three attributes,
two of which indicate conceptual attributes (plantID and bomNumber). The IDL
specification also includes a definition of the bi-directional association between the
business object Bi110fMaterial and the business object Prognosis. This associa-
tion is actually represented by the `special' attribute thePrognosis that is preceded

by my-PrognosisSeq. The type of this attribute reflects the multiplicity between
the Bi1lofMaterial object and Prognosis with a value that ranges from zero to
an unlimited multiplicity.

Business objects technology takes the concept of `classical' interfaces a step fur-
ther by supporting interface evolution in a way that allows the interfaces of classes to
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evolve without necessarily affecting the clients of the modified classes. This is made
possible by rninimizing the links between business components. Client and server
classes are not explicitly bound to each other, instead, messages are trapped at run-
time by a semantic data object that enforces the binding at the ]evel of parameter
passing semarrtics (Eeles and Sims, 1998). The key aspect of this mechanism is that
messages are self-defining as the message name is maintained in the request, and
the parameter names are defined in the sernantic data object that is also passed in
the request.

An alternative way of expressing the services of an (supplier) object to associ-
ated (client) objects, and enforcing this specification in code, is by using a contract
r. This idea was introduced by Meyer (Meyer, 1997), and is incorporated in the
object-oriented programrning language Eifel. Eifel was designed on the basis of the
philosophy that classes should resemble Abstract Data Types (ADTs) to ensure the
safe execution of systenrs.

Contracts are used to concisely specify the obligations and rights of both the
supplier and the client during their life-cycles. This behavioral conformance specifi-
cation serves as a basis for the design of the enterprise system, and can be enforced
at run-tirne. The contract consists of a set of assertions that are inserted in pro-
grarns and expresses the properties of certain characteristics during execution by
using pre- and postconditions. Violating a pre- or postcondition could break the
contract between the client and supplier objects. Assertions in formal languages are
used to express the correctness conditions. Partial correctness can then be proven
by using a correctness formulae: {Pre} A{Post} that needs to be interpreted as
follows: execution of A can be initiated in a state where Pre is true, and w-ill end
in a state where Post holds true too (Hoare, 1969). IVleyer has incorporated the
require and ensure keywords in the object-oriented progranuning language Eiffel to
represent the pre- and postconditions.

We can now give a tentative definition of an interface:

Definition 2.1 (Interface) An i~tterface constitutes u collection of:

. Preconditions.

. Operntions (sorraetiyrtes called rnethods or functio7es)

. Invrzrinnts

. Post-conditiorts

In chapter 5, we will give a rnore precise, formal definition as interfaces are the
core concept around which the mapping methodology is organized.

2.1.3 Business Objects and Components: The Witches
Brew

Recently, business object technology has been evolving into component technology.
Component technology has redeveloped many ideas of business object technology,

1 We ignore the special usage of the term `contract' in the domain of formal contracts
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and emphasizes critical issues for any serious large-scale business application de-
velopment such as reusability, granularity and a clear separation between system
development and deployrnent.

Szyperski provides a widely accepted definition of software components: "units
of composition with contractually specified interfaces and explicit context depen-
dencies only. Context dependencies are specified by stating the required interfaces
and the acceptable execution platforrns. A software cornponent can be deployed in-
dependently and is subject to composition by third parties. To distinguish between
the deployable unit and the instances it supports, a cornponent is defined to have
no mutable persistent state" (Szyperski, 1999).

Over the last years, we have witnessed the emergence of the business component

concept, which is distinct from other software components, such as GliI-, network-,
utility- and security components. Business cornponents refer to special category of

third-party, self-containing, autonomous conceptual and software components with

a well-defined plug and socket, and, meaningful and wrderstandable business sernan-

tics ((Herzurn and Sims, 2000), (Eeles and Sirns, 1998)).
In addition, many authors argue that the autonomy of business components

is an important feature of this technology ((Herzum and Sims; 2000), (Herzum

and Eeles, 1998), (D'Souza and ~~'ills, 1999)), which distinguishes it sornehow from
business objects. This characteristic is related to that of y~.anularity: cornponents

are believed to be larger-grained than objects ((Eliëns, 2000), (Herzum and Sirns,
2000), (Hopkins, 2000)). Both features are stressed in the business cornponent

concept to reinforce reusable software artifacts (executables), without introducing
additional conceptual and technical dependencies between them.

Definition 2.2 (Component) A business contponent encapsulates botFc conceptual
and pitysical (software) artifacts, wFtich express sorne business semantics, and offers

ticent as titird-party products to prospective custome~~s by using an explicit irtterface
specification, compTising a limited set of plugs. Components can not store any state

in themselves, and can be assembled into a (sub)systenc by pa~~anteterizing its plugs

tv otFter co7rtponents.

Herzum and Sims (Herzum and Sims, 2000) indicate that a unifying business

component `concept' (philosophy) is currently lacking in business object develop-

ment approaches. According to both authors, this results in applications that have

been beautifully designed in an object-oriented way, but implemented as monolithic

systems. The results were software developrnent projects that were based on com-
ponents, but did not substantially encourage reuse at a`high' level of granularity.

VVhat is needed, as they continue to argue, are components that constitute the de-
ployed counterparts of design-time business objects. This view is conflicting slightly

with the original viewpoints of the OMG: "The business object abstraction, which

models a real-world thing, is implemented by one or more objects in the information
systenr. Each such object in the information system is a application component of

that information system and must be supported by a technology infrastructure."

(OMG, 1996). So, instead of introducing the notion of a software component, the

OMG accepts business objects with a high-level of granularity that possibly comprise

a nurnber of other business objects.
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In this thesis, we have adopted this idea and have used the term business object
for both conceptual and implementation business objects. This implies that in
this thesis we assume conceptual business objects can be isomorphically (one-on-
one) rnapped to (composite) implementation objects and inherently cover the most
important component characteristics, especially when they are based on a stratified
architecture (see below).

2.1.4 Business Object Entities and Processes
Business objects package essential business characteristics such as business proce-
dures, policies and controls around business data. In this way, they create a coherent
semantic construct that cornbines the right business policy with the right data and
ensures that the data is used in a manner consistent with the business intent. Thus,
business objects the core building blocks around which business processes are orga-
nized.

Two categories of business objects can be distinguished: business eutity objects
and business process objects. Business entity objects serve as persistent data con-
tainers to store the state of business processes. Business entities are often blended
within the context of some process, and designate an output or input object that
bundles properties that are relevant to the business domain. Business entities can
either be conceptual (e.g. planning) or physical (e.g. inventory lot), and are internal
(e.g. employee) or external (e.g. customer and supplier) to the enterprise (Marshall,
2000). In principle, this category of business objects remains passive during its life-
time, and `only' reacts to external stimuli from business processes. The business
logic that hides their properties is rnostly simple and resembles the setter~getter
pattern of enterprise Javabeans ((DeMichiel et al., 2001), (Kassem, 2000)). This
category of business objects tends to evolve slowly, and forms the fouudation of the
(extended) enterprise.

Definition 2.3 (Business entity object) A business entity object, also referTed
to as an (business) entity foT sho~i, constitutes a static type of business object that
serves as a data container for business process objects by storing, retrieving, remov-
ing and changing data. The collection of stored attributes deter~nines the entity's
abst~~act state.

Business 7~rocess objects are a kind of active (or control) objects that combine
business objects in order to define a business process. They are shaped by a set
of interrelated activities that collectively accomplish a specific business objective,
possibly according to a set of pre-specified policies. Business processes are initiated
by events that trigger activities in the organization (Curran and Ladd, 2000). These
events can be internal (e.g. rules) or external (e.g. customer requests). The business
processes are initiated on the basis of an incoming event (e.g. a customer request),
and result in an outgoing event (e.g. the notification that. a product is ordered). So,
business processes are concurrently executing, event-driven business objects that are
connected to business entities in order to reflect changes in the business domain.

Business processes provide the basic ingredients that can be specialized and
extended to capture domain- or application- specific standardized processes within
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a particular vertical dornain, e.g. financial or manufacturing. Recently, the On1G
has commenced to define platform independent t;ML models for various vertical
dornains, e.g. manufacturing and biotechnology (The OMG Architectural Board,
2001).

Definition 2.4 (Business process object) A business process object typically
desiynates a"dyna~nic" object with a state s7~ace, whose internal business lo~ic is
irtitiated by either an interrtal or external event. Business process objects rely on
bustiness entities to store and retrieve i7tterntediate data results.

2.2 Business Object Architectures

Several business object architectures proposed in literature have been developed
specifically to support the design, implementation and deployment of business object
based applications. Before giving a definition of a business object architecture, we
will first review the concept of their precursors: software architectures.

A software architecture defines the main parts of a software application and
poirrts out their relationships and constraints. Software architectures are important
as they constrain the quality attributes of the software system, allow for communi-
cation with the stakeholders, and enable the definition of shared cornponents in a
product line (Bosch, 2000). Moreover, an overall architecture facilitates top-down
specífication of cornponents that comply with predefirred standards and stimulates
large-scale reuse of its constituents.

Various architectural styles (Somrnerville, 2001) exist; among them the reposi-
tory model, the client-server model and the layered model. The layered model is
often suggested for business object-based applications as it is supposed to promote
future reuse and to facilitate maintenance. In fact, it could be considered an ar-
chitectural pattern. The layered architecture is based on the idea that business
applications can be partitioned into logical tiers that are responsible for some part
of their operation. This separation of concerns greatly enhances the understand-
ing, extensibility and maintainability of the business objects. Moreover, by freezing
certain design decisions into business objects, their interoperation can be leveraged.

A business object architecture denotes a special category of software architec-
ture that provides an runtime environment for the dynamic composition of business
objects (Sutherland, 1999). A business object architecture typically comprises two
orthogonal, but related, dirnensions. Firstly, a business object architecture captures
the sernantics of business processes as a collection of cooperating business objects.
This is generally achieved by representing business objects by conceptual models, or
applying interface or formal (ADT) specifications. Secondly, a business object archi-
tecture encompasses a purely technological dimension that implements the runtime
environment. This runtime environment offers business objects a set of 'horizontal'
services that take care of several aspects of interoperation, e.g. distributed transac-
tion management, security and programming language transparency.

Several competing architectures for structuring business objects in one or more
tiers have been proposed in literature as well as in the software industry. ~~'e will
discuss five prevalent architectures: (1) the Business Object Component Architec-
ture (BOCA) (OIV1G, 1996), (2) the layered architecture as proposed by Prins (Prins,
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1996), (3), the L'ser-~~'orkspace-Enterprise-Resource (L~1'ER) architecture (Herzum
and Sims, 2000), (4) the SAP Business Framework architecture, and lastly, (5) the
SanFrancisco architecture (I4Zonday et al., 2000). The first three architectures re-
flect abstract layered models with lirnited prototypical implementations. The last
two architectures have evolved from proprietary software products from SAP and
IBM respectively.

2.2.1 The Business Object Facility
In 1996, the O~IG issued a RFP for a business object facility with the following
definition: "A business object facility is the infrastructure (application architecture,
services, etc.) required to support business objects operating as cooperating appli-
cation components in a distributed object environrnent." This proposal aimed for
the development of industry-specific and cross-industry business objects (common
business objects), and for a runtime architecture build on top of the CORBA. This
environment should allow for the irnplementation and deployment of distributed
business objects, e.g. security (see Figure 2.2).

Cornmon business objects were directed at defining the semantics for business
concepts that could either be shared between various vertical industries, such as
finances and manufacturing, or be applied within one vertical dornain. The Busi-
ness Object Facility (BOF) was intended as an architecture that would sit on top of
the CORBA architecture and provide the communication infrastructure for business
objects, basically by providing a set of interfaces to ease runtime collaboration of ap-
plication components. These requirernents necessitated an extension of the CORBA
IDL in order to add more business semantics to reflect the actual business practices.

In particular, the BOF RFP airned at new industry proposals to address issues
such as event-handling, transparent persistency, nested transactions, concurrency
and serialization, garbage collection, referential integrity, business object relation-
ship managernent, etc. I~~Iore interesting in the framework of this research is the
fact that the BOF RFP mentioned the lack of semantics of IDL meant to repre-
sent and invoke business objects at a sufficiently high level of abstraction. The
OA-IG proposed to extend IDL with higher-level constructs, like constraints, rules,
roles, policies, relationships, and states, as long as they could be transformed into
equivalent low-level IDL-specifications.

Several BOF subrnissions were proposed by the industry (for a detailed overview,
see (Eeles and Sims, 1998)), from among which the Business Object Component Ar-
chitecture (BOCA) (Technologies, 1997), (Sutherland, 1999) was the one that was
worked out in most detail and for which an experimental prototype was developed.
This detailed proposal provided a metamodel for specification of (conunon) busi-
ness objects with an IDL-like language, called the Component Definition Language
(CDL).

CDL is a declarative specification language - a superset of OA4G IDL; ODMG
Object Definition Language (ODL) and the ODG141 Object Query Language - that
is used to describe composite behavior of communities of related business objects. A
specification in CDL defines business object interfaces, structural relationships be-
tween business objects, collective behavior of related business objects and temporal
dependencies among them (Technologies, 1997).
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CORBA, CORBAservices, CORBAfacilities

Figure 2.2: The BOF and Common Business Objects ( From: (OI4IG, 1996)

Business objects are not written in CDL, but in programming languages for
which language mappings are available, e.g. Enterprise Java Beans. This speci-
fication language extends IDL by adding several `high-level' constructs to capture
more business semantics. IDL indeed merely defines object ~netiaods to implement
language-independent distributed objects, which may then be plugged into a broker
(ORB) that provides additional services such as security, concurrency and transac-
tion services. The goal of CDL transcends this rather low-level, inter-object commu-
nication purpose of IDL, and is oriented towards delivering distributed (business)
objects based on the Business Object Facility (BOF), specifying Comrnon Business
Objects and delivering marketable business objects by software vendors.

Components are obviously the ceutral notion in CDL. CDL components (Tec}r-

nologies, 1997) define collections of business objects, dependents, appliances and
subsystems. As explained before, business objects forrn a special category of objects
with clear business semantics, such as customer, bill, and request-for-quotation.
Dependents are volatile objects, without identity, that can only persist within the
context of a business object, and are commonly used to define attribute types. This
category of objects typically does not have a specific business meaning, but adds
business semantics by defining the type of business object attributes and parame-
ters. There are five types of dependents: primitives (CORBA data types, such as
integer and string), elementary objects (frozen data type objects, such as currency
(pounds) and weight (kg)), composite objects, immutable objects (data types that

can not be changed) and, lastly, collections (e.g. arrays and bags). Appliances can
be attached or applied to container objects (e.g. a business object). Individual ap-

pliances only have meaning when attached to a container type, e.g. a policy object
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`discount-policy' (the appliance) only has a meaning if applied to the business object
`Custorner' (the container). All these components can be organized into a coherent
collection with a uniform interface, called a subsystern.

The following excerpt presents a simple example of a CDL specification of the
business object "Bi110f142aterial":

[keys-{bomNumber}] entity Bi110fMaterial {
CREQUIRED]
attribute Integer bomNumber;
attribute Integer plantID;
Bi110fMaterial getBillofMaterial ( in Integer bomNumber);
Bi110fMaterial createBillofMaterial ( in Integer bomNumber,

in Integer plantID);
relationship thePrognosis Many 0..~ BusinessTasks::Prognosis
inverse theBi110fMaterial ;

}; ~~ End: Bi110fMaterial

As the observant reader will notice, this CDL excerpt reflects the business object
Bi110fMaterial that was depicted as a L IVIL class at the left hand side in Figure-
2.1. There are several differences with the IDL specification that was specified at
the right hand side in the same figure. Firstly, this business object is specified as an
CDL entity. A CDL entity refers to "static" concepts or things in the business
domain, such as persons, places or products. Secondly, the association with the
business object Prognosis is not defined as a special attribute, but more simply
as a relationship. Thirdly, the CDL extended IDL with some special keywords
for indicating the special properties of features, e.g. attributes. The Crequired]
keyword is attached to the first attribute, bomNumber, to indicate that on coinmit,
it must contain a non-null value.

The BOCA-proposal has not been adopted by the OlV1G, so not many experience
reports are available. In (Hordijk et al., 1998), some practical experiences with CDL
are reported. The main problem of the BOCA-proposal was twofold. Firstly, it
defined only an implicit separation of a business object specification frorn its enabling
infrastructure (Eeles and Sims, 1998). Secondly, the industry was working at the
sarne time on other related competing technologies, such as standards for cornponent
model (Enterprise Javabeans and CORBA Cornponents) and [; ML modeling, as well
as meta-rnodeling (the MOF-facility).

2.2.2 The Business Object Architecture
Another business object architecture that gained rnuch attention over the last few
years, was developed at IBIV'I by R. Prins (Prins, 1996), (Prins, 1997). This architec-
ture has been designed on the basis of the philosophy that functional requirements
forrn about l0~l0 of the functionality that is visible to the end-users. The remaining
90I is invisible, and primarily implements the non-functional requirements for the
enterprise information system. These requirements are typically shared between all
business objects, independently of their business behavior and characteristics, and
should according to Prins, be captured in a cornmon architecture. Thus, many non-
functional requirements desigrrate shared comrnodities which display family traits,
and can be irnplemented by using frarraeworks which then constitute an architecture.
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Figure 2.3: Six Layers for Business Object Construction

Application frarneworks can be defined as the skeletons of business classes that can
be configured to rnatch specific business requirernents ((Johnson, 1992), (Gamma
et al., 1995), (Booch, 1994)).

Prins proposes to organize an enterprise infornration system as a stratified ap-
plication comprising six separate layers (see Figure-2.3). This separation facilitates
reuse of business objects and decreases the cornplexity of the business applications.
Each layer in the architecture builds on a lower one, and provides objects services
at a higher level of granularity, and an additional degree of reuse. As explained
above, frameworks populate all layers. The general idea is that frameworks in the
higher layers of the architecture contain rnore business domain specific logic than
the low-level ones. Specifically, the top four levels are considered to contain 6usi-
r~ess specific object frameworks whereas the general purpose and solution framework
layer can be used in various different companies, and bought from software vendors
as standard solutions. The proposed architecture is built on a low-level, technical
general purpose layer that is not included in the figure, and that contains a database
manager, operating system services; a conrmunication manager, etc.

The six layers of the business object architecture that is shown in Figure-2.3 can
be surnrnarized as follows:

~ The Technical Component Layer.
This is a business-independent layer concerned with the objectification of ser-
vices for different implementation environments as offered by commodities
such as cornmercially available databases, transaction managers, compilers,
etc. These services are incorporated in reusable frameworks that can be ap-
plied to every-varying application contexts.

. The Solution Framework Layer.
This layer deals with facilities that enable communication between distributed
objects that are possibly deployed in various heterogeneous and geographi-
cally dispersed information systems. In particular, this layer provides pre-
architectured business object frameworks that are applicable to all business
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objects at the higher layers and comprise a rich set of services, such as model-
view and control capabilities.

. Business Dornain.
The business dornain layer abstracts from the concepts in the business domain
and defines business domain objects that are organized further in (white-box)
frarneworks. This layer is sliced in two ways: business objects and events. The
business objects package business data, and offer it in their operations. The
business objects are not self-propelled, they orily react to incoming internal or
external events that are organized in logical units of work. The solution layer
provides the business object skeletons that need to be specialized in this layer.

. Application.
The business objects and events defined in the business domain layer are the
core building blocks around which business processes can be implemented.
These business objects are blended into higher-order pre-fabricated framewrorks
that can be specialized and configured for specific organizations.

Lsually, a subset of all operations and data of the business objects suffices
to construct a`wall-to-wall' business process for every task in an enterprise.
Figure 2.4 presents an abstraction of these two dimensions for each business
object as a business workplace. The workplace allows each role in a business
process access to different functionality and business data of the business ob-
jects, implementing features such as role-based access to business data. Thus,
the workplace specifies the lirnits of user-authorization. This structure allows
the implementation of portions of the adrninistrative organization. The appli-
cation layer is concerned only with wall-to-wall business processes, and does
not yet describe the How of activities throughout the organization.

. Work Flow.
The work-flow layer presents the next level of abstraction, and logically as-
sembles applications to implement a series of tasks that need to be carried
out as part of a business process. This layer implicitly depends on the so-
lution framework for setting parameters regarding the process layout, and
client~server configuratíons.

. End-user computing.
The upper layer of the architecture provides frameworks to the end-users that
will enable them to visually link and customize objects in the workplace, e.g.
a wordprocessor and an invoice-application.

Prins has experimented with this architectural rnodel and implemented various
proofs of concepts, e.g. within the domain of banking (Prins, 1997).

2.2.3 The UWER Architecture
Herzurn and Sims (Herzum and Sims, 2000) developed another layered architecture
for enterprise inforrnation systems, which is tailored to assemble business compo-
nents. This architectural model has evolved from an initially simple architecture
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Figure 2.4: A ~~'orkplace that defines boundaries for every role

for cooperating business objects (see (Sinrs, 1994)) and contains four logical tiers
that can be physically distributed among various client and server nodes. This ar-
chitecture his shown in Figure-2.5. In this architecture, business objects constitute
a uraifyiny concept whose functionality is scattered over all four layers in order to
achieve separation of concerns. ~~'e shall now briefly discuss the four layers. A more
detailed explanation of this architecture can be found in (Herzum and Sims, 2000).

. Lser Tier.
The user tier's task is to present a specific view of the business component to
the user. The user can be either be a human user or another business compo-
nent. In the latter case, the user tier can be simply implernented as a`thin'
user interface controL The presentation may either depend on a proprietary
interface frarnework, or be based on an available library of interface objects.

. ~~'orkspace Tier.
The workspace tier supports the user tier by offering local, user-specific busi-
ness logic, and provides conrmunication capabilities to iuteract with enterprise-
wide resources that are relevant for executing certain business tasks. Typically,
this tier resides at the client whenever a fat client~server model is chosen, but
in principle it could also be controlled by a central server.

. Enterprise Tier.
The enterprise tier makes up the centra] tier of the business componerrt, and
comprises enterprise-wide business policies and rules to guard the integrity of
the business data.

. Resource Tier.
The resource tier encompasses services that support the implementation of
an explicit mapping between business components in the enterprise tier and
recourses that are possibly dispersed over a(distributed) network. Among
the set of available services, the one establishing the link between business
cornponents and their data is regarded as the most important one. This map-
ping may be reconfigured easily to serve other database management systerns.
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Figure 2.5: Four Tiers of a Business Cornponent (taken from:(Herzum and Sims,
2000)

Other resources. such as the Internet, could also be linked transparently to
business components in this tier.

The ernphasis in this frarnework is on the user-interface tier, whereas rnost other
business object architectures tend to focus on back-end and server-side technology.
In addition, this architecture differentiates explicitly between user- and enterprise-
specific business logic.

2.2.4 The SAP (Internet) Business F~amework
SAP's Internet Business Framework (SAP, 2000) selects a proprietary business ob-
jects architecture that is in fact an extension of the SAP Business Framework, and
aims at (1) providing a technical backbone for the realization of extended enterprises
(see next chapter), and, (2) allowing the integration of heterogeneous applicatiou
infrastructures. The key technology that SAP has devised for realizing these goals is
a cornbination of business objects; cornponent technology, middleware and workflow
technology. SAP basically integrated these technologies around the notion of the
Interface Repository. Interfaces of business objects and processes are published in
the interface repository as XML schemas, airning for integration at both the con-
ceptual and the technical level. In particular, the interface repository encompasses
meta-data XML schernas that represent business models (collaborative business sce-
narios), teclmical prograrnming objects and business objects.

Figure-2.6 outlines the main components of the SAP Internet Busi-
ness Frame~~-ork. The technical docurnentation we studied at http .
~~u~u;u;.sap.corrt~solutions~tech~eology~keyc.apabilities~ibf.ht~n (visited in October
2001), mainly gives a high-level technical view of working with this architecture.
SAP basically links three-tiered business applications, based, of course, on SAP
R~3, b,y using a mixture of middleware and workflow technology. Business interac-
tion scenarios are predefined by the use of a proprietary XML format, and stored
in the central repository. In fact, these scenarios are rnandatory; as they form the
basis for collaboration between two or more trading partners on some rnarketplace.
The companies can glue their enterprise applications together while reusirrg available
business objects, entities and processes, which are encapsulated in these collabora-
tion protocols.
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The collaboration protocols vary greatly in their level of granularity: some of
them are as fine-grained as an isolated task, e.g. sending a document, whereas oth-
ers encapsulate entire value chains involving sequences of rnany interrelated tasks.
The business objects are structured by a business blueprint that specifies comple-
mentary views on the business domain (Curran and Ladd, 2000). The following
views are supported by the repository system: organization models, process (collab-
oration) models, function models; data models and control rnodels. This typology
is equivalent to the views of the ARIS modeling approach (Scheer, 1994).

2.2.5 The San~ancisco Architecture

IBM's SanFrancisco project aims at delivering an ensemble of server-side; business-
domain frameworks for constructing mission-critical business applications. The busi-
ness frameworks comprise a set of collaborating business components that provide
the generic business logic that can be customized to meet the specific requirements
of an enterprise, instead of writing a new business application from scratch. The
SanFrancisco frameworks are implemented on the basis of enterprise Javabeans tech-
nology, and offer a set ofobject-oriented interfaces that enables companies to conduct
business transactions over the internet.

The business frameworks are organized into an architecture with three layers:
the foundation layer, the common business object layer and the core business pro-
cess layer (see Figure- 2.7). The lower level of the architecture is the foundation
layer. This layer comprises the distributed computing environment, and masks it
from developers with cross-platform and cross-application APIs. The foundation
layer provides interfaces for transactions, persistency, inter-object communication,
and such. Inter-object communication is implemented by extending Java Remote
Method Invocation (RMI) with area server process rnanagement (IVlonday et al.,
2000).

The next layer of the SanFrancisco framework architecture is composed of three
categories of common business objects (CBO) ((Abinavam et al., 1998), (Bohrer
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et al.; 1998)): independent business objects that contain business logic and data
needed across business dornains, business objects designed to enhance interoperabil-
ity between applications, and business objects that implement SF design patterns.
The Core Business Process layer, which is situated on top of the CBO layer, relies
on the structural common business objects for proper execution. Examples of the
first category of CBOs include financial business objects, general business objects
and generalized mechanisms. The financial business objects iuclude classes related
to the financial domain, such as bank accounts, currency gain~loss accounts and
such. The generalized mechanism designates sorne mechanisms that are common to
many business aspects.

The Core Business Process layer (CBP) is at the top of the SanFrancisco archi-
tecture, and provides extensible, domain-specific frameworks that link business logic
to the CBOs. So far, CBPs have been developed for general ledger, order processing,
inventory management, product distribution and accounts payable~receivalbe, but
more CBPs are on the way. Experiences with business processes in human resource
scheduling are reported in (Jaufmann and Logan, 2000).

Recently, IBA1 has integrated SanFrancisco into WebSphere Business Cornpo-
nents, which are an integral part of the WebSphere suite. WebSphere constitutes
the key product in IBM's Application Framework for E-Business (AFeb) (Flurry
and Vicknair, 2001) strategy. Websphere offers a wide range of services, such as a
programrning model, support for integration with pervasive devices, workload man-
agement, security services, personalization services, connectors for ernbedding WS
in a legacy environment, as well as trading-oriented functionality, such as cross- and
up-selling of products, accessory selliug, and content management. For a detailed de-
scription of the ~~'ebSphere suite, we refer to (Ferguson and Kerth, 2001). A state-of-
the-art description should be available on IBl~1's website: http : ~~wvlw.ibm.com~.

2.2.6 Business Object Architectures in Retrospect

Business object architectures support reusability of business objects at various levels
of granularity by supporting the concept of separation of concerns, and at the same
time reduce the level of complexity of the business application. IVloreover, they
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are capable of packaging middleware standards and larger-grained business objects
or frameworks to offer them as services to other objects at higher layers in the
architecture.

In this section we have briefly outlined five prevalent business object and com-
ponent architectures, three of which are largely conceptual architectures, and two
of which refer to proprietary (SAP, IBNI) solutions. These architectures employ lay-
ered models and advocate separation of concerns to provide major simplifications
of the complexities surrounding the business domain. Below, we will compare these
five architectures by means of a comparison model that was developed and applied
in the Open Business Object Environment (OBOE) ESPRIT project (Ernmerich
et al., 1998), see table 2.8. This cornparison model itself is organized as a layered
architecture, so it maps naturally to the compared architectures, and it expresses
increasing levels of abstraction from the `low-level' distribution infrastructure to the
`high-level' business object solution level. For a detailed description of the layers
of this cornparison model, we refer to (Emmerich et al., 1998). The results of this
comparison will be utilized in chapter 3 to propose a business object architecture for
both single enterprise and cross-enterprise business applications that will gracefully
allow the integration of legacy assets.

The first architecture we discussed, the Business Object Component Architecture
(BOCA), addresses all layers of the comparison model. At the conceptual layer of the
comparison model, business objects are managed by a type manager that controls
the lifecycle of active business objects and provides introspection. To realize this,
BOCA defines interfaces both for the business objects and for the type manager in
a standard fashion. The distributiorr infrastructure is implemented as follows. The
basic inter-object communication technology layer is built on top of the CORBA.
Logically, the service layer in the comparison model is addressed by CORBA services.
The CORBA services offer base-level functionality for concurrency control, load
balancing, naming services and such as a collection of IDL interfaces. The BOF-
layer of the comparison is addressed in the following ways. Application integration
can be achieved in the BOF by using object wrappers (see section-2.4). Next, the
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BOCA subrnission was based on a rnetamodel, which was specified using LIV1L and
further detailed use of IDL. The representation formalism for the interfaces was the
Component Definition Language (CDL), a natural extension of IDL. IV'Iodels carr
be represented and integrated using L~1L; although the BOF submission addresses
these issues only marginally. Lastly, cornrnon business objects are specified for
both industry-specific and industry-independent domaíns. Although the standard
rnechanisms were developed to achieve the development of the common business
objects, they were never deployed in the context of domain tasks forces within the
OMG. Instead, nowadays the OMG relies on the Model-Driven Approach (The O1L'IG
Architectural Board, 2001) for this purpose.

The second architecture, provisionally named UWER, covers not only back-end
business objects but also the front-end (user interface) of enterprise systems. This
architecture basically splits the functionality of a business component ín four related
tiers, which can subsequently be structured into 1~-tiered business applications. The
conceptua] model layer of the comparison model is only marginally developed in this
architecture by providing snipplets of the underlying metamodel. The distribution
infrastructure layer is not explicitly covered by this architecture and it is not ex-
plicitly built on specific middleware. Instead, the basic technology and services can
basically be implemented using any available technology. The BOF layer of the
comparison model was not developed completely for this architecture. Application
integration carr be performed at finer levels of granularity, due to the more sophisti-
cated taxonomy of business objects. Modeling is mainly performed with liML, and
integration is designed with a combination of XML and connectors (whose behavior
is modelled with interaction diagrams). In the top layer of the comparison model,
some references are made to common business objects and processes, and to the
development of entity and process components. However, these concepts have not
been integrated in the architecture.

The Prins framework is the precursor of many existing business object architec-
tures that we studied in our literature survey. This architectural framework provides
a strong conceptual model that is incorporated in the architecture by separating be-
tween `structural' business domain objects and `dynamic' application and workflow
objects. It addresses the basic technology layer in two complementary layers: the
technical component and solution framework layers. Business objects are defined
for various levels of granularity: the `component' level (the `business-domain' layer),
application level and the workflow level. This architectural framework thus employs
a richer taxonomy for categorizing (common) business objects than other architec-
tures such as the BOF. However, it does not explicitly define standards for common
business objects or an interface definition language. Finally, the distribution layer
is topped by the solution framework layer of Prins' architecture, and could be im-
plemented by the CORBA.

The SAP Internet Business Framework is organized around the concept of the In-
terface Repository. The IR partially implements support for all layers of the compar-
ison model. The basic technology at the distributed infrastructure and the business
object facility level of the comparison model (see Figure-2.8), comprises low-level
plumbing technology (ALE and the BusinessConnector) and transaction manage-
ment services. On top of these basic services sits MySAP.conr (the successor of SAP
R~3) and workflow technology (SAP's Webflow) for implementing intra- and cross-
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organizational business transactions. The modeling part of the BOF layer of the
cornparison model is only worked out in detail at the interface level; no visual mod-
eling techniques are provided. The repository comprises a rich collection of business
object interfaces (called Business Application Programming Interfaces (BAPIs)),
which can be considered to be CBOs. The CBOs in particular are defined for specific
vertical industries, such as Aerospace and Defense. In principle, the SAP Internet
Business Framework is capable of integrating various heterogeneous business appli-
cations by relying on ALE-technology, however, various case studies have shown the
high cornplexity of these processes due to poor connectivity support. Currently,
the SAP Internet Business framework is moving in the direction of web-services to
more effectively support e-business transactions, e.g. in the context of rnarketplaces
or, more rigidly, value chains (see: IattP : ~~w~ww.sa~.corra~solutio7as~techraoloyy~,
visited in May 2002).

Lastly, the SanFrancisco business framework offers a relatively advanced solution
for business object frameworks. This architecture is based on the philosophy that
business applications are constructed and deployed according to a layered architec-
ture, defining objects at various levels of granularity. This architecture is organized
as follows. The foundation laver denotes the lowest level of abstraction and sits
on top of the physical network. This layer provides three services to higher layers:
(1) foundation services, (2) the foundation object rnodel (used to construct busi-
ness objects according to the SanFrancisco programrning model), and, (3) utilities
for user and system management. The foundation services cover aspects from the
distribution layer of the cornparison model by offering an Object Request Broker
(ORB) (see the next section), security services, transaction managernent services
and object lifecycle management. The lifecyle of objects is governed by a dedicated
class, named the `Factory Class', which is incorporated in the foundation layer in-
stead of relying on ordinary Java constructors. Lifecycle management is concerned
with managing objects from their birth (instantiation) to their death (garbage col-
lection). The SanFrancisco foundation object model relates to the metamodel layer
in the comparison rnodel. For example, the foundation object rnudel prescribes the
explicit separation of the Java class implementation from its interface. Application
integration is accomplished at both the modeling and the application level. Tlre
schema mapper facilitates the transformation between relational databases to ob-
jects (wrappers). Integration at the modeling level can be achieved using detailed
objects models, defined in UNIL. Both cornmon business objects and processes pop-
ulate higher-level layers in the SF architecture, and cover both industry-specific and
cross-industrial aspects,e.g. Bank Account and ~i'arehouse Management.

2.3 Middleware support for BO Technology

Business object architectures typically rely on rniddleware teclmology to overcome
the reefs between distributed applications. Middleware is basically a critical require-
ment for allowing new business objects to cooperate a~ith wrapped legacy systems.
Middleware provides facilities for transactional inter-object connectivity while hid-
ing the intricacies of the network. 1~4iddleware is sometimes referred to as the slash
(~) in Clierrt~Server technology, as it glues client and server objects together.
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Middleware basically cornes in the following four archetypical flavors (Foreman,
1997): Remote Procedure Calls (RPCs), Object Request Brokers (ORBs), h~Iessage-
Oriented A~Iiddleware (1~~IO1VI) and Transaction Processing IVlonitors (TPMs). In the
remainder of this section, these categories will be discussed briefly.

2.3.1 Remote Procedure Calls
RPCs constitute the precursor of rnany modern rniddleware technologies, and aim
at transparently supporting sy7achronous calls between client and server programs,
which are possibly operating at remote nodes. Therefore, services of both the client
and the server program are firstly specified in the Interface Definition Language
(IDL), and then autornatically transformed in corresponding client and server stubs.
The stubs hide the internal complexities of the distributed cornmunication, so that
clients do not have to be aware of the location and the internal rnessage format of
the server in order to invoke its services (Serain, 1999).

During the 1980s, RPC ~vas standardized by the Open Standard Foundation
(OSF), and was incorporated ïn the Distributed Cornputing Environment (DCE).
The DCE provides a rich set of services in addition to RPCs, such as security and
directory services (Linthicum, 2001).

RPC technology has proven to be a stable communication environment, however,
it rnainly addresses relatively "low-level" communication between processes (Orfali
et al., 1994), has an inherently synchronous nature and is not compatible with
object-oriented systems. In addition, RPCs do not meet important requirernents of
business transactions, such as parallelism and concurrency.

2.3.2 Object Request Brokers

Object Request Brokers (ORBs) have taken middleware technology one step fur-
ther by providing mechanisms and additional services to communicate data between
client and server objects. Similar to RPCs, ORBs implernent support for static com-
munication. In addition, dynarnic (or run-time) inter-object cornmunication is facil-
itated using an interface repository that can be queried in order to retrieve object
implementation information at runtime.

The OI4~IG has standardized the functionality of ORBs as well as the accompa-
nying IDL in its Object Management Architecture (OA4A) ((IVlowbray and Zahavi,
1995), (Zahavi, 2000), (Orfali et al., 1994)). The OA~A specifically defines a number
of object services, domains, (common) facilities and applications around the core
concept of the ORB communication channel (see Figure-2.9).

As mentioned above, the object services provide horizontal, base-level facili-
ties, such as concurrency, security, load balancing and transaction management.
Secondly, vertical domain facilities oH'er domain-specific objects, such as medical,
marine, banking and accounting domains. Standardization efforts are undertaken
under the auspices of the OI`IG in corresponding task forces by standardizing their
i7ateTfaces in IDL terms. :~n exarnple of such a task force is CORBAmed, which is
defining standards for clinical observation services, healthcare resource access con-
trol, healthcare data interpretation and such. In addition to the vertical domain
facilities, the CORBA common (or horizontal) facilities specify services that can
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be shared between vertical domains, such as a printing service. The new NIDA
initiative (The OMG Architectural Board, 2001) has actually revived the standard-
ization efforts by providing both conceptual (UNIL) models as well as related IDL
specifications for domain specific business objects.

Client objects typically call server objects over the internal or external network
through the ORB. Various ORBs can be linked together over the internet by using
the Internet Inter-ORB Protocol (IIOP). Both static and dynarnic inter-object com-
munications can be achieved by relying on the predefined set of CORBA interfaces,
such as client and sercer stubs, dynamic skeleton interfaces, and the object adapter.

For a comprehensive overview of the OMA and its internal workings, we refer to
(IVIowbray and Zahavi, 1995).

2.3.3 Message-Oriented Middleware (MOM)

Message-Oriented Middleware (A~IOIVI) is a middleware technology that is not purely
object-oriented and that delivers a robust communication infrastructure for loosely
coupled, distributed applications. MOM products typically contain a queuing rnech-
anism for storing and retrieving messages that is subject to policy rules. The NIOM
basically works as follows: client applications send requests (rnessages) to the queue,
which handles them according to a predefined scheme and then delivers them to the
right server, and vice versa. Most MOM software offers at least minimal support for
transactions, e.g. by minimally supporting "Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation and
Durability" ( ACID) (H~,rder and Reuter, 1983) features ( Linthicum, 2001).

NIOMs are non-blocking in nature and capable of facilitating both asynchronous
and synchronous calls between clients and servers. Asynchronous calls allow clients
to continue their operations without having to wait for the server object to finish
its request. In fact, clients may even be disconnected from the NIOM to check later
whether or not their request has been met by a server application.

The disadvantage of h'I014I is considered to be the lack of a standard specification
of its main functionality. This irnplies that every supplier has its own proprietary
implementation ( `standard') aud that integration between various MOI`'Is is thus a
precarious endeavor ( Serain, 1999). In addition, MOM does not allow the standard-
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ization of abstract object interfaces.
The OMG is currently considering to embed message capabilities in the

CORBA3.0 specification, enabling polling and call-back messaging (Zahavi, 2000)
and allowing asynchronous calls between server and client objects. If these stan-
dardization efforts get approved, this ~e~ould greatly facilitate large-scale MONI-
interoperability up to the level of business applications and object wrappers.

2.3.4 Transaction Processing

Transaction processing monitors comprise another category of middleware that de-
serves to be explained. Lnfortunately, the use of the term `transaction' in the area
of software engineering and, more recently, e-business, is causing a good deal of con-
fusion. Basically, the concept of transaction is used in twro (orthogonal) contexts:
(1) business transactions and (2) database transactions.

In (Yang and Papazoglou, 2000), the relationship between business and database
transactions is looked into. In this paper, the authors argue that business trares-
actioras rnay be logically organized as a chain of long-lived, distributed and nested
`traditional' database transactions. Techniques such as spheres of control (Gray and
Reuter, 1993) and roll-back mechanisrns are typically applied to govern database
transactions according to the ACID (H~.rder and Reuter, 1983) properties. The
authors maiutain that business transactions require a looser and broader definition
of the ACID properties. For example, the atornicity of business transactions is
enforced in several unconventional ways. The authors exemplify this observation
by discerning four types of business transaction atomicity: atomicity of payment,
goods, delivery and contract.

In the context of TP middleware, the notion of transactions typically refers to
database transactions. In particular, many TP monitors are based on the assumption
that business processes are divided into logical units of work. A unit of work can be
regarded as a ACID-cornpliant transaction, and consists of a set of operat.ions that
either completely succeeds or fails. So, they share a cornmon fate (Leymann and
Roller, 2000).

Traditional TP Monitors extend clatabase managernent systems that provide
support for stored procedure by offering additional facilities for access control and
security. Leymann (Leymann and Roller, 2000) identifies the following two main
characterístics of TPI4Is: (1) scalability and (2) robustness.

Scalability of business applications and transactions is often required so that TP
Monitors can handle up to thousands of concurrently-running application functions
at the same time, guaranteeing system integrity in norrnal and abnormal (unan-
ticipated) circumstances. The robustness of the system is guarded by treating the
application functions as transactions and errsuring they conforrn to the ACID char-
acteristics. In general, the transactions are made fault-tolerant by using a two-phase
commit process.

The scalability of the system can be implemented by using mechanisms for load
balancing, such as dynamically distributing transactions over various servers and
database multiplexing, in which an overload of client requests automatically triggers
the TP I,Ionitor to spin a new thread with the DB (Orfali et al.; 1994). For a
comprehensive overview of TP Nionitors, we refer to (Berstein and Newcomer, 1997)
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and (Gray and Reuter, 1993).
So far, TP Nlonitor tecYmology has fused into commercial application servers,

e.g. BEA's Tuxedo is an integral part of its Weblogic application server. Appli-
cation servers were up until recently offered to the market as the new panacea for
conducting e-business, and basically upgrade traditional TP Monitor functionality
with connectivity to back-end applications such as ERP and legacy systems.

Another related development is OMG's standardization process for the Object
Transaction Service (OTS) (Zahavi, 2000). The basic idea is that an OTS extends
the ONIA rnodel by defining a comprehensive set of interfaces for bringing transac-
tional properties to distributed objects. Therefore, OTS is closely linked to the ORB
and controls the interaction of the objects in a logical unit of work. Some vendors
have developed preliminary implementations of the OTS, e.g. IONA's OTS, which
is offered as part of the ORBIX CORBA implementation.

Another important development is the convergence of `classical' middleware sup-
port in component models. Two of the most prorninent, non-software vendor pro-
prietary component models that have a broad industrial basis are the Enterprise
Javabeans ((DeMichiel et al., 2001), (Kassem, 2000)) and the CORBA Component
Model ((Zahavi, 2000), (Wong, 2001), (Brown, 2000)).

2.4 Reverse Engineering: Object Wrappers

The heterogeneous nature of legacy portfolios forces organizations to deploy vari-
ous strategies for dealing with their legacy assets, from simply replacing thern at
once (`big bang' or `cold turkey' approach) to gradually phasing them out (Brodie
and Stonebraker, 1995). Object wrapping denotes a technique for supporting the ac-
cess~integration in place strategy that sits somewhere in the rniddle of this spectrum
and lets legacy assets co-exist with new business applications. In this way, wrap-
pers make it possible to preserve the valuable knowledge about business data and
processes that is contained in legacy systems (Weiderrnan, 1997a). This is achieved
by encapsulating related pieces of business data and logic and publishing them in
the interface.

In this section, we will first discuss reverse engineering in general. Subsequently,
section-2.4.2 will focus on object wrapper teclrnology. Throughout this thesis this
term is used synonymously with wrapper and legacy object (Dietrich et al., 1989).
Object wrappers come in various shapes ranging from `thick' to `thin' wrappers.
The main properties of both types will be discussed in section 2.4.3. Lastly; we will
explain how wrappers can be implemented by using middleware technologies such
as CORBA in section-2.4.4.

2.4.1 Reverse Engineering

Enterprise information systems typically evolve due to changed technological possi-
bilities and new business practices. Enterprise information system evolution activ-
ities control the operability of the enterprise information systems over an extended
period of time, and are characterized by the following three strategies (Weider-
man, 1997b): maintenance, modernization, and replacement. The impact of these
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strategies on the inforrnation systems ranges from minirnal to large: maintenance
activities typically have little irnpact while replacement implies radical changes by
retiring (parts of) the legacy systems. The selection of the appropriate system evo-
lution activity is influenced by the technical viability of the enterprise information
systems and the costs involved. In (~'arren, 1999), a rnethod is suggested to sup-
port engineers in selecting and irnplementing the most effective evolution strategy
by providing a set of guidelines, techniques and practical advice.

Maintenance activities thus pertain to relatively small changes in the system's
functionality to ensure that it stays in flux with new business requirements. This is
called adaptive maintenance ((Warren, 1999), (Weiderman, 1997b)). Besides these
activities, maintenance can be directed towards eliminating fixed errors in the code
(corrective maintenance), and optirnizing the code for both the functional and the
non-functional requirements (perfective maintenance).

~~'hen the legacy system is no longer capable of keeping abreast of business
changes, or when its technical condition has deteriorated to the extent that it is no
longer possible to re-eugineer its functionality, or when its hardware platforms are
simply no longer supported, the system should be retired. This radical option is the
third information system evolution strategy.

The second category of evolution strategies is about re-engineering the legacy
system and is applied whenever the system is on the one hand no longer maintain-
able, but on the other hand still has too much business and~or technical value to
be retired already. This strategy iuvolves the examination and reconstitution of an
enterprise inforrnation system according to state-of-the-art engineering techniques.
A widely accepted definition of re-engineering is given by Tiley (Tiley and Smith,
1995): "Re-engineering is the systernatic transformation of an existing system into a
new form to realize quality improvernents in operation, system capability, function-
ality, perforrnance, or evolvability at a lower cost, schedule, or risk to the customer.".
This definition shows the continuum of maintenance on one end and replacement on
the other in between which re-engineering is fouud. The re-engineering strategy can
be irnplernented in several ways (Arnold, 1993): source code translation, prograrn
restructuring, systern restructuring, data re-engineering, reverse engineering and re-
targetting. ~~'e refer to ( arnold, 1993) for an in-depth analysis of these techniques.
In the rernainder of this thesis, we will limit the research scope by focusing on the
reverse eugineering activity, which gracefully allows legacy applications to be reused
without radically changing their internals.

The reverse engineering strategy can basically be implemented in two ways:
white-box transforrnation and black-box transformation (Vl'eiderman, 1997b).
White-box transforrnation aims at discovering the working of a legacy system by
extracting information from the legacy data and code, creating dornain models and
developing conceptual models that explain the underlying implemerrtation. Black-
box transformation on the other hand regards legacy programs and databases as
holistic entities and tries to define their functionality as a set of services. Hence,
this approach is not geared to gaining an understanding of the internal working of
the legacy systems, but simply wraps up the s,ystem by defining the basic function-
ality in its interface. Object technology has greatly enhanced the development of
wrappers. We will discuss them now.
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2.4.2 Wrappers in Brief: Reaping Past Investments

Object wrappers present a successful technology for combining business objects with
legacy systems. Object wrapping thus entails the practice of implementing a soft-
ware architecture on the basis of pre-existing heterogeneous components. Wrappers
reface non-object-oriented applications by encapsulating them with object-oriented
interfaces (Schilling and Lrence, 1994), so that they look for other client objects just
as regular objects. This allows seanrless integration of legacy systems into newly
developed applications without any concern over underlying implementation intri-
cacies. Object wrappers are constructed by relying on basic reengineering principles
to help understand the essential functionality of legacy systems and to restructure
internal functionality and data in order to present them to client objects in a con-
sistent way (Van Deursen et al., 1999).

Definition 2.5 (Object Wrapper) An object wrapper contains a software layer
that encapsulates legacy data and loyic and defi7tes its servtices in the wrapper API.
The wrapper API mediates between calls frona client application objects to the legacy
code and data by transforming incomirag requests into a message format that is nn-
dersta~adable to tiae inte~7tal code and data.

Wrapping fits particulary well into the following two re-engineering strategies
of enterprise information s,ystems: (1) selective access~integration in place and (2)
gradual migration. The gradual migration strategy, sometimes called the `chicken-
little' approach, identifies teclmologically obsolete increments of legacy systems and
cautiously migrates them to new application components. This somewhat conserva-
tive approach can be executed without disrupting essential organizational business
processes and with a minimum risk of failure. Legacy system increments can be
preserved and integrated in new application components using wrapper technology
based on some kind of middleware, preferable an object request broker. Ivlichael
Brodie explains various flavors of the chicken little approach in more detail, and
illustrates them with case studies in his influential book (Brodie and Stonebraker,
1995). The selective access~integratiou in place approach selectively consolidates
legacy assets in future enterprise applications by using wrapper technologies. Legacy
systenrs are partitioned and reworked into finer-grained objects, e.g. by using the
internal program structure, which on the one hand meets current business require-
ments, and on the other hand is believed to be stable enough or to be sufficiently
adaptable to meet future business changes.

The wrapper specifies services that can be invoked in legacy systems by conr-
pletely hiding implementation details, providing an opportunity to include the sys-
tem's structural and semantic contents as well as patterns of usage in the public def-
inition of the system. This is realized by offering external applications a clean and
open legacy Application Programming Interface (API) that supports a host of ab-
stract services irrespective of the complexity of internal representations of the legacy
systems. The wrapper's API translates calls into a different protocol, data format
or command set that is understandable by the legacy system (module) (see Figure-
2.10). So, this legacy API can be regarded as the software access path to the legacy
implementations' supported functions. In (Flint, 1997) some real-world object wrap-
pers are presented that allow COBOL applications and new object-oriented systems
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Figure 2.10: Object ~~'rappers co-exist with new Business Objects

to interoperate. A study on wrapping relational tables with semantically equivalent
object-oriented interfaces can be found in (Papazoglou and V"an den Heuvel, 2000b).

The wrapping technology can be especially valuable when the technical condition
of the legacy systern is poor, even though its business value is still considerable (Slee
and Slovin, 1997). Slee argues that about 50Io of the legacy systems fall into this
category. In (Slee and Slovin, 1997), the author introduces a portfolio analysis to
support a systernatic planning for legacv system re-engineering. This analysis model
basically identifies four categories of legacy systems based on their technical value
and business value, and suggests effective reverse engineering strategies for each of
them, e.g. wrapping.

The business value of legacy systems is calculated by estimating its contribution
to the business profit and market share of enterprises. The technical condition
is deterrnined by assessing the legacy system according to some predefined design
parameters, such as decomposability and interoperability. ~~rapping has proven to
be a successful technology to retain legacy assets while improving and augrnenting
the application code if the business value and technical value are high.

The success of wrapping is contingent on the technical condition of the legacy
source code. As mentioned above, the technical condition is ]argely determined by
the decornposability of the systern, but other factors, such as the size, cornplexity and
brittleness of the legacy code, play a large role as we112. Brodie discerns three broad
categories of decomposability (Brodie and Stonebraker, 1995): decomposable, serni-
decornposable and non-decomposable legacy systems. Decomposable legacy systems,
the best category for wrapping purposes, have a clear border between their inter-
faces, database rnanagement systems and business applications. Semi-decomposable
legacy systerns have intermediate structures that are either data or program decom-
posable (Umar, 1997). Non-decornposable systerns present the worse-case scenario,
in which the interface, programs and data are highly interwoven and can not be
partitioned.

T}ms, wrapper technology can be applied to attain one or more of the following
objectives (Wilkes, 1999):

2In (~varren, 1999) an extensive list for assessing the technical condition of legacy systems is
provided.
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. Reuse Wrapped legacy system (modules) represent well-defined objects that
can be reused within various settings, possibly outside the confines of a single
enterprise. The level of reuse depends on the capability of legacy objects to
operate in heterogeneous environments. This requirement in turn is highly
dependent on the enabling middleware technology.

. Selective access~integration Wrappers can be used to selectively replace
parts of legacy systems by new business application components, while preserv-
ing past investments in legacy assets. Both the new application components
and object legacy system modules rnay co-exist and evolve over tirne.

. Separation of concerns The physical implementation of legacy systems is
explicitly separated from its logical representation via the wrapper API. This
allows interface evolution (see section-2.1), which isfor dealing with business
changes effectively.

Although wrapping is deceptively simple from a conceptual perspective, in reality
implernenting object wrappers can be extremely difficult because of the rnany corn-
plicated tasks, such as (semi-automatic) code analysis, decomposition, restructuring,
and abstraction (Comella-Dorda et al., 2000). Several methods and tools have been
developed to facilitate the construction of objects by semi-automatically identifying
legacy objects from code, e.g. on the basis of concept analysis ((Van Deursen and
Kuipers, 1998), (Lundig and Snelting, 1997)) and by providing object-oriented de-
sign metrics ((Cirnitile et al., 1999); (Cimitile et al., 1997)). Concept analysis is a
mathematical techuique to infer the modular structure of legacy system software. In
(Georgakopoulos and Tsalgatidou, 1998) some heuristics are presented to restruc-
ture legacy systems to accomrnodate fine-graiued legacy system services, that can
be invoked by any workflow management system. Other approaches assume that the
legacy data and code have already been conceptualized in some `legacy' specification
modeling language and define how non-00 models can be translated into 00 ones.

A major drawback of wrapping is observed during long-term mainteuance of
the underlying legacy data and code. The legacy code remains beneath the wrap-
per API, potentially causing rnaintenance headaches every time when new business
policies need to be implernented. This drawback may be partially solved by wrap-
ping legacy systems with a carefully abstracted object model, which will result in
thick wrappers. The notion of `thick' wrappers is discussed in the following section.
Another drawback of wrapping might be that object wrappers suffer from major
performance penalties, due to some additional layers of abstraction on top of the
original implementation.

2.4.3 Thick versus Thin Wrappers

VVrappers basically provide an object view of non object-oriented legacy system code
and data. Legacy code and data are wrapped to shape cohesive legacy objects that
are accessible through their wrapper API. The API is responsible for translating re-
quests into a format that is understandable to the legacy systenr. These translations
may be either very trivial, e.g. the transformation of a request to a wrapper into a
SQL statement, or more complex, e.g. issuing multiple requests to legacy code and
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Figure 2.11: Thick Object Wrappers

data that are possibly placed on different platforms and implemented in different
languages, and extracting the returned response from the legacy code. In the first
case, `thin' or direct wrappers (see Figure-2.10) may be implemented, whereas the
latter case reyuires `thick' or integration wrappers. The notion of thick wrappers is
used to indicate that the API to legacy software is expanded by a domain model
(see Figure-2.11). The domain object nrodel contained in thick wrappers reflects the
essence of the internal organi~ation of the encapsulated legacy software rnuch more
accurat.ely; using association, aggregation and inheritance relationships between the
domain objects, than would be possible using a direct wrapper, which merely pro-
vides a form of data hiding. An early example of a thick wrapper is described in
(Dietrich et al., 1989). As a consequeuce, thick wrappers provide a rnore effective
starting point for future legacy extensions and modernization (Diskin, 1996).

V4'rapping can be done on varíous levels of granularity: the data, the func-
tion~procedure level, the rnodule level, the subsystem and the system level. The
lowest level of wrapping is the function or data level. Direct wrapping can be used
at the lower levels without breaking down the legacy software component in multiple
interacting objects. However, on coarser levels of granularity, thin (direct) wrappers
are inappropriate as future modifications and extensions of direct wrappers are likely
to become more awkward. Here thick wrappers come into play.

Thick wrappers are particularly useful for capturing legacy systems at the module
and (sub) system level, as the object model that is encapsulated in the wrapper
provides finer levels of granularity and lasting value for subsequent legacy systems
modernization (Diskin, 1996).

Thick wrappers blend a wide arsenal of access technologies, such as screen scrap-
ers, application gateways and database gateways to implement connectivity between
the encapsulated domain model and external application objects (Umar, 1997).
5creen scrapers can be used to reface the I~O objects in the domain model that
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Figure 2.12: new application objects and wrapped legacy using CORBA

mimic the conventional, graphical or textual user interface of the legacy system
(subsystem~module~functiou). Database gateways, such as JDBC, mediate and
translate queries and updates between the legacy database and a target database
management system. Application gateways are usually homegrown, insulate new
application objects from legacy objects and transform remote procedure or func-
tion invocations into appropriate calls. These access technologies are packaged and
masked from external clients by a unifying interface, sometimes referred to as a
legacy integration gateway. For this reason, thick wrappers are sornetimes called
`super-wrappers'.

2.4.4 Constructing CORBA Based Object Wrappers

CORBA provides an ideal platform for irnplementing wrappers. CORBA's IDL can
be defined, regardless of the underlying implementation language, as long as lan-
guage mapping exists. CORB~ objects can be registered in the interface repository,
and access to legacy functionality with regard to new application objects can be
obtained in exactly the same way as business logic of other new application (busi-
ness) objects. In this way, both application and wrapped legacy objects can be
interrningled, so that existing applications can easily be retrofitted to accommodate
new business processes. Figure-2.12 clarifies this situation, and indicates two new
business objects that cooperate with both a thick (bottom of the figure on the left)
and a thin wrapper (bottom of the figure on the right), which are specified by IDL.

Thus, legacy code and~or data that have been defined by IDL can be relatively
easily connected to the ORB and accessed by other (modern) business components.
The following steps are required in order to develop CORBA-based object wrappers
(L'mar, 1997):

1. Design a business-object-based enterprise model.
The enterprise model represents the interacting domain objects in the business
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domain. This model reflects the business processes in the domain and serves
as a starting point for the wrapping process.

2. Infer IDL definitions.
Depending on the quality of the enterprise model, the IDL definitions of the
dornain objects can be generated. Most likely, the generated IDL code needs
to be augmented to add sorne low-level details, like the direction of input
parameters, parameter types and the like.

3. Identify the legacy systems (e.g. legacy data and functionality) that support
the domain objects.
In this third step of the wrapping process, the IDL definitions are projected
on the legacy system landscape.

4. Analyze the decomposability of the legacy applications.
In this step, the desigYrer has to determine the decomposability of all legacy
applications (modules, subsystems or applications). As discussed above, we
basically discern three categories of decomposability: decomposable, semi-
decomposable and non-decomposable. This determines the size and cornplex-
ity of the wrapper.

5. Determine whether to design a`thin' or a`thick' wrapper.
Once the desigrrer has gained a thorough overview of the key characteristics
of the wrapper that he is about to build, he needs to decide whether he will
build a direct or an integration ~a-rapper. As explained above, thin wrappers
are particularly useful for encapsulating legacy data and functionality, whereas
thick wrappers provide the appropriate mechanisrns for packaging legacy com-
ponents at coarser levels of granularity, such as at the module, subsystern and
system level.

6. Code the mapping between the methods of the legacy objects and the business
objects.
Obviously, this rnapping is the most important component of the wrapper. In
Chapter-4, a methodology will be outlined that can be applied to facilitate the
process of finding and defining these mappings.

7. Build and employ a CORBA server object based on IDL specifications.
This CORBA object should redirect calls to the wrapped legacy software. In
the case of a thick wrapper, an intermediate layer should be developed to take
care of the access to all underlying legacy sources.

8. Register the IDL definitions in the Interface Repository (IR).
The IR takes care of static and dynamic access to the wrapped CORBA ob-
jects. After the legacy objects are registered, new client objects may reuse
their services.

Recently, we have witnessed the arrival of a light-weighted protocol for exchang-
ing XIV1L messages between distributed applications, narned SOAP (Box et al.,
2000). This RPC-like HTTP-based protocol has been specifically designed to trans-
mit X14IL data over the Internet and is particulary useful for web-enabling legacy
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systems. In relation to CORBA, it is a relatively easy-to-use protocol allowing a-
synchronous calls through the firewall of organizations. However, it does not offer
additional object services, e.g. for lifecycle and transaction managernent.

~~'eiderman (Weiderman, 1997b) provides a detailed view of the implications
of distributed and web technologies for re-egineered legacy systenrs. Comella-Dorda
(Comella-Dorda et al., 2000) presents an excellent overview of legacy system modern-
ization approaches, including the use of XML in wrapping aud business-to-business
integration.

The purpose of this chapter was to analyze the domain of business object tech-
nology, and to investigate technologies used to blend business objects with legacy
systems. To accomplish this, we firstly studied the notions of business objects,
components and their interfaces. Thereafter, we developed a taxonorny of busi-
ness objects, comprising business process objects and business entity objects, which
will be refined throughout the thesis. Several business object architectures were
then descr.ibed and compared. The outcome of this comparison will be applied in
the next chapter, and serves as a starting point for the development of an enter-
prise architecture that supports the process of mapping business objects into legacy
wrappers. Business objects and legacy wrappers can co-exist by relying on middle-
ware technologies such as object request brokers and transaction monitors. They
were discussed in 2.3. Lastly, we introduced object wrappers as a proven technol-
ogy for implemeuting a`white box' reverse engineering approach to legacy systenrs.
The methodology we present in the body of this thesis builds on these technologies.
However, before outlining this methodology, we will first have to introduce an en-
terprise architecture that will serve as the main foundation for building iuter- and
intra-organizational business applications.
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Chapter 3

Developing Enterprise
Applications

The business landscape has radically changed since the introduction of the Internet
(Snow et al., 1992). The Internet offers companies new and exciting opportunities to
revamp existing Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) systems and introduce new busi-
ness rnodels for conducting business. 1`owadays, many progressive organizations are
redesigning and integrating their business processes with business partners, all rely-
ing on the Internet as their unifying business backbone. These developments have
lead to new organizational fvrms with interconnectecí, possibly dispersed business
processes, called netwo~~ked e~aterprises (Hawryszkiewycz, 1997), (Miles and Snow,
1986).

Virtual cooperation between business partners may take a wide variety of forms
(Helm, 1999), which implies that there is no standard for the networked organization.
Various categories of networked enterprises can be identified by focusing on several
discriminating characteristics, such as power relationships, coordination and cOITl-
munication mechanisms and the degree of coupling. In this thesis, we concentrate
on the latter property between entities in the networked organization because this
concept plays a pivotal role in determining both the desigrT of the business processes
and that of supporting (legacy) enterprise information systems (Hawryszkiewycz,
1997).

This chapter builds on the distributed object technologies that were outlined in
the previous chapter, and discusses how they can actually be applied to construct
both inter- and intra-organizational business applications, which can be selectively
integrated into wrapped legacy systems. In section-3.1, we will first outline the
alignment between business and IT for establishing networked enterprises. Sub-
sequently, section-3.2 deals with synthesizing enterprise applications from business
objects in accordance with a stable, single enterprise architecture. The i~ategrated
enterprise architecture that is presented in the next section provides the basis for the
effective support of integrated `homogeneous' enterprise applications that are tai-
lored to develop tightly-coupled networked enterprises. Loosely-coupled networked
enterprises are ideally implernented by means of an implementation technology that
accommodates agile IESs by orchestrating web-services that mask enterprise het-
erogeneity. ~Veb-services take the best features of business object technology and
enable enterprises to encapsulate their value-adding enterprise information systems
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and go on to offer them as web-services with an uniform interface. This chapter
ends with an synopsis of various issues connected with the integration of large-scale
EISs, and c}arifies how the rnapping methodology that is introduced later on in this
thesis, contributes to solving them.

3.1 Networked Enterprises: Fusing Business Pro-
cesses and IT

I~etworked organizations are challenged to do more than `simply' align business
processes and information tec}mology, and to actually fuse them, so that the business
becornes the systern and vice versa (Fingar et al., 2000), (Long, 2000). This irnplies
that business processes and the supporting IT need to be organized in a highly-
coordiuated way, e.g. along the axis of a virtual supply chain.

Figure-3.1 shows the virtual supply chain for the procurement of (fighter plane)
parts. This supply chain merges the administrative business processes for order-
ing, purchasing, paying and delivering fighter-plane parts that are required during
maintenance and overhaul activities at an air-force base. The maintenance activi-
ties are conducted by maintenance engineers. More in particular, the maintenance
engineers are capable of performing first- and second-line maintenance activities.
First-line maintenance constitutes relatively sirnple repair operations `on the battle-
field'. Second-line maintenance in turn comprises complex repairs to the planes and
revisions of parts at a local air-force base. Third-line maintenance can orily be per-
forrned by highly-specialized maintenance engineers and covers cornplex tasks such
as the overhaul of a fighter-plane engine, which typically takes place at a central
depot.

The detailed workings of this supply chain can be outlined as follows. A local
depot is situated close to an air-force base and stores low-inventory levels of `normal'
(revised) fighter plane parts. 1`~Iaintenance engineers have small supplies in the
vrorkplace, and order parts from the local depot for repairing and overhauling fighter
planes whenever they run out of supplies or wheu they need special parts. ~~'hen
a special reyuest is made by the maintenance eugineer, e.g. when he needs a large
yuantity of parts or when a special or costly part is required for sorne repair activities,
the warehouse manager of the local depot has to run a prognosis to make a purchase
order. The purchase order is subseyuently submitted to the sales departrnent of the
central warehouse. Lpon receipt of this purchase order, the sales departrnent sends
an invoice to the local air-base manager, which has to be paid before the central
depot delivers the requested parts. l~ow, the controller of the local air base has to
check whether these costs fall within the yearly rnandated budget and to authorize
the payment before booking and transferring it. This example is based on the
field experirnent we conducted at the Dutch Departrnent of Defense, which will be
presented in rnore detail in Chapter-4.

The business processes, e.g. procurement and payment, that are depicted in
Figure-3.1 can basically be connected in two orthogonal ways: (1) Tight Coupling,
and (2) Loose Coupling, hence the resulting loosely- and tightly-coupled networked
enterprises. Coupling is a concept that is applied in the fields of both business
and software engineering and refers to the interdependence of business or software
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Figure 31: A supply chain for the delivery of fighter-plane parts within the Dutch
DoD.

components (see (Weick, 1976) and (Pfleeger, 2001)).

Tigiatly Coupled Networked enterprises are organized and irnplemented as rela-
tively stu6le networks between trading partners with a shared planning and control
cycle. This category of virtual enterprises typically organizes business activities
along (parts of) a virtual value chain to attain a shared goal. Cooperation between
trading partners can be predefined by patterns of interaction, e.g. by using contracts
and detailed trading protocols; however, sorne flexibility must prevail in the agreed
exchange protocols to allow responding to ad-hoc requests.

Since tightly-coupled networked enterprises require detailed agreements about
cross-organizational business processes supported by thick iuterfaces for their inter-
operation at the EIS level, the application links are most likely to be frayile (brittle),
inflexible and not easily scalable over new business partners.

Loosely-coupled networked e7cterprises permit trading partners to change their
internal business processes and supporting EISs without disabling the collaboration.
Processes can thus be altered by unilateral decisions without one party influencing
the other, while the supporting opera environ~nents with low barriers in the form
of detailed agreements about trading protocols, are not required. These features
make this category of networked organizations rather dyna~rrcic and easier to adjust
to business clranges.

Both the loosely- and the tightly-coupled networked enterprises pose specific
requirements for the architecture of the supporting enterprise information systerns.
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Figure 3.2: Aligning the Business with the EIS Dornain

3.2 Single Organizations

Distributed business object technology is widely recognized as one of the most effec-
tive technologies for constructing business applications within the confines of a single
enterprise ( Fingar et al., 2000). To promote future reuse, for easy rnaintenance and
to deliver inherently flexible enterprise inforrnation systems, the business objects
that make up EISs need to be organized into a layered eraterprise architecture. The
notion of euterprise architectures is a heavily overloaded term that has evolved from
several research initiatives, such as the Architecture of Integrated Information Sys-
tenrs (AR,IS) ( Scheer, 1992) and the Open System Architecture for CIA~I (CII~I-OS.~)
(Jorysz and Vernadat, 1990). In this research, the concept of an enterprise archi-
tecture builds on business object architectures as reviewed in section-2.2, and aims
at overarching the business and technology `EIS' domain ( see Figure-3.2). There-
fore, an enterprise architecture shows the main components of organizations, e.g.
resources, processes, rules, and their relationships. In addition, it provides a stable
and coherent foundation for the construction of business processes, as well as the
supporting and isornorphically implemented iuformation systems. The advantage of
this approach is that business changes can be directly reflected in the underlying
enterprise applications, and vice versa. Moreover, the enterprise architecture offers
both business process and enterprise information system designers a common set
of design principles based on `best-practice' experiences and shared vocabulary. In
principle, the enterprise architecture can be specified at several organizational levels,
ranging from the `integrated' organization to the level of business units, departrnents
and even project groups.

The enterprise architecture shown in Figure-3.3 provides the basis for the effec-
tive encapsulation of business practices in modular high-level components. Each
]ayer builds on lower-level functionality by applying discrete recursion. Discrete
recursion is applied in order to partition coarse-grained components into several
components at a lower level of grarmlarity according to a limited number of prede-
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Figure 3.3: The Enterprise Architecture

fined granularity levels. Every level of granularity is designed for a specific purpose,
while prornoting logical separation of concerns. Discrete recursion is considered to
be a powerful concept to reduce complexity and deal with object granularity in an
adequate nranner ( Herzum and Sinrs, 2000). The enterprise frarnework described
in this section has been influenced by enterprise architectures that are discussed
in literature, such as the Comrnercel~et eC0 architecture (Glushko et al., 1999),
SanFrancisco ( Abinavanr et al., 1998), BOF (BOCA) ( Technologies, 1997) and the
Enterprise Solutions Structure ( ESS) (McDavid, 1999).

The proposed enterprise architecture consists of four layers: the distributed ob-
ject layer, the business object layer, the business task layer and the business work-
flow layer. This architecture is object-oriented and stratified; objects residing in
a layer depend for their functionality on low-level objects. Reuse is nrade possible
by invoking lower-level functionality using inheritance or delegation, and by con-
structing upper-level objects. Objects at all levels of this `lasagna-like' architecture
are capable of drawing on existing information repositories by linking thenr to their
interface.

Distributed object layer

The lowest layer provides the infrastructure and services that are required to build
industrial-strength applications by supporting low-level middleware functionality
such as ACID cornpliant transactional support, concurrency, message brokering,
load balancing, life cycle management and security facilities, and is placed just above
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the physical network. This layer is populated by distributed objects, also referred
to as interoperable objects (Valdes, 1994), that transcend address space, network
protocols and programming languages, enabling reuse across rnultiple heterogenous
applications and platforms. This concept combines distributed programming with
object technology, supports rnulti-tier client~server architectures, and helps to facil-
itate the interoperation between applications by representing them as a collection
of cooperating objects.

Objects in higher layers in the enterprise architecture may transparently invoke
this functionality. In addition, distributed objects can objectify legacy systems and
offer them as self-describing components to higher-order layers. These characteristics
allow distributed objects to be used in the developrnent of new enterprise information
systems and to encapsulate access to legacy systems.

Business entity layer

Business entities serve as persistent data containers for the storage of the state of
business processes, tasks and workflows that are deployed on top of this layer. This
category of business objects tends to evolve slowly, and forms the fouudation of
the (extended) enterprise. Business rnethods that are encapsulated irr the business
entities in order to manipulate, insert and remove attribute values, are transactional
by supporting 2-phase corrrrnit and a roll-back mechauism.

Business task layer

A business task contains the definitions of a set of iuterrelated activities that col-
lectively achieve a specific business objective, possibly in accordance with a set of
pre-specified policies. A business task is associated with a single role perforrned by
one or rnore actors in the domain; actors can play rnultiple roles r. Business tasks
are initiated by incorning events (e.g. a customer request for delivery of a product),
and result in outgoing events (e.g. the notification that a product has been shipped).
They rely on business entities to perforrn their operations and to store intermediate
results. Business task objects are transactional in the sense that they are atomic,
yield a consistent end-state, are able to operate independently, and, finally, can sur-
vive systern failures. This is an essential property for the construction of scalable,
clistributed business workflow.s.

Business workflow layer

The top layer of the enterprise framework is meant to represent and enact business
workflows. Business workflows assign business tasks to actors in accordance with
the state of each business task in progress, and move the process forward from one
role (performing a business task) to the next. ~~'orkflow- objects are based on an
extensive foundation of business task objects upon which new, distributed applica-
tions are built. Wórkflow-enabled business processes, e.g. mortgage processing, may
track transactions across department and even enterprise boundaries (see the next
section).

lIn (Genilloud and Wegmann, 2000) an exhaustive overviea. is presented of role definitions and
their relationship to object (interfaces).
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So, the workflow layer (1) provides a specification of the sequence of typically
long-running business activities, (2) arranges the delivery of units-of-work to the ap-
propriate inter-organizational resources, (3) tracks the status of business activities,
and (4) coordinates the flow of information of organizational activities. Deployrnent
of business workflow requires alleviating transactions to an even higher order than
business tasks, and irnplementing them as transactional objects with ACID charac-
teristics. These transactional properties can be implemented by allowing transac-
tional tasks to be plugged into a global, workflow transaction. The main function
of the workflow systern is then to demarcate the global transaction, to initiate sub-
transactions at the task level, and to react to exceptions that might occur (Leymann
and Roller, 2000).

This category of workflow objects relies on advanced middleware and workflow
facilities, e.g. for transactional business-process tracking and tracing and security
support. In (Bennett et al., 2000) an advanced nested, unit-of-work transaction
model is proposed to support long-running business processes, and to exteud the
capabilities of CORBA OTS. This frarnework shields transactional supports to allow
the designer to concentrate on designing and implementing the required business
logic. Moreover, it introduces a more refined roll-back mechanisrn for database
transactions than those that are based on the notion of compensation.

3.3 Networked Organizations

The ubiquity of the internet enables organizations to cooperate with other partners
more efficiently thau ever before, and to deliver rnore value to end-customers by
forming networks of supply and demand (IVlarshall, 2000). l~etworked organizations
coordinate their activities using (internal) markets, instead of relying on chains of
cornrnands as found in functional, divisional or rnatrix organizations (Snow et al.,
1992). As outlined in the introduction, several types of networked organizations can
be defined, ranging from tightly-coupled to loosely-coupled networked organizations.

3.3.1 Tightly-Coupled Networked Enterprises: the Homo-
geneously Integrated Enterprise Architecture

Tightly-coupled networked enterprises typically have many iuterconnections in order
to synchronize dispersed business processes and supporting enterprise inforrnation
systerns. Advantages of this particular kind of integration are that supply chain
deficiencies can be fixed; e.g. by allowing a check of their production and inventory
systenrs, quality to end-customers can be increased and delivery times shortened.
The tightly-coupled network enterprise thus requires implernentation technologies
that are capable of constructing highly interwoven cross-organizational business ap-
plications that keep their autonomy to a certain extent, and at the same time adhere
to detailed, agreed-upon trading protocols. In principle, distributed business object
technology can be regarded as a candidate for the construction of tightly-coupled
networked enterprises, as this technology enables business objects and frameworks
to be soldered together into tightly-integrated `homogeneous' business applications
according to some predefined policies, which go beyond the confines of a single en-
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terprise. The resulting systems are likely to be of a a comparatively high qualit,y and
can be constructed at relatively ]ow development costs (Graham, 1995). However,
these systems are not designed for easy disassernbling nor for redeveloping thern
into new business object orchestrations as they encompass relatively `thick' inter-
faces as well as interdependent business logic operations that are based on detailed
agreernents about the syntax, semantics and pragmatics of the trading protocol, and
lower-level interoperation details. ~i'e will discuss these issues below in some more
detail.

Figure 3.4 shows the integrated hornogeneous enterprise architecture for the rle-
sign and irrcple~rcentatio~c of networked Uusiness applications that are all assumed
to be implernented as cooperating business objects. This architecture conceptual-
izes the integrated enterprise architecture of two organizations, A and B, by aligrring
their stratified single enterprise architecture, comprising business entities, tasks, and
workflow applications. This architecture serves not only as a foundation for individ-
ual networked enterprises, but could also be designed as a bluepriut for use within
or between specific `vertical' industries.

Successful implementation of tightly-coupled networked organizations does not
orily depend on the integration of their supply chains, but also on sufficient interop-
eration between the supporting enterprise applications. Although interoperation in
this euvironment is achieved mainly at the workflow and business process level, cross-
enterprise applications rnay script together business objects beyond the confines of a
single organization, simply by connecting them to a unifying object request broker,
e.g. two organizations running CORBA ORBs coupled over the internet with IIOP.
The advantage of using an object request broker is that the expensive point-to-point
connections belong to the past, as business objects from new alliance partners can
be plugged into the broker (Linthicum, 2001).

Iuteroperation between the enterprise applications of trading partners within
networked organizations is ideally achieved by tight integration of the workflow
and the task level of the dispersed enterprise architectures. For example, an order
activity in a production planning process may invoke an appropriate order entry
process object through the firewall of a closely aligned parts supplier.

Interoperation Issues for Business Application Integration

l~o matter at which level of the integrated homogeneous enterprise architecture
interoperation is achieved, detailed rnutual agreements about the following issues
are required (IVlanola, 1998):

. Business Object Serrcantics.
Semantic integration of enterprise systerns requires resolving semantic mis-
rnatches between business objects that participate in cross-organizational busi-
ness transactions, e.g. systern A uses the term `Customer' whereas system B
refers to customers either as `RegularCustomer' or just as `Client'.

~ Business Object Syntax.
Syntactic integration on the other hand aims to synchronize the structure
(`syntax') of rnessages (method calls) that are exchanged between virtual part-
ners, e.g. in terms of data types and message structures.
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fuse dissirnilar metamodels from dispersed enterprises and allow interoperation be-
tween business applications. Various heterogeneous specifications can be related
(`rnapped') by specifying them with the core MOF; rneta-meta-model and con-
structs, and then be transforrned into CORBA compliant objects. The core meta-
meta-rnodel resernbles liML, ancí comprises classes, associations, datatypes and
packages. These standardization efforts of the 01~1G primarily target interopera-
tion between enterprise architectures at the syntactic level. The technica] level is
addressed by the OMG in the Object Management Architecture (OMA).

Recently, the OMG has launched the Model Driven Architecture (n~1DA) (The
OMG Architectural Board, 2001) that exceeds integration at the level of program-
ming interfaces (IDL). The IV1DA has evolved from the OA1 A, and basically provides
an overall framework for enterprise integration that builds on top of this proven dis-
tributed architecture by combining and extending several initiatives, arnong them
the A10F and the CORBA Component A1ode1. The central philosophy behind IV1DA
is to facilitate application integration by providing abstract specification languages,
both visual (UIV1L) and textual (extensions of IDL), in order to provide a platfornr-
independent model, to create a common reference model based on a shared vo-
cabulary, and lastly, to facilitate portability of design in addition to portability of
code.

3.3.2 Loosely-Coupled Networked Organizations: the Het-
erogeneously Integrated Enterprise Architecture

Enterprise information systems have become imperative in couducting business, but
at the same time, companies feel hampered by the systerns' inability to react swiftly
and accurately to new custorner demands (Wong, 2001). This is due in part to
the fact that the homogeneous perspective ou integrated enterprise architectures
presupposes detailed negotiations to agree upon business protocols and application
level interoperation. As discussed in section-3.3.1, the resulting integrated enter-
prise applications are tightly coupled with many interconnections. For example, the
Dell Corporation is tightly connected to approximately 10,000 partners to conduct
their business processes (Verstraete, 2001). This makes them resistant to change,
and relatively hard to adapt. What is needed is an IT architecture for composing
enterprise information systems that are loosely-coupled and at the sarne time are
more business- and reuse-oriented ((Fingar, 2000), (Fingar et al., 2000)).

The web-services paradigm is heralded as tlae de-facto technology to implement
with disaggregated and loosely-coupled EISs on the fly, virtually without any prior
design-tirne cooperation ((Yang and Papazoglou, 2000), (Christopher, 2000)).

A Definition of Web-services

Broadly speaking, we can characterize a ~~'eb-service as a business-centric software
component that adheres to Web standards, performs business-related activities and
can conduct transactions over the Internet. At the most abstract level, web-services
refer to resources accessible via the Web that provide structured data sources (e.g.
databases), semi-structured (e.g. HTn1L docurnents) or unstructured information
sources (e.g. text files, images), and computational software (e.g. business pro-
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cesses~applications, workflows or agents). The availability of the diverse electronic
services on the Web has raised high expectations for flexible and efTicient sharing
of services, which has been witnessed in areas such as electronic catalogs, digital
libraries, ~~'eb-based value chain networks and Web-based health-care systems, to
mention just a few. Integrated value chains have significant competitive advantages
over traditional enterprises. They can provide new services and products without
the investments and delays a traditional enterprise requires, and may utilize the
best-in-their-class componerrt services without having to develop them.

Definition 3.1 (Web-service) Web-services refer to self-contained, Internet-
enabled applications that are not only capable of performing business activities on
their own, but also possess the ability to engage other web-services ~in order to com-
plete higher-order business transactio~zs.

Types of services and their interfaces can vary among business providers, al-
though a group of businesses or marketplace may adopt some common conventions.
For example, businesses participating in a specific vertical industry could agree to
invoke a comrnon catalog update service, a product data exchange service, a failure
analysis service and so on.

Web-services are registered and classified in a central repository system as a col-
lection of web-service descriptions that represent their properties (contact informa-
tion, service location), capabilities and prices, as well as information regarding their
semantics, security, and service contents. Potential customers can browse through
the available web-services, retrieve them, and combine them into new value-adding
enterprise applications while actively trading. This can be teclmically achieved by
supporting various flavors of web-service composition, e.g. explorative, semi-fixed
and fixed cornposition (Yang et al., 2002), depending on mechanisms such as dy-
namic binding and loose coupling. The (bundled) web-services are then invoked
and deployed decentrally at the suppliers site, using web-service middleware, e.g.,
the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP). Examples of web-services are payment
services, auction services, ordering services, and tracking-and-tracing services.

Web-services add a new dimension to the integrated enterprise framework by
packaging objects at all levels of the enterprise framework from high-level business
workflow objects down to distributed objects, abstracting from their implementa-
tion using abstract interfaces, and representing and storing them in a central service
repository system (see Figure 3.5). IBM's WebSphere implements a similar archi-
tecture, and predefines a set of reusable business componerrts that perform a set
of functions to implement web-services, and are specified in self-describing (XML-
based) interfaces (Carlson et al., 2000).

Web Service Standards

To facilitate an effective representation, discovery and selection process for web-
services, they have to be represented properly. Several initiatives have been taken
to standardize web-service description languages, e.g. UDDI (Ariba et al., 2001)
and ebXML (Rawlins et al., 2001). The Lniversal, Description, Discovery and In-
tegration (L"DDI) specifications, a joint effort from ARIBA, IBIVI and Nlicrosoft,
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Figure 3.5: The Integrated Heterogenous Enterprise Architecture

standardize three types of information that are encapsulated in a service specifica-
tion: business information, service information and meta-data about the web-service
specification. Business information basically states the contact information of the
web-service provider (`white page' information), keywords that specify the prod-
uct, geographical location and~or supplier taxonomy in which the provider is active
(`yellow page' information), and service information regarding the technica] interface
(network protocol, port id and such) of the ~~~eb-service (`green page' inforrnation).

UN's electronic business XIVIL (ebXML) represents another major ínitiative in
the field of web-service standardization. The ebXN1L framework, the pivotal element
of ebXl`-7L, comprises specifications for a semantic framework to support comrnuni-
cation between trading partners by offering facilities to define the business processes.
In addition, the ebXIV1L framework includes a specification for the underlying com-
munication infrastructure, as well as a discovery framework allowing enterprises to
represent and store their web-services in a central repository system and to find
potential trading partners.

These languages, which are in fact a business-centric extension of the `tradi-
tional' RPC-based IDLs, typically comprise information about the business iden-
tifier, contact information and a textual description of the web-services that are
offered. In addition, they contain constructs for defining authorization and secu-
rity inforrnation, and are equipped with codified mapping to link (business) objects
to network endpoints. CORBA~IIOP provides an equivalent for this mapping in-
forrnation, called the Interoperable Object Reference (IOR). Prominent examples
of web-service description languages are IBNI's ~~'eb Service Definition Language
(~~'SDL) (Christensen et al., 2000), which has been submitted to the W3C for stan-
dardization, and W3C's Web Interface Definition Language (WIDL) (Nlerrrick and
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Allen, 1997) .
~~'SDL is an X1~4L meta-language that defines web-services as a set of network

endpoints, or ports. A port combines network addresses and web-service binding
information. Binding information specifies a rnessage format and a protocol infor-
mation for operations and rnessages that are offered by a specific port. Nlessages
contain typed data elernents that can be exchanged and serve as the input or out-
put of operations. Several types of standard operations are defined, such as one-way
and request-response operations. WSDL includes an extension of bindings for SOAP
ports, currently for the SOAP 1.1 protocol. SOAP, the Simple Object Access Proto-
col, enables a distributed computing rnodel for web-services by offering a lightweight
RPC mechanism for transporting types and structured messages over HTTP (Box
et al., 2000).

Standardized N'eb-service interfaces thus differ considerably from `traditional'
object-oriented interfaces as they do not only describe functional capabilities as
a collection of signatures, but also port and binding information augmented with
its non-functional characteristics. The non-functional properties specify important
business-ce~ttric meta-data about the capabilities, e.g. the price, the adopted secu-
rity model, the authorization mechanism and the shared ontology.

3.4 Enterprise Integration, Legacy Integration:
Towards a Mapping Methodology

In this chapter, two complementary types of integration for the construction of en-
terprise applications have been presented: (1) process integration, and (2) legacy
system integration. Process integration airns at blending comrnon business processes
and supporting information systems either within or beyond organizational bound-
aries. Process integration assumes not only that data can be exchanged between or-
ganizational units, but also that business transactions (e.g. procurement) may cross
business-unit or even organizational boundaries and can be linked directly to internal
back-office systerns and applications. Hence, we discern two main categories of hori-
zontal process integration: intra-enterprise and cross-enterprise process integration.
Intra-enterprise process integration focuses on the integration of processes within
the confines of a single enterprise, e.g. between business units. Cross-organizational
process integration, on the other hand, concentrates on business transactions that
overstep the boundaries between organizations.

As legacy system integration is a precursor to errterprise process integration,
it is essential that the supporting enterprise information systems are integrated
`vertically' within the organizatiorr into rrewly-desigrred business transactions that
operate alorrg the boundaries of a business unit or organization. Since rnany of the
supporting internal systems are in fact legacy systems that represent an vast amount
of business value accumulated over time, it is of paramount importance to find ways
to unlock them so that they can be integrated into modern processes either at the
single enterprise or networked enterprise level.

In this thesis, we do not intend to tackle the problem of intra-and cross-
organizational process integration. Instead, we haven taken a more modest approach
and focus on the challenging problem of legacy integration. In order to deal with
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the legacy integration problem in isolation without having to take into account any
unforeseen side-effects of redesigned cross-organizational processes, we have had to
restrict our research and concentrate `only' on redesigned processes that are confined
to a single enterprise and organized according to the single enterprise architecture.
This implies that the problem of legacy systern integration is limited to finding ways
to link new business applications, which typically contain large numbers of cooper-
ating `homogeneous' business objects and supporting redesigned business processes,
to existing legacy syste7ns.

The rnain contribution of this thesis is a methodology and a tool-set addressing
the problem of linking modern business processes to re-engineered legacy processes
within the confines of a single euterprise this can be considered to be part of the
E:~I activities (Linthicum, 2001). Designing a solution for linking re~~arnped ap-
plication (business object) interfaces to (cross-organizational) business transactions
would follow this intra-organization systern linking phase and could re-use and ex-
tend the results obtained by means of this rnethodology. However, this falls outside
the scope of this thesis.

The mapping methodology is discussed in the next chapter.



Chapter 4

A Methodology for linking
Business Objects to Legacy
Systems

1Vlost of the approaches to integrate legacy systems into modern applications are
based on the philosophy that data residing in a variety of legacy database systems
and applications represents a collection of entities that describes various parts of
an enterprise. Moreover, they assume that by objectifying (wrapping) these enti-
ties and then combining thern with new application objects, legacy systems can be
readily used in place. In this way it is expected that the complexities surround-
ing the rnodern usage of legacy data and applications can be effectively reduced.
L'nfortunately, these approaches do not take into account the evolutionary nature
of business and the continual changes of business processes and policies. Although
part of the functionality of a legacy system can be readily used, many of its business
processes and policies rnay have changed with the passage of time.

A critical challenge in building robust business applications is allowing for the
possibility to selectively identify the reusable and modifiable portions (functionality
and data) of a legacy system and to combine them with modern business objects
in a gradual and consistent manner. These ideas point towards a methodology
that facilitates change management of business objects that can easily be retrofitted
to accommodate selective functionality from legacy information systems. Such a
rnethodology is required to deal effectively with various levels of granularity of both
the new system design and the legacy system wrappers in order to link business
objects to encapsulated portions of legacy data and functionality at all levels of the
single enterprise architecture we described in Chapter 3.

This chapter outlines a methodology that takes these considerations into account.
This methodology is called BALES, which is an acronym for binding Business Ap-
plications to LEgacy Systerns. The organization of this chapter reflects the structure
of BALES and is depicted in Figure-4.1.

In section-4.1, we will first present a global overview of the BALES methodol-
ogy. This overview delineates two of its pivotal constituents: the canonical model
underlying the approach (section-4.1.1), and the process that logically relates all
phases and their internal activities (section-4.1.3). The internal activities are actu-
ally organized into sub-phases, called steps, each of which is supported by a method
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the organization of this chapter

that in turn encornpasses a notation, process aud a rnethodological frarnework.
In section-4.2, a field experiment is introduced that was conducted at the Dutch

Department of Defense (DoD) and will be used to explain the main (sub-)phases in
the BALES Roadmap. Sections-4.3, 4.4 exarnine the forward and reverse engineer-
ing phase respectively. Section-4.5 ends the chapter by presenting an kaleidoscopic
overview of the linking phase that focuses on the actual construction of configurable
business objects.

4.1 Overview of the Methodology

The BALES rnethodology aims to blend modern business applications, which consist
of cooperating homogeneous business objects, with objectified legacy systems ((Van
den Heuvel et al., 1999), (Van den Heuvel and Papazoglou, 1999)). This is achieved
by configuring the interface of business objects in such a wa,y that part of their
specification is supplied by data and procedures found in legacy objects. In this
way, it is possible to define business objects that are partially relying on legacy data
and behavior, which are conrbined with modern data and services. A pararneterized
business object thus entails a business object of whích the interface constituents
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encompass explicit links to one or rnore (parts of) legacy wrappers. This implies
that business object interfaces are `parameterizable' to allow these objects to evolve
by accornmodating upgrades or adjustments in their structure and behavior.

For effective construction of parameterized business objects and in order to guar-
antee the internal consistency of the methodology, this section defines a rigorous
BALES CDL-metarnodel. This metamodel is first developed in L:AIL and is then
refined on the basis of a formal knowledge representation language with deductive
capabilities, called Telos. Telos will be outlined in section-4.1.2. This section ends
with an overview of the process cornponent of BALES, which we narned the BALES
Roadmap, and which reflects the relationships between the activities in the forward-
engineering, reverse-engineering and liuking phases.

4.1.1 The BALES CDL-metamodel
The framework of BALES is conceptualized by means of a formal metamodel. This
metamodel basically airns to enforce a uniform representation of the interfaces of
both legacy and (parameterized) business objects, as well as to facilitate the identi-
fication and definition of reusable fragments of wrapped legacy code and data. As
stated above, we have employed the Telos language (IVlylopoulos et al., 1990) to de-
fine the sernantics of the business object and legacy wrapper interfaces. Therefore,
we have extended the core semantics of CDL to reflect the enterprise architecture
and to include legacy object wrapper information.

In this subsection, we will first introduce an informal, simplified version of the
metamodel to clarify our approach. We have formulated this metamodel, which will
also be referred to as the CDL-Metarraodel, in L 1`'IL (see Figure-4.2). This metamodel
represents and interrelates only the most essential enterprise-modeling and reverse-
engineering constructs that are used throughout the roadmap (see Figure-4.4). This
metarnodel is strongly influenced by the BOCA initiative that was discussed in
section-2.2.1).

The core construct in the meta model is a type. Types constitute an extension
of the CORBA (IDL) type system (ONIG, 1999) with business and legacy object
types. CORBA types can be defined for both CORBA objects, which are network
accessible through the CORBA ORB (see see section-2.3.2), and variables (IVlowbray
and Zahavi, 1995). The type name of a CORBA object is similar to its interface
name, and encompasses all its variables and operations. Types for variables are
allocated by choosing from a list of predefined types, containing base types such as
integers with three types of precision, and constructed types, such as structure and
union. For a cornprehensive overview of CORBA's type system, we refer to (OMG,
1999).

So, the type serves as the anchor to two core subtypes: business types
(BusinessType) and legacy (object) types (LegacyType). Business and legacy types
fom a special category of CORBA objects, which can be implemented in or reverse-
engineered from any prograrnming language, as long as there exists an explicit lan-
guage mapping to IDL.

BusinessTypes present an abstract view on business entities (BusinessEntity),
tasks ( BusinessTask) and workflows ( BusinessWorkflow). The semantics of these
constructs has already been defined informally in Chapters 2 and 3.
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The LegacyType has a more restricted taxonomy comprising two core build-
ing blocks: legacy entities (LegacyEntity) and legacy processes (LegacyProcess).
Legacy types serve as conceptual repositories of extracted (wrapped) legacy data
and functionality. These objects, just like business objects, are described by means
of their interfaces rather than their implementation. The legacy object interface
masks technical cornplexities and rnimics object behavior.

Definition 4.1 (Legacy Object Type) A legacy object type, or legacy type for
sltort, selectively encapsulates ltiyhly coitesive portions of legacy data and layic, and
e~poses its functionality through its irtterface. Legacy types can be recursively defined
and specified at two levels of yranularity: the entity and the process level. The
granularity of a legacy object depends on the degree of decomposability of tite leyacy
systent.

Legacy entities are relatively passive objects that wrap legacy data and func-
tionality (transactions). The behavior of legacy entities is limited to updating,
adding and rernoving the attributes of legacy objects, resembling entity Javabeans
(DeMichiel et al., 2001). In the case of legacy data that is stored in the relational
data model, for example, the legacy (entity) objects generally consist of wrapped
relations and transactions to update~insert or delete rows of that relation; e.g. a
relation `Employee' in a relational model, can be wrapped by rneans of set- and
get-methods that surround this table. Legacy processes reflect objectified legacy
(sub-)systerns, programs, subroutines or even procedures that represent the `legacy'
way of working. Legacy process objects posses more dynamic capabilities than
legacy entities, and are therefore typically irnplemented as control objects to orga-
nize legacy object transactions into logical units of work. Legacy process objects
rely on legacy entities for their persistence, and storage of interrnediate and final
results within the context of a business transaction.

Features constitute a central construct for both business and legacy type and
serve to define some aspect of type interfaces. The core metamodel basically distin-
guishes two main categories of features: those denoting the structural characteristics
(StructuralFeature) of the legacy system and business domain, e.g. associations,
and those designatitig the behavioral aspects (BehavioralFeature). The behavioral
characteristics of business and legacy types can be expressed by means of three con-
structs: appliances, operations and states. An appliance is a special type of object
feature that can be attached, or `applied', to type definitions. The state of a Type
reflects the result of the operations that it has executed. CDL allows specification
that certain operations can only be performed while a Type resides in a certain
State. This is achieved by applying the lifecycle partitioning mechanisrn, called
during. The corresponding metaclass ís not included in the metamodel for reasons
of simplicity. The lifecycle of a Type; and thus all possible state transitions, can
be expressed by state transition rules. VVe refer to (Casanave, 1999) for a detailed
description of appliances, e.g. invariants, state transition rules (named STRule in
the metamodel, see Figure-4.2) and event-condition-action rules (labeled ECARule
in the same model). Operations constitute a key category of features that describe
the dynamic properties of a type. Operations are in fact syntactically defined as
CORBA IDL operations extended with feature parameters such as preconditions,
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postconditions and invariants (not included in Figure-4.2). Signals refer to occur-
rences to a type that result in a change of state, and are depicted in the metamodel
as a subclass of inethods as thev result into voids.

The BALES CDL-IVletamodel defines two elemeutary coustructs for representing
structural features: relationships and attributes. Relationships associate two
or more types, and establish inter-type communication links. Relationships can be
presented in semantically equivalerrt terrns as attributes that are the inverse of each
other (Muller, 1997).

In this thesis, we will call the part of the rnodel that is concerned with
BusinessTypes and the features that are attached to them, the Ercterprise (CDL)
rnetaTnodel. Likewise, the remainder of the BALES CDL h~letamodel that relates
to the definition of LegacyTypes and their features, is called the Legacy (CDL)
Metantodel.

4.1.2 O-Telos: The Vehicle to Represent and Query the
BALES CDL Metamodel

The CDL specifications of both the forward- and reverse-engineered models have to
be connected to each other to be able to ascertain which parts of the legacy object
interfaces can be re-used within new applications. To achieve this, we represented
both business objects and legacy wrapper specifications iu a repository system. The
advantage of this repository approach is that the content of the repository, viz. CDL
(Meta-) Models, is subject to automated analysis, mainly by means of queries.

For this purpose we utilized the ConceptBase systern (Jeusfeld et al., 1998)
because it has an advanced query language for abstract models (like the CDL meta-
rnodel) and it uniforrnly represents objects at any abstraction level (data objects,
rnodel components, modeling notations, etc.).

The underlying representation language of ConceptBase is O-Telos. O-Telos is
an extension of the Telos language, that was designed at the beginning of the 1990s
((Mylopoulos et al., 1990), (Mylopoulos, 1992)) for supporting software development
during all phases of the lifecycle, frorn analysis down to implementation and main-
tenance. Telos is a formal knowledge representation language, capable of storing
(temporal) facts, e.g. about analysis rnodels, and deductivel,y inferring new facts.
This language is based on first order logic and has a frarne syntax to represent and
query classes and objects.

Frames are constructed by means of two primitive units: instances (or tokens)
and attributes. Instances refer to individual objects, either concrete (e.g. `Bi11212')
or abstract (`Bill'). Attributes contain a source, a destination and a label, e.g. [Bill,
Id, 15]. An equivalent representation of frames takes the form of directed graphs,
see the rneta-meta- and rneta-class level in Figure-4.3, where both nodes and edges
denote object identifiers. Jeusfeld (Jeusfeld, 1992) has proven that the non-temporal
part of Telos can be based on fixed-point semantics of deductive databases, called
DataLog, with negation. This effort resulted in a dialect of Telos, called O-Telos,
which has been implemented in the current version of ConceptBase, and provides
both a textual and a graphical representation of conceptual models.

The kernel of O-Telos simply consists ofobjects, links between objects, instantia-
tion relationships, and assertions that control usage of the first three constructs. An
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Figure ~.3: Specification of the Business Entity `Customer' in Telos

extensional O-Telos object is defined as follows: OB C{P(o, x, l, y) ~o, x, y E I D, l E
LAB}, where ID and LAB denote identifiers, aud OB represents the Object basc,
which is filled with objects with identifier o, source ~, label l and destination y.
Axioms for built-in link types for specialization and instantiation are defined in
(Jeusfeld, 1992).

The integrated metamodeling capacity of O-Telos is a powerful concept that
interrelates meta-metamodels (or 1412 model for short), metamodels, models and
instances (tokens). This ability is based on the ISO IRDS architecture (Jeusfeld
et al., 1998), and provides a means to conceptually separate various levels of
(modeling) abstraction. Information at each level of this architecture is repre-
sented as a collection of objects and relationships (e.g. specializations and in-
stantiations). For exarnple, an object at the metarnodel level, e.g. an attribute
of a Business Object that is recursively defined as an object with attributes
[Operation, withlP, Inpv,tPara~n] ( see Figure-4.3), typifies an object at the in-
stance level [Ope~c-account, firstlP,cnstlD]. l~ote, that for reasons of simplicity
we have ornitted the instantiations of the attributes of the Telos objects between
the model level and the instance level.

The instance or token level is the lowest level of the architecture, and encom-
passes objects that cannot have any instances. Examples are c1563 and Jeff
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(see Figure-4.3). In Figure4.3, an instantiation is represented by a dotted, di-
rected line. All other directed lines refer to attributes. The instantiated method
Open-Account-1 in Figure-4.3 designates an arbitrary method invocation of the
method Open-Account during the lifecycle of the Customer business object. The
model level specifies groups of instances (hence classes) with common attributes;
e.g. the business object Customer and the result type Account, which in fact is a
business object in itself. At an even higher level, the semantics of classes can be de-
fined by metamodels that comprise meta-classes. Figure-4.3 shows four meta-classes:
Business Object, Operation, InputParam and ResultType. T}re meta-metamodel
sits on top of the metamodel level, and defines the essential modeling constructs and
their relationships that can be used to develop metarnodels. Please note t}rat one
meta-metamodel can thus be used to specify various modeling languages, such as
UML and CDL. Another example of an approach that adopts this architecture is
OIVIG's NIeta Object Facility (MOF) (Boldt, 2000), however, this approach is not
grounded in logic. For reasons of simplicity, this layer lras not been incorporated in
Figure-4.3.

In order to infer potentially mappable itenrs from business objects and encapsu-
lated legacy systems, the content of a ConceptBase repository is subject to queries.
The query language is based on deductive rules. In the frame syntax, queries take
the following form:

QueryClass ~query-name~ isA ~class~
retrieved attribute
~attr-name~ : tClass~

parameter
tparam-name~: tClass~

constraint
tcon-name~: ~membership-condition~

end
Interpretations of a query are all instances of the super class (isA) that fulfill

the membership coudition. The system will include the retrieved attributes in the
answer. If parameters are specified, the user can call a query with values for the
parameters. Parameters rnay appear in the mernbership condition, which is a logical
forrnula in its own right.

In (Chen, 1993); ConceptBase is successfully deployed for solving a retrieval
problern that is similar to the mapping problem in BALES. Niore specifically, Telos
queries are used to retrieve exact or partial rnatches of signatures of requested com-
ponents that are stored in a repository. As argued in (Chen, 1993), most queries will
lead to a partial solution, since it is unlikely that two interfaces will rnatch exactly.
This type of querying is useful for combining signatures of legacy operations with
operations of business objects. However, it raises type safety issues, which will be
only skirnmed in this chapter, and addressed more extensivel,y in Chapter-5.

In summary, ConceptBase is employed in BALES for the following purposes:

. Storing and retrieving Telos objects that reflect CDL specifications of business
objects as well as legacy wrappers;

. Storing the BALES MZ and t.he .Ll~ model in terms of Telos;
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. Guarding the internal consistency of models at all levels;

. Inferring rnappable items between business objects and legacy wrappers.

4.1.3 The BALES Roadmap
The BALES roadmap, also alternatively named the BALES process; is basically
organized into three main phases to assist the designer in designing parameterized
business objects, which are summarized below (see Figure-4.4):

. Forward-Engineeríny Phase. The forward-engineering phase aims to construct
an (integrated) enterprise model for (parts of) the entire organization as a
collection of collaborating business objects. The resulting enterprise model is
subsequently transformed into a textual CDL specification and subsequently
linked to the BALES CDL Metamodel in order to facilitate the discovery of
matching legacy wrapper specifications.

. Reverse Enyineering Picase. During the reverse engineering phase, wrapper
specifications are connected to the rnetamodel in a similar way. In sorne cases,
a legacy object rnocíel rnight be available that represents legacy databases and
applications as a set of cooperating legacy entity and process objects. This
model is then translated into a textual description defining all objects and
their interconnections into CDL, and associated with the metamodel.

. Linking Phase. The goal of the linking phase is to construct parameterized
business objects in terrns of selectively wrapped partitions of legacy systems.
The sigrrificance of this phase lies in both the instantiated enterprise model and
wrapper specifications that result frorn the two previous steps. Both categories
of specifications are connected to the metamodel and stored in a repository
svstem.

During this step, enterprise model specifications are first matched to wrapper
definitions and subsequently linked to reusable partitions of wrappers. The
process of identifying equivalence relationships between business objects and
legacy objects r that are stored in some kind of repository system, is called
rnatching. :~fter thorough analysis of the results of the matching activities,
the interfaces of business objects are connected to those of the appropriate
legacy objects. This activity is called ~napPing. The linking phase is therefore
organized according to four related sub-tasks:

1. Semantic Content Matching.
This step is geared towards identifying semantically relevant wrapper
specifications for a target (enterprise model) specification. I4lore in par-
ticular, the semantic equivalence is determined between the set of labels
for all CDL constructs (also referred to as the semantic content) within
the enterprise model specification as well as in available legacy resources.

1Please note that the terms `legacy wrapper (specifications)' and `legacy objects', and, `en-
terprise model (specifications)' and `business objects' are used interchangeably throughout this
thesis.
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This is achieved by adapting algorithms that are borrowed frorn the do-
main of information retrieval, and aim to calculate a coefficient that in-
dicates semantic similaritv between kevwords.

2. Type Tree Matching.
The legacy resource specifications may then be investigated further by
comparing the CDL types that are applied by the enterprise model con-
structs and the object wrappers. This cornparison process is implemented
by first deriving type trees that anatomize CDL specifications to the level
of atomic data types, and then calculating a similarity measurement be-
tween type trees of available legacy resources and the type tree of the
new business objects.

3. Reconciliation.
The semantic content matching and the type tree matching phase thus
result in a measurement (coefficient) for both semantic and type-tree sirni-
larity. The forrner expresses the overlap of the semantic content (labels) of
CDL specifications, while the latter computes the overlap of object types
used within specifications. During the reconciliation phase, the designer
interprets both coefficients and ascertains the most effective strategy for
dealing with available legacy resources. If the semantic overlap of the
semantic content of both the enterprise model and the wrapper defini-
tions is considerable, and there is a relatively high `structuraP (type tree)
resemblance, semantic mismatches may be resolved during this phase in
order to prepare for the actual parameterization process.

4. Parameterization.
After reusable legacy object candidates have been identified; the designer
may decide to parameterize (portions of) the business objects. In that
case, he needs to further investigate type conformance between two spec-
ifications in order to avoid typing conflicts at rurrt.ime. This is basically
achieved by proving formal substitutability between a business object
and a, possibly transformed, legacy wrapper interface definition. Substi-
tutability is an well-investigated technique in the domain of corraporeent
corrapositiora. A component, C, is said to be a substitute for component
D, if component C can replace component D without anybody noticing
it. After substitutability has been formally proven, the designer can pa-
rameterize the business object by rneans of fragments of legacy wrapper
specifications. These links are hard-wired into the business objects in
such a way that specific method calls can be redirected from them to one
or more linked legacy resources.

At this point, we would like to distinguish between two ways of identifying equiv-
alent cornponents (Fischer, 2000): (1) by retrieving them by means of predefined
matching criteria, or (2) by browsing the repository systenr. Browsing could be es-
pecially useful whenever a bottorn-up approach to the BALES roadmap is chosen,
as reuse can be maximized by navigating through available components before con-
structing the (integrated) enterprise model. The bottom-up approach assumes that
the legacy systems are first reverse-engineered, and then combined into new appli-
cations. In the case of a top-down approach, the enterprise is constructed first, and
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then legacy components are identified and retrieved according to search keys that
reflect business objects taken from the enterprise model. The latter method of work
is ernphasized in the BALES approach, as it puts the new business requiremeuts
first.

III COI1c1llsI0I1, the lirckiny phase basically consists of two activities: 1. naatchiny
in order to discern potentially reusable partitions of legacy wrappers and 2. ryraapping
to actually pararneterize business objects taken from the enterprise model. It is

important to note that the BALES focuses only on the engineering activities, leaving
managernent aspects, e.g. project management issues, project rnember roles and
metrics outside the scope of this research. Nlanagement tasks and tools may be
developed in future projects while building on research results that were obtained
from the Renaissance ESPIRIT project (Warren, 1999).

4.2 The Running Example: Defense Field Exper-
iment

To illustrate and test the BALES methodology, a sirnplified exarnple is drawn from
a field experiment that was conducted in the domain of the logistic processes for
rrlaintenance and overhaul of aircrafts. In particular, the running example is inspired
by building block definitions that we helped develop at the Departrnent of Defense
in the Netherlands for a depot at an airbase. As indicated in Chapter-1, this field
experiment basically served as an input for the forward- and reverse engineering
phase, while the linking phase was conducted on a testbed basis only, and not
implemented in reality. We have already set the stage for this field experiment in
section-31 by presenting the virtual supply chain for parts requisition. For reasons
of space, the running example focuses on the first business process in this supply
chain, the ordering of a part, within the confines of a local airbase.

These activities resulted in the enterprise model shown in Figure-4.5. The upper
part of this figure illustrates the results of the forward engineering of the business
domain (phase 1) in terrns of workflows, business tasks and business entities. As can
be seen from this figure, the enterprise rnodel is enacted by a Request-Part workflow
that comprises three business tasks: Request, Proyn,osis and Issue. The Request-Part
workflow is initiated by a maintenance engineer who requests parts for maintaining
aircrafts from a warehouse. A warehouse manager may respond to such a request

in two different ways.
Firstly, the manager may directly issue an invoice and charge~dispatch the re-

quested products to the requester. In this case, the workflow will use information
from the Request process to register the maintenance engineer's request in an order
list. This list can be used to check availability and plan dispatch of a specific air-
craft part from the warehouse. The Request process uses the business entities Part
and Warehouse for this purpose. Subsequently, the workflow initiates the Issue
process (see fig. 4.5). The Issue process registers administrative results regarding
the dispatching of requested part and updates the part inventory record by means
of the Pa~-t-Stock business object. If the requested part is not in stock, an Order-
Part workflow is triggered (not shown in this figure). This workflow then orders the
requested parts to fulfill the request of the Request Part workflow.
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Figure 4.4: The BALES I~lethodology.
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The lower part of picture 4.5 depicts the result of the reverse engineering activity
in the forrn of two processes (wrapped applications and related database(s)) Mate-
rial-Requirements-Plaraning and Purchase-Requisition. These processes make use of
five legacy objects to perforrn their operations. 14'loreover, Figure-4.5 indicates that
the enterprise workflow draws not only on `modern' business objects and processes,
but also on already existing (legacy) data and functionality to accomplish its objec-
tives. For example, business processes such as Request and Issue in the enterprise
model level are linked to the legacy processes Mater~ial- Requirerrzents-Plannircg and
Purchase-Requisition as indicated by the solid lines. This signifies the fact that the
processes on the business level reuse the functionality of the processes at the legacy
model level. The same applies to business objects at the enterprise rnodel level such
as Par~t, Stock and War~ehouse, which are parameterized by rneans of legacy objects.

4.3 Forward-Engineering the Business

The forward-engineering phase consists of activities rneant to transform a conceptual
enterprise model into a CDL and to link the resulting CDL rnodel specification to a
metamodel that serves as a basis for comparison between business and legacy enter-
prise models. This phase thus cornprises the following activities, which correspond
to steps 1, 2, and 3 in fig. 4.4, viz. (1) enterprise modeling, (2) specifying business
object (CDL) interfaces on the basis of this model, and (3) connecting them to the
Enterprise CDL Metamodel.
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4.3.1 Step 1: Enterprise Modeling
The forward-engineering activity starts by constructing an enterprise model. En-
terprise models reveal the activities, structure, information, actors, goals and con-
straints of the business (Papazoglou and Van den Heuvel, 2000a). These models
can be viewed from multiple complementary perspectives to enhance their under-
standability, e.g. from a business rule view, an activity view (IDEF), a business
process view and an organization view (Liles and Presley, 1996), (Loucopoulos and
Karakostas, 1995). Over the last few years, we have witnessed the convergence of
multi-perspective enterprise modeling and software development, particulary with
the advent of object technology. Examples of such approaches are described in
(Marshall, 2000), (Eriksson and Penker, 2000) and (Jacobson et al., 1994).

The enterprise modeling approach that is applied in this research is an exanr-
ple of an object-oriented perspective cornbining multiple viewpoínts on enterprise
modeling, such as the process and data view. In particular, the modeling approach
adopted here perceives an integrated enterprise as a collection of activities, per-
formed by several roles that are organized into business processes geared towards
accomplishing a business goal (see Chapter 3). Accordingly, the enterprise rnodel
is specified as a collection of collaborating business entities, processes and work-
Rows (that can be defined in terms of each other), and is typified by the enterprise
workflow. These business objects are organized in accordance with the (integrated)
enterprise architecture (see Chapter 3) to facilitate future modification and reuse.

The logical structure and relationships between the modeling constructs has been
captured in the Enterprise (CDL) metamodel that was outlined in subsection-4.1.1,
and which is an extension of the core of the Boca metamodel (see section-2.2.1). The
errterprise rnodels in BALES are rendered with a special iJML dialect that reflects
the CDL metamodel. This dialect is developed as an extension of the BOCA-variant
of Ln-IL (Casanave, 1999).

1blore specifically, the enterprise modeling language is designed by tailoring t;ML
by means of its extensibility mechanisrns: stereotypes. tagged values and constraints.
L IVIL constraints allow designers to specialize the core semantics of L IVIL, e.g. a
specific BOCA constraint could impose the lirnitation on i;141L methods that allows
them to rerider one return type at the most. A tagged value adds information to
au L;14IL building block, e.g. `postcondition' added to a L~IL `rnethod'. Lastly,
BOCA extends UML via stereotypes. Stereotypes are used to extend the core
semantics of L: ML constructs without touching their structure, e.g. the stereo-
type `BusinessEntity' as applied to the UML construct `Class' (with stereotype
~~BusinessEntity~~). For a detailed discussion of the extensibility mechanisnrs,
we refer to (Booch et al., 2000)).

The i;ML profile of CDL is not shown in the BALES metamodel, but stipulated
as a set of stereotypes, tagged values and constraints in .Appendix-C, as an extension
to the BOCA specs which can be found in (Casanave, 1999).

To demonstrate the result of the enterprise rnodeling activity, we have presented
the enterprise model for the defense field experiment (see section-4.2) using the
BALES L: ML modeling notation in Figure-4.6 2. The business entities, tasks and

2Please note that this simplified enterprise model only depicts the structural relationship be-
tween business entities. ~1o dynamic models of the business processes are incorporated.
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workflows have been stereotyped according to the modeling conventions. In addition,
more detail with regard to the associations (e.g. rnultiplicity and role names), and
data types of attributes and operations has been incorporated in this rnodel. In the
remainder of this thesis, we will focus on a subset of the business entities that are
reflected in this enterprise model for reasons of clarity (see Figure-4.7).

Figure-4.7 illustrates where information about Parts and their Stock within one
or more Warehouses is kept. In case of a purchase order, the part price can be
determined on the basis of the actual cost of parts, which in turn can be calculated
on the basis of the data stored in the Bi1lofMaterial class. The Bi110fMaterial
business object incorporates the list of constituents of a part.

4.3.2 Step 2: CDL-Specification of the Enterprise Model

Typically, the enterprise model that results from Step-1 of the methodology incor-
porates merely the essentials of the business dornain, abstracted from many `nou-
relevant' details. For example, the specification of inethods is often restricted to
their names and perhaps some input pararneters. In order to increase the level of
detail of the business objects that together reflect the redesigned business processes
within the organization, and to facilitate the comparison process of business objects
with legacy wrappers later on, the lv ML enterprise model is transforrned into its
textual counterpart during step-2 of the methodology. The textual specifications
are stated in the BALES-variant of the Component Definition Language (CDL).
We outlined CDL and explained its relationship to BOCA in section-2.2.1.

This step has been automated in the experimental prototype of the BALES
toolset that will be explained in Chapter-6. The syntax of the BALES dialect of
CDL is described in Appendix-A.

After the L'A~IL model has been translated into a corresponding CDL document,
the designer can add rnore details. Thís obviously depends on the quality of the
enterprise model. In the case of a detailed UNIL enterprise model, the CDL spec-
ification only requires minor additions and adaptations. In other cases, which will
possibly be more common in practice, the designer will have to augment the CDL
code manually to add details concerning parameter and attribute types, rnultiplicity,
role narnes, etc. Nloreover, missing dynamic inforrnation regarding the lifecycle of
business objects will have to be included manually by the designer since only the
mapping between the BALES extensions to the CML class model and the BALES
dialect of CDL has been implemented so far.

The following excerpt shows the CDL-specification of the Stock class, which
corresponds to the UML class in Figure-4.7:

keys-{StockNumber}] BusiaessEntity Stock {
[REQUIRED]
attribute Integer WarehouseNumber;
[ALWAYS, REQUIRED]
attribute String StockLocation;
[ALWAYS, REQUIRED]
attribute Integer StockNumber;
[ALWAYS, REqUTAED]
attribute String StockDescription;
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Integer GetStockList ( in Integer StockNumber, in Integer WazehouseNumber);
void CreateStock ( in Integer StockNumber, in String StockDescription,

in Integer WazehouseNumber, in String StockLocation);
}; ~~ End: Stock

For reasons of brevity, we have depicted only the attributes and operations of the
Stock class, and have left the associations regarding the Warehouse and Part entity
classes outside this specification. The business entity comprises three attributes,
which are preceded by the key~~~ords [REQUIRED] and [ALWAYS] . The first keyword
expresses that the attribute is assignecí a valid value before it can be committed. The
latter is applied to define that a computation with this attribute can be executed
independently frorn the state in which the business object resides. The behavior of
this entity is specified by two operations: GetStockList and createStock. The op-
eration GetStockList has two input pararneters: StockNumber to identify a specific
shelve within a warehouse, and WarehouseNumber, which serves as an identifier (key)
of a warehouse. Once executed, this operation results in the number of available
parts at a stock number within a specific warehouse. The operation CreateStock
can be invoked to initialize a new StockLocation with a given StockNumber, within
a warehouse that is referred to by- its key WarehouseNumber. A short description
(StockDescription) is included to describe specifics of the new stock pile, e.g. when
chemical liquids are involved. The CDL code of the other business types that are
depicted in Figure-4.6, are included in Appendix B.

The formal mapping between LI`1L and the BALES variant of CDL has been
declared by the Telos language. A4ore in particular, the mapping has been estab-
lished by instantiating the meta-metamodel that specifies UML to the metamodel
that typifies BALES-CDL. A simple view on this BALES CDL-Metamodel has al-
ready been presented as a L'IVIL model in section-4.1.1. Appendix-D includes all
Telos frames for defining the L'ML-1`~Ieta-rnetamodel and the BALES CDL Meta-
model. Figure-4.8 is a screenshot taken frorn ConceptBase, that shows a fragment
of both the (UML) A1eta-Meta- and the (CDL) rnetamodel. This figure actually
constitutes a visualization of the Telos frames that are incorporated in Appendix-
D. At the top of this figure, a fragment of the L;n~IL 1~1eta-metamodel is depicted.
This model specifies the core semantics of the LA~IL, e.g. the sernantics of UML-ISA
and a UML-Class. In addition, we have specified a set of additional constraints in
Figure-4.8 for three declaring, specific properties of the attribute UML-part-of of
UML-Classes, viz. transitivity, asymmetry and menrbership. The Telos frame that
defines the semantics of a UML-Class is shown in the following excerpt:
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Class UML-Class with
attribute

UML-attribute : UML-Type;
UML-pazt-of : UML-Class;
uml-isa : UML-Class;
label : String

constraint
{~ The transitivity rule ~}
transPO :~ forall x~UML-Class y~UML-Class z~UML-Class
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((x UML-part-of y) and (y UML-pazt-of z)) --~ (x UML-pazt-of z)~

{~ Pazt-of is an asymmetric relation ~}
asymPO : ~ forall a~UML-Class b~UML-Class
((a UML-part-of b)) --~ not (b UML-pazt-of a) ~

rule

end

membershipRulePO : ~ forall f~VAR F~UML-Class
(exists D~UML-Class (f in D) and (D UML-part-of F)) --~
(f in F) ~

The class attributes constraints and rule denote respectively integrity con-
straints and deductive rules. Deductive rules are logical expressions denoting causal
relationships of the form "forall ~i in A2, ..., x„ in Ai G Rule 1 then literal(ll,
...,lm)", where G Rule ~ refers to a formula, the variable x2 is bound to the class
Az, and the literal is either of the form (x in A), (x isA A) or (x 1 y) (Jeusfeld et al.,
1998). The literal "-" refers to an alternative. The integrity constraints have a
sirnilar syntax, and are used to logically infer any inconsistencies between facts in
the knowledge base.

The second formula in the excerpt defines two constraints on a UML-Class, and
formalizes the transitivity and asymmetric relation property of aggregations. The
transitivity rule forall quantifies the variables x, y and z, and requires that once
x is part of y, and y in turn is part of z, this automatically implies that x is a
member of z. The second constraint, labeled asymPO means that once the instance
a is part of b, it is impossíble for b to be part of a. Finally, the third formula in the
frame definition of UML-Class designates the membership rule. This rule basically
states that once an object instance f is an object within class D, and class D is a
part of class F, this means that object f is an instance of class F. For reasons of
transparency, only the second constraint in depicted in Figure-4.8.

The LIVIL Meta-rnetamodel is instantiated bv the BALES CDL-Metamodel that
is drafted at the bottom of Figure-4.8, e.g. BusinessEntity is an instance of a
UML-Class and a UML-C1assType. Please note, that during the enterprise modeling
activity only the BusinessTypes can be instantiated. Instantiation of LegacyTypes
is performed while linking the legacy wrapper definitions to the metamodel.
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4.3.3 Step 3: Instantiating the Enterprise CDL Metamodel

After the interfaces of both the business objects and processes (hence tasks and
workflows) have been specified in CDL, the CDL specifications are instantiated to
the Enterprise (CDL) Metamodel. The result of this step is used to infer how the
business object interfaces that are connected to the Enterprise metamodel can be
matched and mapped to re-use related wrapper interfaces that are in turn linked to
the Legacy Metamodel.

Figure 4.9 shows an excerpt of the abstract representation of an enterprise model
as displayed by the ConceptBase graph browser, which corresponds to the CDL
specification presented above. The upper half shows the Enterprise CDL Nletamodel,
i.e., the meta-classes used to specify CDL constituents for developing enterprise
models. Note the distinction between business object types (BusinessType) and
legacy object types (LeyacyType). The lower half displays an excerpt of the result
of the instantiations of CDL representations on the Enterprise CDL Metamodel for
the busíness entity Stock that is instantiated as a BusinessEntity. The snapshot
illustrates its three attributes, two of which, StockNumber and StockLocation, serve
as input parameters for the business operation GetStockList.

The following illustrates a small excerpt of the textual Telos frames counterpart
of Figure-4.9. The complete specification of Telos frarnes for the running example
can be found in Appendix-E

Stock ín Busineeagntity vlih
7ypegey

stockkey : SLOCI[AUmber
POfeeturee

StockPeature : YerehouveMumbet;
SLOCkPvaturel : SLOCklocetiov;
SLOCkPeatuie7 : StockNvmber;
StockPestvre3 : SLOCkDvvcriptíon;
SLOCkPeeture4 : CetStockLiat;
StockPeetu:e5 : C:eateStock

evd

VerehouceNUmher iv IstributZ vith
typePeremeter

um7ype : COgS~ Snteger
required
wumgeq : THS

eod

GetStockLlst ív CORBA.OpereLiovDet vitE
o zn7ype
vreturv7ypGetStockliat : COgeA.ivseger
weivputperSpec

o CSLhevPerem : Stockqvmber
wslvputpar5pec

o CSLheePsremT : YarehoveeYumber
evd

StockM~ber iv IvputPeremeter vith
vithDirsctiov

dír : Iv
peremeLer-oí

pof : CetStockList
vithtype

scnrtypa : CORBI-fvseger
evd

VsrehoveeY~ber iv SnputPerameter vith
víshDirectiov

díz : Iv
parameter.ot

po1 : GetStockLies
vlshtppe

cvrsype : CORBA-IDSeger
evd a

Specifically, the excerpt above demonstrates how the meta-class BusinessEntity
is instantiated by the entity Stock. After the meta-class BusinessEntity has
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Figure 4.9: A snapshot of ConceptBase graph browser containing the Enterprise
~Iodel.
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been instantiated, Telos objects are created for its attributes and operat.ions by
instantiating the meta-classes AttributE and CORBA-OperationDef, e.g. the tokens
StockNumber, and WarehouseNumber, StockNumber, and GetStockList.

In surnmary, the Enterprise CDL Nietamodel serves as an `independent' canoni-
cal model to which the forward engineered enterprise rnodels can be linked, super-
imposed, and cornpared with legacy wrappers later on in the process in order to
ascertain which ( portions of) legacy processes and objects can be reused. In the
next section, we will discuss the equivalent process for linking legacy wrappers to
the Legacy CDL-metamodel.

4.4 Reverse-Engineering the Legacy System

In the second main phase of the BALES-methodology, the legacy entities and pro-
cesses are represented in terms of CDL and linked to the Legacy CDL IVletamodel.
The activities during the reverse-engineering phase are largely similar to those per-
formed during the forward-engineering phase. The following three activities, corre-
sponding to steps 4, 5 and 6 in fig. 4.4, are completed: (4) constructing a reverse
engineered model, (5) defining a CDL-specification of the legacy model and (6)
instantiating the Legacy CDL Nletamodel.

4.4.1 Step 4: Reverse-Engineered Model

The reverse-engineered model presents the wrapped legacy data and functionality
as a collection of legacy objects. We assume that the legacy assets are already
technically available as a library of `thick' legacy wrappers definitions, relying on
techniques that combine object wrapping and metamodeling with semantic scherna
enrichment (Saltor et al., 1991) ,(Kashyap and Sheth, 1996), (Papazoglou and
Russell, 1995), (Papazoglou and Van den Heuvel, 2000b). Thick wrappers contain
detailed, non-invasive, object-oriented models of the internal workings of a wrapped
legacy system (module), and are for our purposes ideally represented as a set of
cooperating legac,y entities and processes. As discussed in Chapter-2, one of the main
advantages of defining thick wrappers is their ability to deal with multiple levels
of granularity. This greatly facilitates a more effective comparison with business
objects in the single enterprise architecture.

If it is impossible from a technical perspective to develop thick wrappers, the
designer might decide upon designing thin wrappers for the legacy system instead.
As thin wrappers do not encapsulate 00-models of the legacy objects specified in
the wrappers, this step can be skipped and the wrappers can be directly specified
(Step-5).

In (I~offsinger et al., 1998), a legacy object rrrodeliny approach and a supporting
case tool are stipulated to map legacy data repositories iuto legacy (entity) objects.
The legacy object models are not based on a purely object-oriented rnodeling ap-
proach, but rather represented as a combination of entity-relationship models. By
contrast, the legacy object model that we propose in this thesis, deploys all main
properties of the object-oriented paradigm. The main legacy object modeling con-
structs and their relationships have been specified in the Legacy (CDL) rnetamodel.
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This metarnodel is used as the basis for extending the BOF III`~IL specification with
stereotypes for both legacy entities and processes (both L;IV1L base classes). The
Li4íL profile of the BALES dialect of CDL for the legacy object model definitions
is included in Appendix-C.

Figure-4.10 depicts a sirnplified model of available legacy resources for the run-
ning example. This model represents the counterpart of the enterprise model
drafted in Figure-4.7 and illustrates objectified portions of the legacy systems as
well as their interconnections. Legacy entities and processes are the key build-
ing blocks for the legacy object model. As can be seen from this model, the
legacy entity StockLocation is equipped with three attributes StockCoordinates,
StockIdentifier and StockName, which in fact serve as an input parameter to the
legacy operations GetStockLocation and CreateStockLocation. The first oper-
ation retrieves the level of stock within a specific stock location, while the latter
constructs a new StockLocation instance.

~~LegacyEntity~~
Wa rehouse

;wa~ehouselD : hteger

~~LegacyEntity~~
StockLocation

;StockCoordinates : Integer
~Stockldentifier. Long
~StockName : String

~GetStockLocationQ
~CreateStoc k LocationQ

stored at

~~LegacyEntity~i '
Part

~partl~ntifier : Integerll
~partType : String

1getPartListQ
~getPartTYpesQ
~checkA~eilabilityQ

0..'

~~LegacyEntity~~
fa BiIIOfMaterial
-- ~bomNumber : Integer

~getBilotMaterialQ

Figure 4.10: A sample of a legacy object model.

4.4.2 Step 5: CDL-Specification of the Legacy Model
As stated in Chapter-1, the BALES methodology has been based on the assumption
that legacy object specifications are available to the analyst. In Chapter-2 it is
explained how we rely on research results from the domain of reverse engineering for
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this purpose. In particular, we have outlined relevant research results in the area of
(semi-) automatic object identification by applying cluster analysis ((~:an Deursen
and Kuipers, 1998), (Lundig and Snelting, 1997)), design metrics ((Cimitile et al.,
1999), (Cimitile et al., 1997)) and formal methods. In (Canfora et al., 2001), an
eclectic approach to object identification in legacy systems is introduced on the
basis of a combination of the above mentioned techniques in order to overcome
deficiencies of separate approaches. This approach has been applied successfully in
a case study about a legacy COBOL system. Such approaches semi-automatically
result in wrapper definitions and rnay therefore serve as candidates for a`front-end'
to the BALES reverse-engineering phase. As rnany of these approaches do not (yet)
incorporate modeling facilities in addition to the development of legacy wrappers
from legacy code and data, this implies that frorn a practical perspective Step-4
could be skipped.

The interfaces of the legacy objects and processes are described by CDL in the
sarne way as we explained for business processes and objects. Therefore, we had
to extend the core of (BOCA) CDL with two constructs: legacy entities and legacy
processes (see Appendix-A). As explained above, legacy process objects constitute
a special category of active and transient legacy objects exhibiting behavior by
incorporating legacy code logic (e.g. transactions) spanning multiple legacy entity
objects. Legacy processes can be defined recursively by irnplernenting a tangled web
of legacy logic, possibly by combining code from a variety of legacy applications and
databases. Legacy processes can be transactioual, and typify the current flow of
activities and application logic in the enterprise. Legacy entities reflect the structure
of legacy databases, and serve as persistent, long-lived data containers to store
intermediate and final results of legacy processes.

The following excerpt shows a thick wrapper specification (see section-2.4)
that encapsulates the CDL specification of the legacy object LegacyEntity
StockLocation in Figure-4.10:

keys-{StockIdentifier}] LegacyEntity StockLocation {
[REQUIRED]
attribute Integer StockCoordinates;
[ALWAYS]
attribute Long StockIdentifier;
[ALWAYS]
attribute String StockName;
Integer getStockLocation ( in Long StockIdentifier,

in Integer StockCoordinates);
void createStockLocation (in Long StockIdentifier,

in Integer StockCoordinates, in String StockName);
}; ~~ End: StockLocation

This LegacyEntity wraps a relational database table that stores informa-
tion regarding levels of stock at a specific stock location. .~ stock location is
conceptualized by means of the following three attributes: StockCoordinates,
StockIdentifier and StockName. The attribute StockCoordinates refers to
the identifier of the warehouse where the stock is located. The second attribute,
StockIdentifier indicates the stock number at a specific site (whose prirnary key
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are the StockCoordinates). Lastly, the attribute StockName expresses the con-
tent of a pile at a certain stock location, and usually incorporates the narne of the
part that it stores. It is perfectly possible that one stock name is used at multiple
sites. The nurnber of parts in a given storage pile (StockIdentifier), at a spe-
cific site (StockCoordinates) (this variable name sterns from the time when the
StockLocation had two geographically dispersed sites), is calculated by means of
the legacy operation getStockLocation. The second operation in the above CDL
excerpts refers to the construction of a new instance of the type StockLocation,
and was implemented by adding a new row to the relational table.

Hence, this CDL code designates an encapsulated relational table including the
basic transactions that might serve to support the busiuess entity Stock as specified
in Steps 1 and 2.

4.4.3 Step 6: Instantiating the Legacy CDL Metamodel

Once the CDL-descriptions of the legacy components have been defined; the legacy
CDL specifications are mapped by instantiating the Legacy CDL IVletamodel in
rnuch the same way as we explained for the enterprise model.

Figure-4.11 shows an excerpt of the abstract representation of the legacy object
model depicted by the ConceptBase graph browser, which corresponds to the CDL
specification presented above. The upper half shows the Legacy CDL Metamodel,
i.e. the meta classes that represent CDL wrappers. Note the legacy object types
LegacyType, LegacyEntity and LegacyProcess. The lower half displays an excerpt
of the result of the instantiations of CDL representations to the Legacy CDL Nleta-
model for the legacy wrapper StockLocation. This figure shows how this legacy
wrapper instantiates the meta-class LegacyEntity, and how its constituents are
instantiations of sub-metaclasses of the rneta-class feature.

The following excerpt shows corresponding Telos frames to instantiate the legacy
entity StockLocation, the CDL code of which has been defined during Step-5
(see above). As illustrated in this excerpt, this legacy entity comprises five fea-
tures, among which three attributes and two legacy operations, GetStockLocation
and CreateStockLocation. For reasons of brevity, only the legacy operation
GetStockLocation with one of its input parameters, StockIdentifier, has been
included in this example.
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Figure 4.11: A snapshot of ConceptBase graph browser containing the Legacy
I~4ode1.
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StockLocation in LegacyEntity with
TypeKey

stockkey : StockIdentifier
FOfeatures
StockFeaturei : StockCoordinates;
StockFeature2 : StockIdentifier;
StockFeature3 : StockName;
StockFeature4 : GetStockLocation;
StockFeature5 : CreateStockLocation

end

StockCoordinates in AttributE with
typeParameter

wnumType : CORBA-integer
required
wnumReq : YES

end

GetStockLocation in CORBA-OperationDef with
ownsreturnType
returnTypGetStockList : CORBA-integer

ownsinputparSpec
GSLhasParam : StockIdentifier

ownsinputparSpec
GSLhasPazam2 : StockCoordinates

end

StockIdentifier in InputParameter with
withDirection
dir : In

pazameter-of
pof : GetStockLocation

withtype
acnrtype : CORBA-long

end

4.5 Linking Phase
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After the CDL descriptions of the forward- and reverse-engineered models have
been instantiated to their respective CDL Metamodels, the two specifications can
be matched and possibly linked (see Figure- 4.4). The following four tasks need
to be completed in succession to link legacy objects to business objects: semantic-
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content matching (step 7), type-tree matching (step 8), reconciliation (step 9), and
finally parameterization (step 10). These steps have been depicted at the bottom
of Figure--L12. The first two activities are designed to distill those legacy wrapper
specifications from the repository systern that are relevant from a semantic-content
and type-conformance perspective. The first two steps thus aim to lirnit the space of
legacy wrappers that need to be considered as legacy candidate sources for business
objects. This filtering process is depicted in Figure-4.12.

4.5.1 Step 7: Semantic Content Matching

The first task in the linking phase is meant to identify semantically relevant wrap-
per specifications that are assumed to be available to the designer as a collec-
tion of CDL (resource) specifications. Potentially relevant CDL legacy wrappers
(the r~esource specifïcations) are selected by comparing their content semontics
to that of the target CDL specification which typifies a business object in the
enterprise model (also shortly called the target specification). The content se-
mantics of a CDL specification defines the meaning of all linguistic terms in a
narne space. IVlore in particular, the narne space encompasses the collection of
all terms within a CDL specifications except the CDL keywords and comments,
that are utilized for naming the CDL constituents of Type interface specifica-
tions, e.g. type (business entity) names, operation narnes and attribute names.
Hence, the content semantics of the business entity Stock is represented by the
following name space: StockNumber, Stock, WarehouseNumber, StockLocation,
StockDescription, GetStockList, CreateStock.

During this first step in the linking phase, the semantic sirnilarity between the
target- and the available resource CDL specifications, is calculated on the basis of
existiny tecjcniques from tice domairc of information ret~~ievaG This is operationalized
by calculating a measurement that expresses the semantic correspondence (corre-
lation) of the content semantics between all possible pairs of the target and the
resource specifications. Those resource specifications t,hat have a similarity rnea-
surement that lies above a predefined threshold value are then selected for further
investigation during the reconciliation phase.

In order to calculate the semantic similarity rneasurement, both the available
resource specifications and the enterprise rnodel specification need to be connected
to a(domain) ontology. VVe rnay loosely define an ontology as a shared collection
of semantic and rnorpho-syntactic information about (domain-specific) terminology.
This definition will be refined in the following chapter. If a dornain-specific ontology
is available, the labels in the CDL specification are connected to its internal con-
ceptualizations of terrninology (concepts). For the sake of sirnplicity, we will now
take a short-cut and assume that the content semantics of wrapper and enterprise
model specifications have already been manually linked to the (WordNet) ontology
by a lexicographer.

Semantic similarity will be treated in more detail in Chapter-5. Here we will
confine ourselves to the observation that the measurernent for semantic sirnilaritv
between the business entity specification of Stock and the legacy entity definition
Stocks.ocation is 0.93.
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2. Type Tree
Matching Phase
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4. Construction of Parameterizable
Business Object

CDL Specification
ofthe
Wrapped
Legacy System
(maaules)

Figure 4.12: The Linking Phase in BALES

4.5.2 Step 8: Type-Tree Matching

The second step of the linking phase is devoted to comparing tlre schernatic (`struc-
tural') correspondence between target specifications and available legacy resource
specifications. This category of semantics deals with the type conformance of in-
terface specifications. Therefore, both categories of CDL definitions need to be
transformed into a tyPe tree. A type tree constitutes a tree-like representation of all
typed constituents of a CDL specification. Hence, a type tree anatomizes internal
datat,ypes of a CDL specification up to the level of atornic data types. In some cases,
this requires `drilling' down composite data types to tbe atomic data-type level.

After type trees for both the target- and the resource specifications have been
constructed, they can be compared on the basis of an algorithm that takes into
account various importarit issues to guarantee type conformance, e.g. contra- and
covariance. This algorithrn results in a measurement that expresses type tree equiv-
alence.

Thus, instead of trying to capture the real-world semantics, schematic or ob-
ject model semantics aim to identify `type' mappings between a target and resource
specifications by first moulding them into type trees, and then calculatirrg a mea-
surement for each combination. The resulting measurements can be organized as
a ranked list of potential legacy object candidates, without regard for construct
ordering or currying, yet taking type isomorphism into account.

To ensure type safety on method arguments and method results in both the
target- and resource specifications, we require the use of aryument contravariance
(expansion) and result covar~iance (restriction). Method results are said to covariant
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- they vary in the same way as function types. Result types must be more specific
for the function type to be more specific. Conversely, argument types are said
to contravariant - they vary in the opposite way as the function type. .~rgument
types must be more general for the function type to be rnore specific (IV4eyer, 1997).
We can explain this as follows. Assurne we expect a function or rnethod i to
have type tl ~ t2, where tr are its arguments and t2 its results. Therefore, we
consider ti arguments as permissible when calling f. l~ow assume f actually has
type ti ~ t'z with tr c ti, where C is a special operator denoting a subclass to
superclass relationship-Then we can pass all the expected permissible arguments of
type tr without type violation; f will return results of type tl which is permissible if
t2 C t2 because the results will then also be of type tl and are therefore acceptable
as they do not introduce any type violations.

Again, the intricacies of this process will be elaborated below. In this section,
we have restricted ourselves to giving a kaleidoscopic overview. We assume that the
object model similarity coefFicient between the business entity Stock and the legacy
entity Stock-Location is specified as follows: similarity(Business~ntityseax,
Legacy-Ent ityscak-c,aac:a,~ )-o.63.

4.5.3 Step 9: Reconciliation

Both the semantic content matching and the type tree matching phase, step 7 and
8 respectively, yield measurements that express the content semantics (ontological
proxirnity) and the object model resemblance between the target `enterprise mod-
eling' CDL specification and the available legacy wrapper CDL resources. These
rnetrics now need to be interpreted by the designer and once both measurements
are satisfactory, the legacy wrappers can be semantically enriched in preparation
for their actual reuse based on selectively configuring the interface of the business
objects in terms of legacy wrappers.

In principle, the following four alternative strategies for dealing with the available
legacy resources can be defined, depending on the outcorne of the coefficients for
(inforrnation) content sernantics and object model semantics (see Figure-4.13):

L Ignoring the Wrapped Legacy System (modules).
This strategy is applicable in the case that both the metrics of the ontological
relevance as well as the sirnilarity of type tree~s are low. In the rurming example,
`low values' of both sernantic and schematic object similarity are predefined
as rea] numbers below the threshold values of .60. In that case, existing
legacy resources should probably be retired, and the new business application
is required to be constructed fr~orre scratch, virtually without any reuse of the
legacy assets.

2. Adapting the Wrapped Legacy Systerns.
The second scenario is feasible when the CDL specification frorn the enter-
prise model and one or more legacy wrapper CDL definitions match relatively
well as far as either the content semantics or the object model sernantics are
concerned. In this case, the designer has two options depending on the actual
value of both measurements: (1) enhancing the content semantics by upgrad-
ing the applied terminology, or (2) improving the object model cornpatibility
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Figure 4.13: Sceuarios to deal witlr VVrapped Legacy Systerrrs.
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attribute String StockLocation -~
TRANSFORM-2(LegacyEntity.StockLocation.attribute.

StockCoordinates);
(ALWAYS, REQUIRED]
attribute String StockDescription -~

LegacyEntity.StockLocation.attribute.StockName;

Integer GetStockList -~
LegacyEntity.StockLocation.operation.GetStockLocation(
in Integer StockCoordinates,
in Long StockIdentifier);

void CreateStock(in Integer StockNumber, in String StockDescription,
in Integer WarehouseNumber, in String StockLocation);

}; ~~ End: Stock

The specification of the new business object entails t~-o categories of informa-
tion: inforrnation about the ontological mappings that result frorn the reconciliation
plrase, and the actual rnapping information between the interface of the business
object Stock witli that of the legacy entity StockLocation.

The auxiliary function TRA-~'SFORlti1i ~ahich is included in the
rnapping definition of tlre attribute StockNumer translates the attribute
LegacyEntity.StockLocation.attribute.StockIdentifier iutoan iclentifier (of
tyUe~ Integer) t}rat refers tu a particular stock. Likewise, the se~cond t.rausforrnation
function, TRANSFOR~111i translates the attribute StockCoordinates of the
legacy entit,y StockLocation into a description of the StockLocation. This is
irnplernented with an ínternal translation table.

Tlre CDL specifications of the pararneterized business object are tlre end result of
the BAGFS metho~ology. Obviously, these specifications have to be implemented
into an executable business application. CDL conrpilers that geuerate CORBA-
cornpliant code-skeletons or Enterprise Javabeans have be~en developed by the in-
dustry (Data~ccess, Miami), and can be of great help in developing and coding
tlre actual business application. The tYreoretical body for irnplenrenting applications
on the basis of interface definitions, e.g., IDL (Lmar, 1997), has been described
extensicely in literature and will not be repeated here.

Irr tlus chapter, the BALES inetlrodology has been outlined. Considerable at:
tention has been paid to tlre unifying nretamodel and its instantiation for enterprise
rnodels and legacy wrappers. So far, only a brief overview of the linking plrase
has been presented. The fo1loH-ing chapter ~i-ill introduce the technicalities of this
phase.



Chapter 5

The Linking Phase

In the previous chapter, the BALES methodology has been outlined. Both the
forward- and reverse- engineering were discussed in detail, and a kaleidoscopic
overview was presented of the linking phase. Due to the complexity of this phase,
we have dedicated this chapter to explaining its working.

The linking phase cornbines the results frorn the forward- and reverse-engineering
phase, and determines which parts of legacy wrappers can be reused in the irnple-
mentation of the redesigned business objects. As explained in Chapter-4, the linking
phase encompasses the following four activities: (1)~(2) rnatchiny the interface of
business objects with that of legacy wrappers both from an information conterrt and
object model (schematic) perspective, (3) reconciliation between the results of step
(1) and step (2), possibly including semantic enrichment of legacy wrappers, and
finally (4) ~nappi~ay legacy wrappers to business objects.

This chapter has been structured as follows. In section-5.1, matching semantics
for various categories of specifications are investigated, and it is explained which of
them are considered for use in the linking phase. In the next section, related re-
search for both content semantic matching and type tree matching is stipulated. This
survey serves to increase the understandability of the technicalities of the linking
phase, and explains the theoretical body that has been borrowed from the domain
of information retrieval, interoperable systerns and specification matching. Build-
ing on these theoretical underpinnings, the following sections present the intricacies
of the sernantic content matching (section-5.3.1), object model matching (section-
5.3.2), reconciliation (section-5.3.3), and construction of parameterized business ob-
ject (section-5.3.4) tasks.

5.1 Matching Semantics

The linking phase in BALES comrnences by matching the business objects that are
included in the target enterprise model with the available legacy wrappers that are
stored iu the ConceptBase repository systern. During the matching tasks only cer-
tain aspects of both categories of specifications can be compared. A sirnple matching
taxonomy will be presented in this section in order to explain the semantic features
that are considered during this phase. A clear definition of the rnatching sernantics
helps to investigate and judge the effectiveness of the proposed methodology.
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5.1.1 A Software Specification Taxonomy

Software components can be specified at different levels of abstraction, ranging frorn
the low-level, physical progrannning code and formal specifications to textual de-
scriptions that are developed independently from any implernentation constraint.
We have drafted a taxonomy that enconrpasses various categories of specifications
for analyzing, designing, constructing and maintaining enterprise information sys-
tenrs in Figure-5.1. It will be applied to direct the design of the matching process
of specifications later on in this chapter, as each category exhibits its own (dis-) ad-
vantages and requirements.

Textual descriptions constitute a rather informal means for describing both the
functional and non-functional properties of an enterprise information system. Al-
though textual representations can be extremely flexible and expressive, they sufFer
from various shortcomings that makes them infeasible for use in the entire software
development lifecycle. For example, textual descriptions lack the required precision
of software designs, and can be interpreted in multiple (even conflicting) ways, po-
tentially resulting in misunderstandings. Consequently, in practice, they are mainly
used to write manuals for components, include technical cornments in programming
code, and outline the general workings of the system.

By focusing on salient aspects of the domain only, and allowing a restricted set
of modeling constructs with clearly described syntax, (visual) models can be used
to represent domains in a more exact and concise way. l~lodeling approaches such
as LA1L provide a semi-formal vehicle for conceptually describing the domain, but
are often equipped with poorly defined modeling framework semantics (Zaremski,
1996).

Interface specifications constitute another category of specifications, which con-
centrate on describing the `external' behavior of objects and components while re-
garding thern as `black boxes'. Interfaces are forrnally specified as structured texts,
that need to conform strictly to a predefined syntax (often stated in B1~F). By fo-
cusing on the actual services of business concepts as (software) objects within the
context of a specific middleware technology, e.g. CORBA or DCE, interfaces pro-
vide a rnore solution-oriented perspective than the previous specification categories
(Zaremski, 1996). Examples of interface specification languages are the OMG's In-
terface Definition Language (IDL), and the Component Definition Language (CDL).
From a business modeling perspective, CDL is considered to be more expressive than
IDL, as it offers more high-level constructs that can build on the basic IDL constructs
and are designed to capture business semantics, such as business task and entity
(see Chapter-2 and Chapter-4).

Formal rnethods provide rnathematical or logical models for designing irnplemen-
tation constructs, such as classes, objects and stacks. These rnethods are typically
based on a foundation of semantic axioms, which makes them actually provable.
Examples of formal rnethods include the B-Ivlethod (Abrial, 1996), Telos (Mylopou-
los et al., 1990) and Z(Hayes, 1987). In the context of BALES, the B-Method
is a relevant approach as it is centered around the notion of refinernent. Abstract
state machines form the basic representation vehicle of the B-Method. An abstract
state machine models a software system as a collection of variables, invariants and
operations. Variables determine the state of the system, the invariants constitute
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Specification
Category

Example

Natural Languages English, Dutch, Italian, etc. te~d

Modeling Methods and Languages UML, OMT, Booch, etc.

Intertace Specifications OMG IDL, CDL

Formal Specifications AMN, B-Notation, Z

Programming Languages COBOL, Pascal, C, Java

Figure 5.1: A taxonomy of Software Specification Types
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the static constraints for the systern, and the operations rnodify the state of the
abstract machine within the predefined boundaries of the invariant. The idea is to
refine the abstract definition of a state rnachine into a form that can be executed
by a machine. The notion of refinement is appropriate for formally proving that an
object (let's say a legacy object) is a refinement (or subtype) of another object (let's
say a business object). Below, we will explain how we have incorporated similar
mechanisms in the BALES approach within the context of interface matching.

The prograrruning code shapes the end result of the refinement process by re-
alizing the requirements laid down in the analysis and design models by rneans of
`physical' programming instructions. The problem in comparing prograrnrning code
is that over the years the code might suffer frorn ad-hoc fixes, and result in a bad
structure and docurnentation (if any). Moreover, since programming languages can
not, and do not, enforce semantically relevant naming of internal constructs such as
function- and module names, this makes it very hard to compare two different pro-
grams. Lastly, cornparing program code written in different progranrrning languages,
or even different versions of the same language, is extremely cumbersome, especially
when these languages are based on a differerrt prograrnming language paradigm.

In this thesis, we consider programming-language independent interface specifi-
cations of both business objects and legacy wrappers to be the most effective vehícle
for specifying their structural properties and dynamic capabilities because they have
the following three critical advantages. Firstly, interface information can be gath-
ered quite cheaply, either directly from the prograrnming code or based on some
(semi-) automatic reverse engineering of (legacy) information systems. Secondly,
the interfaces are assumed to be capable of `bridging' the semantic gap between the
problerrc dornain and the solv.tiore dornai~a. Lastly, the interface specifications are
relatively concise and at the same tirne relatively easy to understand by both the
developers and the business modelers.
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5.1.2 Matching Semantics in BALES
In principle, BALES is concerned with two categories of semantics while comparing
thc interfaces of business objects in enterprise models to those of wrapper specifica-
tlOIlti 1:

~ GOI1tellt SemantrCS.

This category of semantics refers to upplicutiort specific information and defines
the meaning of the terminology (descriptors) that is ernployed in CDL descrip-
tions of object wrappers or business objects. Content semantics thus define the
terminology that is used to label the concepts in the problem domain. Adopt-
ing the Aristotle perspective, a concept delineates an abstract representation
of a`thing' that exists only in the mind of someone (Dik, 1989).

Reverse engineering the content sernantics of legacy wrappers can be a particu-
larly complicated activity as in many cases a large variety of archaic and `fuzzy'
terrns with many undocumented dependencies are used throughout heteroge-
neous, but somehow connected, legacv application code and data (Brodie and
Stonebraker, 1995). Typically, the applied terlninology ranges from seman-
tically meaningless descriptors, e.g. `IOE-2323', to rnore expressive ones like
`CustAddress'. However, even when the intentional sernantics of these iden-
tifiers are retractable to the re-engineer, problems may arise in hyphenation,
etc.

Despite the overwhelming complexity of content matching, some assistance
can be offered to the developer in comparing the terminology of new business
objects with that of legacy wrappers by defining at least a few categories of
equivalence. Frankhauser (Frankhauser et al., 1991) discerns three possible
kinds of binary relationships between terms:

Generalization and Specialization.
If a term has a more general meaning than another term, we can define
a superconcept (hypernym) and a subconcept (hyponym), e.g. Employee
(hypernyrn) and Assistent Professor (hyponym).

l~egative Association.
Frankhauser (idem) defines three categories of negative associations:
cornplernentary (day, night), incompatible (supervisor, student) and
antom.rns (black, white).

Positive Association.
Positive associations can be established between terms if they are used
in the same context (e.g. component, business process object) or synony-
mous (e.g. depot and warehouse).

Below, we will introduce the notion of similarity functions to determine the
type and `strength' of relationships between the `new' terminology in business
objects and the legacy terminology of legacy wrappers.

lIn (Frankhauser et al., 1991) a comparable ty-pology is introduced.
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. Object NIodel Semantics.

Object model semantics capture the structural resernblance between the inter-
face of a business type and that of a legacy wrapper. Structural resernblance
is expressed as the extent to which two interface specifications are type corc-
form. Comparing the object model semantics of two interface specifications
is based on meta-data knowledge about CDL's type system that is defined
by the BALES CDL NIetamodel that was introduced ín section-4.1.1 and will
be elaborated upon in this chapter. It is irnportant to repeat that the type-
system of CDL is extensible in the sense that it allows objects at the model
level to act as composite (reusable) types. This feature drastically increases
the cornplexity of determining structural resernblances.

In order to deal with the problern of object model matching rnore effectively,
we discern the following three levels of abstraction (see Chapter-4):

CDL Nleta-Aletamodel Semantics.
The meta-metamodel is a highly generic model that consists of a set of
(Telos) classes and their relationships to specify the building blocks for
expressing the modeling semantics at the metamodel layer. In the context
of BALES, the meta-meta model is an auxiliary layer that designates
the core constructs of L'NIL that are used to specify the object model
sernantics of CDL at the metamodel layer.
Meta-metamodel comparison can be especially valuable when the source
and target modeling approaches to denote the legacy systems pro-
cess model and new enterprise model, are different. For exarnple, the
old enterprise model (legacy process model) could be represented in
Coad~Yourdan notation, while the revised enterprise model might be de-
picted in li ML to facilitate collaboration with other enterprise systems.

CDL NIetamodel Semantics.
The CDL interface specification language is formalized precisely by means
of the CDL Metamodel. This metamodel presents an abstract view of
CDL as a collection of related Telos classes that is serni-formally reflected
by the LNIL metamodel (see section-4.1.1). The forrnal counterpart that
is defined with a collection of Telos statements, is included in Appendix-
D. An important component of the CDL Metarnodel concerns defining
the type-system underlying the business and legacy object types.

CDL Model Semantics.
The CDL model semantics express the meaning of both the business and
legacy types by linking thern to the CDL Nletamodel level. These links
are materialized as instantiations of the CDL Nletamodel. In BALES,
object model semantics are restricted to CDL constructs with user-defined
or atomic data types. i;ser-defined types are in fact composite object
types, e.g. the business object Address can be considered as a composite
type that comprises two attributes, streetName and streetNumber. The
first attribute is typed with the atomic type String, whereas the second
attribute is assigned the atomic type Integer.
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In this way, objects themselves act as reusable building blocks of object
semantics, defined as assenrblies of atomic types ~.

The object model semantics at these three levels of abstraction are on the
one hand much more restricted than the information content semantics since only
(atornic) types of typed elements are considered. On the other hand, compliance
with CDL (meta and ,l1`~) model semantics can be proven more formally by relying
on well-known techniques such as type substitution.

For our purposes, it is sufficient to consider only comparisons between business-
and legacy type specifications at the CDL Model Semantics level. Comparing at
the other levels is not relevant as we do not intend: (1) to compare variants of the
CDL interface specification language (rnetamodel matching), or (2) to relate two
modeling approaches that are used to specify CDL, e.g. CML and OMT (~LIZ-model
nratching). Before introducing our proposed solution for deterrnining a measurement
for object model sirnilarity, we will first discuss related research.

5.2 Related Approaches
Over the past two decades, various research projects that were related to the one we
report on in this thesis, have been conducted in the field of signature and specifi-
cation matching, information retrieval (e.g. for digital library systems), knowledge-
based systerns and semantic interoperability of distributed databases and objects.
This section reviews the rnost relevant ones for semantic inforrnation content match-
ing, and rnatching the semantics of (meta-(meta-)) rnodels.

5.2.1 Related Research for Semantic Information Content
Matching

Semantic integration originates frorn the domain of integrating (federated) database
schemas. Various solutions have been proposed, e.g. ((Bertino, 1991), (Arens et al.,
1993)). The key problem is to identify and relate terms in schernas that refer to
the same real-world concept. This problem sterns from the fact that many legacy
systems, especially database systems, contain huge arnounts of data labeled with
outdated terminology, no longer cornpliant with the vocabulary of the current busi-
ness, due, for instance to numerous mergers with other (international) companies.
Recently semi- and unstructured (mainly data) sources have been addressed as well,
e.g. for leveraging the integration of various heterogenous web-based data sources
(Bergamasclri et al., 1999).

Nlost solutions to the problem of semantic integration are based on (a cornbina-
tion of) ontologies, meta-data or contexts (Kashyap and Sheth, 1998). Especially
semairtic content rnatching has been extensively investigated in the domain of fed-
erated database systerns by means of a uniform database view (Dayal and Hwang,
1984).

.~ well-known solution to this problem has been developed by Kashyap and
Seth ((Kashyap and Sheth, 1998), (Kashyap and Sheth, 1996)). They devised a

zAn atomic type is defined as a type operator a-ith 0 arity.
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uniform approach to map contextual descriptions to underl,ying data. Contextual
descriptions extend the notion of rneta-data with dornain specific ontologies that are
used to ontologically infer the relevance of the underlying data scherne.

Only recently has research into sernantic integration been taken to the level of
the integration of (business) objects and processes within or beyond the confines
of a single enterprise. Consequently, the definition of shared vocabularies between
business partners within a virtual coalition has received rnuch attention lately, e.g.
Rosettal~et 3, BizTalk 1 and ebXl`íL '. l~ot only do these vocabularies specify a
set of terms that are allowed in data interchange rnessages, but they also define
their `semantics' (Carlson, 2001) using XML, which incorporates information about
inter-concept relationships, and additional constraints such as multiplicity.

Within the context of the SYNTHESIS project, Briukhov et al. (Briukhov and
Shumilov, 1995) have developed another relevant solution to semantic integration
that is called the Sernantic Interoperabilit,y Framework (SIR). This framework offers
support for the refinement of application resources in a distributed systems environ-
ment. The interpretation of terminology in resource specifications is made dependent
on the ontological context, which is structured on the basis of a set of knowledge
representation prirnitives, such as functions, predicates and classes. Application re-
quirements and available resource components are then linked to a comrnon lexicon.
Briukhov et al. (idem) introduce a lexicon that comprises a set of concePts to re-
fer to terrns in a particular systenrs or arralysis domain. After the terms of both
application and resource components have been mapped to the common ontology,
inter-concept correlation betwe~en the verbal descriptions in both specifications is
calculated. The following sirnilarity function is suggested:

Cx ~ Cy
sa~n(Cz,Cy) -

~C~~ ~ ~Cy~

This similarity function originates from (Salton et al., 1975) and is the basis for
rnany other information retrieval ( IR) systems. The similarity function calculates the
cosinus between two vectors, C~ and Cy, where ~A~ delineates the number of elements
in the vector A, and, ~ refers to the vector product. In accordance with Briukhov's
SIR, we can define that C~;,1 C i c n, refers to the i-th vector component. The
elements of vector Cy indicate the similarity of a set of terms with a source element
M ; thus, Cz is an n-component vector whose elemerrts equal 1 if element i in Cx is
available in M. On the other hand, C~.; equals zero whenever element i is not part of
M. In case of two exactly matching specifications, this function results in 0, whereas
two specifications with no shared terms yield 1.

Inspired by Salton (Salton et al., 1975), Briukhov et aL (idem) go on to in-
troduce asymmetric correlation functions to identify hypernomy and hypernynry
associations:

r(x,y) - iC ICaz2
3See: http:~~wwww.Rosetta~let.org
4See: http:~~www.BizTalk.org
'See: http:~~wwww.ebXML.org
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Customer

CDLspec3
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Figure 5.2: An Example of a three-dimensional vector space

CT ~ Cy
r(y,~) -

~Cy~l

l~ow, given a threshold value, let's say K, with IC E(0,1), the following four
situations may occur:

.:~ positive association between x and y.
This situation is applicable whenever sim(x, y) 1 K.

. A negative association between x aud y.
This is the inverse of situation 1, so si~ic(.~, y) G K.

. x is a hypernym for y.
If r(.~, y) G K and r(y,:c) 1 K.

. y is a hypernyrn for x.
If r(~, y) 1 K and r(y, ~) G K.

The following sirnple example illustrates the similarity function. In the next
section, this sirnilarity function will be extended for our purposes. Figure-5.2 shows
a three-dirnensional vector space depicting the (binary) correspondence between the
content semantics of the business object type interface specification and the terms
Bill. Custoncer and Part. We assurne here that these terms are in fact derived from
some wrapper specification, denominated CDLsyec~. The conterrt semantics of this
wrapper (thus the set of terms) are compared to those of three available business
objects, CDLsyecl, CDLspecz and CDLspec3.
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The following table shows the binary weights of the three business object type
CDL specifications in relation to the legacy object name space:

CDLspec~ CDLspecr CDLspec2 CDLspec:3
Customer 1 1 1
Bill 1 0 1
Part 0 1 1

More specifically, this table shows that CDLspecr has two descriptors with
CDLspec~ in common, viz. Customer and Part. CDLspecz also shares two la-
bels with CDLspec~, in this case: Customer aud Bill. CDLspec3 is correlated to
all three labels of CDLspec:o. Figure-5.2 depicts the three dirnensional vector space
with the three axis representing the three descriptors of the legacy wrapper. The
arrows in this figure express the docurnent vectors, and the angle between them can
now be calculated with Salton's sirnilarity function.

The workings of Salton's similarity function can be explained as follows. Firstly,
the length of the three docurnent vectors is computed: ~CDLspecr ~- f,
~CDLspec2 ~ - f and ~CDLspec3 ~- f. ~CDLspec3 ~ is thus most similar to
the legacy specification ~CDLSpeco~. The length of the vectors serves as an in-
put variable for the sirnilarity function. This function airns to calculate the binary
cosine between two vectors. Then, sim(CDLspecr, CDLspec2) - tf~~l - 0.50,

si7rt(CDLspecr, CDLspec3) - 1~~~1 - 0.66 and sirn(CDLspec2i CDLspec3) -

2 - 0.66. As the similarity coefficient denoting the binary cosine for CDLspec1
(~~~) -
and CDLspec2 is the highest, these specifications are most related to each other
within the context of the legacy wrapper.

A detailed survev of vector-based information retrieval models is included in
(Paijrnans, 2000). Practical studies have shown that símilarity functions provide
a valuable retrieval mechanism, e.g. in the context of multi-database networks
(Nlilliner, 2000) and digital library systerns ( Schatz, 1997). We will explain the
experiments that were conducted by Milliner ( IVlilliner, 2000) here in some more
detail, as they provide interesting insights in the practical application of a slightly
extended similarity function for dealing with `context graphs'. In particular, these
experirnents airned to study precisiora and recall of the automatically generated clus-
tering of databases. The basic idea of clustering is to group similar databases (or
documents) together in clusters, as they might be relevant to the sarne queries. The
clustering process is based on the similarity of context graphs that are derived from
database schemas. A similarity coefficient is computed to express the semantic cor-
respondence between these graphs with an improved version of the cosine similarity
function. In addition, some performance tests are reported regarding the processing
and communications of a supporting implernentation based on the electronic lexicon
WordI~et ( see below).

5.2.2 Related Research for matching Interface Object
Model Semantics

In this section, we will investigate the most prominent approaches for matching ob-
ject model semantics on the basis of inethod~function~operation siynatures. I4íatch-
ing signatures has been extensively investigated in the domain of function-, rnodule-,
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object- and cornponent- library systerns and interoperable systems. ~~e will outline
the rnost relevant research initiatives below.

At the lowest level of granularity, repository systems can be browsed and queried
for individual fuuctions (or operations). Iu (Rittri, 1989), Rittri proposes an ap-
proach to identify the functions in a repository on the basis of their type, indepen-
dently of argument order and currying. The suggested solution attempts to find
equivalence relations between the type(s) of a search key and the type of identi-
fiers in a repository, regardless of currying and argument order. The following four
equivalence relations between types have been specified:

Real -~ (Irrt ~ List(Char))
I~it --~ (Reul ~ List(Char))
(Real ~ h,t) ~ List(Char)
(Irat ~ Real) ~ List(Ciaar)

where ~ denotes a function space, and "~"' a cartesian product. Two functions
are equivalent wheu the types are isomorphic, e.g. A F- (B E- C) and (A ~ B) E- C
are equivalent as they are exactly each other's inverse. Obviously, the cornplexity is
raised dramatically when more than two arguments are included in the function.

Runciman (Runciman and Toyn, 1989) discusses a similar approach to retrieving
software functions. Likewise, this approach allows the use of polymorphic types
as search keys. Polymorphic keys are introduced particularly to discover higher-
order functions. Higher-order functions rnake up a special category of functions
which are able to take functions as their pararneters. Polymorphic types are used
in functional prograrnming languages, e.g. A1L, in order to impose some restrictions
to guarantee that no type conflicts arise during execution, while at the same time
enabling functions to find suitable components (ergo functions) prior to execution.

These approaches apply matching algorithms at the individual signature level.
In order to use them for larger-grained artifacts, e.g. subsystems and components,
that are capable of bundling them into assemblies, they need to be extended. Some
solutions have been proposed on the basis of forma] specifications for searching a
repository system for such larger-grained building blocks. Most specification rnatch-
ing approaches are equipped with some kind of inechanisrn to deal satisfactorily with
relaxed matches between the search key and available (component) specifications.
In the following, some relevant solutions in the context of the BALES methodology
will be discussed.

Chen (Chen, 1993) elaborates upon a formal technique for retrieving software
components frorn a repository. His solution constitutes a semanto-syntactic parsing
method for terrn matching in order to limit the search space (step 1), then searches
the solution space by means of mathematical signature matching (step 2), and finally
checks the semantics of the retrieved cornponents (step 3).

During step-1, a semanto-syntactic parsing method is applied to retrieve compo-
nents from a library based on a limited textual description, sometimes constituting
just a single sentence. Chen describes the developrnent of a lauguage parser that.
decomposes a sentence into several constructs, and represents them in an analyzed
syntax tree. Terms belonging to the categories of nouns, verbs and adjectives, are
considered to be index terms because they represent the semantic bearers. These
categories are concatenated with prepositions and conjunctives.
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Chen suggests realizing the component retrieval function, which basically makes
up step 2, and dealing efFiciently with the problem of argurnent order and name
abstraction by exploiting the query-answering mechanisrn of a deductive database
system. The sigrratures are first formall,y specified in the Algebraic Specification
Language (:~SL). ASL defines an interface as follows:

Definition 5.1 Are Algabraic Ircterface Definition A sigrcature ET of a type specifi-
catiora T is defiraed as fallows: aT -(ST, FT), where ST dercotes a set of sorts (i~nput
pararneters), ared FT a set of furcctiore syrn,bals. Every function f; E F is defirced as
a rnappireg betweerr sorís: Sr, ....Sn H ST, with Sr, ..., Sn, S E ST. The set Sr, .., Sn
refers to tiae dornairc of the furactiort, artd S to its rarage. If ra - o, titen the furactior~
is regarded as a corestant.

A specification, SP, can then be defined as a tuple of sigrratures, E, and axioms,
E: SP -(E, E). The mathematical definition of a specification is subsequently
represented as a collection of (Telos) objects from the database, and the goal speci-
fication is translated into a(Telos) query.

After a successful retrieval, the third step, semantic checking, can be performed.
This step is introduced to find sernantically equivalent specifications. Chen treats
the semantics of specifications as the observable behavior of data structures and
represents them with an observability predicate. The compliance of the semantics
of a specification, SP,. with SP9, is then formally proved by checking whether SP,.
is a proper implementation of SPg. A specification SPr is an observational irnple-
mentation of a specification SPg, if SP,. preserves the observational behavior of SP9.
For a more detailed description; we refer to (Chen, 1993).

Zaremski (Zaremski, 1996) discusses a slightly different, but related approach
for ret,rieving software components frorn a library repository system. This approach
aims to match search keys with specifications by comparing their methods, pre- and
postconditions. This allows Zaremski to rnatch type information that is represented
in the signatures from the behavioral rnatching that is based on formal specifications.
In (Zaremski and Wing, 1997), Zarernski and Wing extend this work to include
locating reusable specifications at the module level.

Jeng (Jeng and Cheng, 1995) extends the techniques from specification matching
to that of signature matching for the classification and modification of components.
Software components are specified in an order-sorted, predicate logic in order to infer
the logical relationship between a search key (query) and available component speci-
fications. This relationship might not only be used to find reusable components, but
also to specify required modifications as imposed by some external component(s).

Fischer (Fischer, 2000) mixes the top-down approach to finding reusable compo-
nents based on a search key with a bottonr-up perspective to combine the precise
semantics of formal approaches with interactive, informal ways to gather naviga-
tional information. The author clairns that this inforrnation is required because
theorem provers do not provide sufficient deductive power. Fischer (idern) depends
on formal concept analysis for the formal specification of components. These lattices
serve as the navigational structure for browsing through a component library.

An important solution to the problem of component retrieval that stems from the
field of Cooperative Information Systems (CISs) and that combines research from
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the field of information retrieval and signature matching, is the Semantic Interoper-
ability Reasoning (SIR) Frarnework that was developed in the SYI~THESIS project
((Kalinichenko, 1998), (Briukhov and Kalinichenko, 1998)). This approach that we
have already introduced above, most strongly resembles BALES as its retrieval so-
lution is likewise based on a semi-formal, canonical model. Sirnilarly to BALES, the
forrnal rnetamodel is used to support the refi~aerrcent of cornponent specifications.
Refinement in terms of AM~s means that a signature Sr is a refinernent of signature~
Sz if sorneone can use Sr instead of SZ without noticing it.

Both the matching and parameterization activities in the linking phase of BALES
are extensions of some of the early research projects that were outlined above. In
particular, matching the interfaces of business types to legacy wrappers rethinks
research results from the field of information retrieval for calculating similarity mea-
surements (see section-5.2.1) to discover sernantically relevant wrapper specifications
in a repository systern. The actual parameterization of the interface of new busi-
ness types in terms of portions of legacy wrappers, builds on the research frorn the
field of software component libraries type theory and interoperable systerns. In this
section, we have summarized some relevant research. Vl'e will describe the linking
phase, which was already sketched in Chapter-4, in rnore detail in the following
section.

5.3 The Intricacies of the Linking Phase

The linking phase in BALES is meant to deterrnine those portions of legacy wrappers
that can be linked to the interface of new business objects. As outlined in Chapter-
4, the first two activities in the linking phase are concerned with matching business
objects with available legacy wrapper specifications at both the conterrt semantic
and object model semantic level. These activities aim to filter the solution space of
reusable wrapper specifications, and result in two ranked lists of potentially reusable
(portions of) wrappers. The ranked list that results from the first activity within this
phase, points out the best-matchiug legacy wrappers from an information content
perspective. The second list names the be~st matches with regard to the object model
sernantics that is constrained, as argued above, to the type system of BALES. Thus,
the first two activities within the linking phase (see Figure-4.4) focus on answering
the following overall matching question:

Given a CDL interface of a business object type Io, and a repository filled with
CDL-descriptions of legacy wrappers h-.. I,,, we want to ascertain which (por-
tions of) CDL wrapper descriptions in the repository fit best into the given CDL
description at both the information content and the object model level.

A~1ore formally, we w-ant to calculate for each pair of (BO„ LO~), where label
i refers to the interface of a specific target business object type, and label j to
a legacy wrapper in the legacy repository (0 C j C.V', where 1~ is the num-
ber of available legacy wrappers), their similarity as a function at both the object
model and content semantic level: Sirnilarity(BO;, LO~) - SirnSern(BO;, LO~) -~
Si7nOrras(BOi, LO~).
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The semantic content matching and object model rnatching activities will be dis-
cussed in more detail in sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 respectively. After both activities
have been concluded, the designer faces the design decision which strategy to choose
for the construction of the new enterprise information system, with or without reuse
of any legacy wrappers. BALES provides some support for facilitating this choice
by supplying the portfolio analysis that was introduced in section-4.5.3. Depend-
ing on the design strategy that is chosen; the designer then semantically enriches
the interface of the business type with information about the content semantics of
the legacy wrapper. We will elaborate upon these activities in section-5.3.3. The
rnapping of business objects to semantically enriched legacy wrappers is explained
in the last section.

5.3.1 Semantic Content Matching

In order to compare the content sernantics of a business type with that of legacy
wrappers, the process of semantic content rnatching is based on a shared conceptual
representation of a domain. This agreed-upon collection of concepts is also referred
to as a common ontoloyy s. A cornmon ontology encourpasses a set of ontological
cornrnitments regarding the common meaning of the vocabulary and assertions un-
derlying the universe of discourse (see (Kashyap and Sheth, 1996), (Gruber, 1993)).
Ontologies have increasingly gained attention over the last years, as they can not
only be applied to develop knowledge-based systems, but also to facilitate design-
time construction of conceptual models for virtual organizations, digital libraries
and information retrieval (Devedzié, 2002). Several ontologies have been developed
within academia, e.g. Wordl~et (a linguistic ontology) (Nliller et al., 1993), Cyc
(Lenat and Guha, 1990) (a comrnon sense ontology) and the Gene Ontology (a do-
rnain specific ontology: httP : ~~www.geneontoloyy.arg~). For a state-of-the-art
discussion of ontologies, we refer to a recent special issue of the "Cornrnunications
of the ACIVí" about ontology design and applications (Gruninger and Lee, 2002).

Vl'ithin the context of BALES, an ontology serves as the basic armature around
which the parameterized business objects can be built. We have selected the Word-
Net ontology (IVliller et al., 1993) as the common ontological framework for BALES,
but in principle, any other ontology w}th the same linguistic capabilities could have
been used here. This web-based ontology is equipped with a rnassive sernantic web
that is freely available on the market for experimentation, focuses on rneanings of
terms rather than fornrs, and incorporates a taxonomy cornprising synonyrn sets,
hyponymy~hypernymy, and such.

The activity of semantic content matching comprises the following two tasks (see
Figure-5.3):

1. Linking Terminology to Wordl~et.
In the first task, the terminology used in the specification of the enterprise
rnodel is linked to semantically meaningful terms in Wordl~et. In other words,
the descriptors which are deployed in CDL interfaces of business objects in the
enterprise model are connected to sirnilar terrns in the common ontology (hence

6Actualh-, the term "ontology" stems from philosophy and constitutes a structured explanation
of the existence
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Figure 5.3: Determining Semantic Similarity between BOs and LOs

WordNet). In case no matching descriptors are available, new concepts need
to be created and linked to the existing ontology using synsets, hypernyms
and homonyrns. E.g. the entity Maintenance-Engineer is added to ~~'ord-
1~et as a concept (ID900000002) that is a hyponym of concept 106945718
(technologist applied scientist engineer). For reasons of sirnplicity, we will as-
sume for the remainder of this thesis that all labels in the CDL specifications
have already been linked to ~~'ordl~et, and that possibly missing concepts have
been (correctly) added by a lexicographer. Furthermore, this task is based on
the premise that the designer of the thick wrapper specification has employed
meaningful descriptors that are in accordance with the terminology that is
used in the enterprise model.

2. Calculating the Distance between Specifications.
After the CDL construct descriptors have been linked to WordNet, a similarity
measuremeut is calculated to express the semautic correspondence between
the business object specifications taken from the enterprise model and the
legacy objects. This measurement is calculated with a variant of the similarity
functions as explained in section-5.3.1.

Assuming that the terminology of both the business type (in the case of the run-
ning example: the business entity Stock) and the legacy wrappers (StockLocation
in the same example) have been related to the ontology, the rneasurement expressing
the semantic similarity of the two specifications can now be computed by determin-
ing the lengths of legacy specification vectors. Elements of the legacy wrapper vector
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represent the distance between a term in the business object type CDL interface and
a CDL construct descriptor of a legacy wrapper within the set of available legacy
resources. This can be defined as follows:

Definition 5.2 (Vector Space of a Legacy Wrapper) Tlte vector space of a
leyacy wrapper, LO2i where ~r delineates the inde~ of the legacy wrapper, consti-
tutes a vector ~mltose elentertts dertote tlte distartce to the terrninoloyy (CDG cortstruct
descriptors) of a`target' busirtess type. Thus:

rv
LOx - ~ T;

2-r

witere N represents tite rearnóer of cantponents (rows) of tlte vector (thus, the rturrtber
of busi7tess object descr~iptors~. A vector elernent, Ti, Tzi ..., T~-, denotes the distartce
betweert a descriptor ~u1'ithirt the nante space of a leyacy object, and a óusiness object
descriptor, which is refer-red to by inde:r i.

The data type of a vector element depends on the similarity function that is
applied. In the case of a binary cosine similarity function, this value will be a boolean
that indicates that there is a descriptor in the name space of legacy wrapper ~; that
matches with a specific descriptor of a business object type, indexed with i. If the
cosine between vectors is calculated with real (Euclidian) distances of vectors, an
element in the vector denominates the closest distance between a descriptor in the
narne space of legacy wrapper ~, and a specific descriptor of a business object type,
referred to by index i. Both similarity functions will be explained below.

The similarity function for calculating the angle between two legac,y object vec-
tors is defined as follows (Briukhov and Shurnilov, 1995):

Definition 5.3 (Cosine Similarity Ftirnction)

SirrtSe~n(C C ) -
C2~C,,

2, y ~C2~ ' ~Cy~

C2 and Cy refer to two (legacy object) speci,fication vectors. Cz . Cb calculates the
dot-product of the two vectors, and firtally, ~Cy~, ~Cy~ represent the length of Cx and
Cy .

This cosine sirnilarity function thus computes the cosine of the angle between
two legacy object vectors, CT and Cy, as a measurement ofsemantic correspondence.
This function allows binary elernents for the legacy vectors for t}re binary cosine
similarity function as well as natural numbers that give a more subtle indication of
the distance. If two specifications, C~ and Cy, are equivalent, then sirrt(Cx, Cy) - l.
In other cases, the cosine varies between 0(no match between Cz and Cy) and 1(a
perfect match).

The following algorithm describes the procedure for retrieving semantically rel-
evant legacy object specifications from the repository system, according to a goal
specification ( hence, the name space of a business object irrterface).
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BusinessErttity LOsvecr LOs~ec2
Stock 2 1
~~'arehousel~urnber 10 3
StockLocation 3 5
Stockl~umber 1 10
StockDescription 4 3
GetStockList 3 2
CreateStock 2 4
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Figure 5.4: Distance between descriptors (concepts) in a business entity and two
legacy entities

the lowest distance to a legacy concept in respectively LOspecr and LOs~ecz.
Then, the length of LOs,veci - 2~ -I- 10~ ~- 3~ -F 1~ -{- 4~ ~ 3~ f 2~ ~ 11.96, and,
LOs~ec1 - ll ~- 3z f 52 f l Ol ~ 3~ ~- 2'l f 4~ : 12.81.

The similarity bet~veen LOs~ecr and LOspecl cau be computed by substituting
Cz by LOS~ecr and Cy by LOSpec2 in Definition-5.3:

SimSem(LOSpecr, LOSpecl) - 83 N 0.54
143 164

These nurnbers need to be interpreted as follows. LOs~ecr is related most closely
to business entity Stock. The sernantic similaritc between LOsPeci and LOspec2 is
roughly 54Io (~ cos(57o)).

As an alternative to the cosine sirnilarity function based on real inter-concept
distances, we could choose to derive a binary vector for each legacy object specifi-
cation. The values in this vector express ~~-hether or not there exists a correlation
with the descriptors in the target (enterprise model) specification. This approach
towards sirnilarity comparison of CDL specification is obviously less complex, but is
likely t,o lack precision at the same time. If two terms are not related, the value in
the vector equals zero; otherwise the ~-alue is 1.

For exarnple, let's take three specifications, one enterprise model specification,
ErraSpec, and two legac,y object specifications, LOSpecr, LOSPec2. The following
matrix iucorporates binary values to express relevant semantic relationships between
business and legacy descriptors. Obviously, all enterprise model constructs preserrted
irr the column E7rzSpeci present a full match. Here, we assume that two descriptors
are relevant when their distance is less than five.

Descriptors EmSpecl LegSPecr LeqSPec1
Stock 1 1 1
WarehouseNumber 1 0 1
StockLocation 1 1 0
StockDescription 1 1 0
StockNumber 1 1 0
GetStockList 1 1 1
CreateStock 1 1 1

This function has to be repeated for all legacy wrapper specifications in the
repository system to determine which pairs are equivalent:
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As the enterprise model always has a full match with itself the euclidian model
(1~'oreault et al., 1981) (Definition-5.3) can be simplified into the following binary
sirnilaritv function:

SimSem(Cy, Cy) - cos(Cz, Cy) - ÍC2i

Consequently, the algorithm for retrieving legacy wrappers as specified in
Definition-5.5 can be redefined as follows:

Definition 5.6 (Algorithm for retrieving Legacy Objects using Binary Cosine)

Let BO2 represertt a target busirtess object type with identifier i, and LO~ a legacy
wrapper with label j (1 C j C n, wher~e rt represents tite total nurnber of available
legacy wrappers within the set of available legacy objects SetLO). Let the constant T
(0 c T G 1) be a predefined thresitold value. Obviously, tlte following invariant ntust
itold: 0 G SimSem(BOzi LO~) C 1. Subseqv~ently, tlte contertt sernantic sintilarity
between a specific bvsiness object type and another legacy wrapper specifïcation fr~orrt
a repository systent is computed by applyiny the binary cosine sirailar~ty furtctiort
(see above):

T :- tltreshold~oal~rte;

for BOi artd LO~ E SetLO do

SimSerrt(BOi, LO~) - ~~
od

yet(LO~, SimSern(BO;, LO~) ) T)

Applying definition-5.6 to the running example ,yields the following similarity
functions:

SirnSem(ErrtSpecr, LegSpecr) - ~~ ~ 0.93

and

SimSem(EmSpecl, LegSpec2) - ~~ ~ 0.76

Again, LeySpeci thus conres out as the best rnatch for the business entity Stock.
In contrast to the focus of information retrieval techniques on unstructured texts,

e.g. as applied in the field of digital libraries for indexing documerrts, we have
concentrated on structured textual specifications of object interfaces. In order to
strengthen the proposed approach, we therefor suggest improving the similarity
function and taking this knowledge about the structure of the CDL Metamodel into
account. This may for example be achieved by attributing weights to the different
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CDL constituents, e.g. Operation and BusinessEntity, in the similarity function
that has been introduced in the above.

In this way, we may deterrnine that two matching class names are more important
than the semantic equivalence of two input parameter names, just by giving them
a higher weight.

To test this idea, we have defined some imaginary weights in the table below.
These weights should be calibrated on the basis of various (future) experiments to
increase their precision and recall.

CDL Construct Weight
BusinessEntity; Task, Worflow 1
LegacyEntity, LegacyTask 1
Attribute, Operation, Event, State 0.5
InputParameter, During 0.25

w'e can apply the following similarity functions to calculate the semantic simi-
larity of two or rnore CDL specifications:

Definition 5.7 (Algorithm for retrieving Legacy Specs using Weighted Vectors)
Let LOi represent a target legacy object type witle identifier i, arcd LO~ a leyacy
wrapper with label j (1 G j G n, where n represents the total nurnber of available
legacy wrappers~. Let the constant T (0 G T G 1) be a predefined threshold value.
Furthermore, 1~1~„ (0 G Yl~„ G rt, witlt n as tiee nurrcber of elernents in the vector~
denotes the weight of the leyacy object with identifier j based on the CDL type of
eleneent n in the leyacy vector. Then, the sirnilarity between a specific 6usiness
object type and sonte otlaer legacy wrapper specification from a repvsitory system is
computed by applyiny the binary cosine similarity function (see above):

T :- thre~sholdval2ce;

for LOi artd LO~ E SetLO do
w,,, L o;.u~r„ Lo~SirnSem(LO~, LO~) -

~i(W"~~L~~)2. ~i(W1nL~rn)Z
od

yet(LO~, SirnSem(BOz, LO~) ) T)

where Yi yn, W~v represerct the ~u~eigitt of respectively label y and x on position n irc
tlce vector.

This algorithm is an extension to the binary cosine, taking into account object
model knowledge. ~~'e expect this approach to yield more precise similarity coeffi-
cients and a lower degree of recall.

Application of the weighted cosine similarity function yields the fol-
lowing coefficients 7: ~LOSpecr~ - 105 -.. 10.25 and ~LOSpec2~ -

~Please note that here we have used an extended version of the legacy vector in comparison to
the previous example, by taking into account both the attributes and the input parameters.
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1~1f0.75~32~-0.75~52-I-O.ï5~102-F0.75~31f0.5~22f0.5~4z -
118.25 ti 10.87. Subsequently, the similarity function results in the following mea-

surernent: sim(LOSpecl, LOSpec2) - 4a.ss ~ 0.42. In comparison to the out-ios ris.zs
come above ( 0.54), this result is less discriminating, as the main semantic differences
occur in the bodies of the legacy wrappers that have less weight tlran the business ob-
ject and legacy wrapper header. The binary cosine similarity (see definition-5.6) in
turn, yields the following two coefficients: sirre(E~LISpecr, LOSpecr) - ~~ ~ 0.92,

and, sim(EMSpecr, LOSpec2) - ~5 ~ 0.74.
After the semantically relevant wrappers for an enterprise model specification are

deterrnined by means of one of the proposed similarity functions, the conformance
of the CDL data types must be verified to guarantee type-safe execution of the
parameterized business objects. Type conforrnance is checked during the object
model matching activity, wlrich will be discussed in the following section.

5.3.2 Object Model Matching
The research results in this section have been co-developed by Dr. R.
Reussner.

The purpose of the object model matching phase is to assess the structural
resemblance of an enterprise model specification to resource (wrapper) specifications
which are stored in the repository system. This activity is the first step in checking
the type-conformance of potentially reusable (portions of) legacy wrappers. The
structural resemblance is deterrnined by first distilling type trees from the CDL
specifications of both the business and the legacy objects, and then computing a
coefficient that effectively expresses type tree resemblance.

A type tree is a multi-layered, hierarchical representation of the interface of
either a legacy or a business object. The root of the type tree is formed by a Type
(see section-4.1.1). The nodes made up of CDL construct labels, e.g. a method
or attribute name, and the leaves are formed by associated atomic (or basic) data
types. Directed ares between the nodes are labeled to name the CDL construct,
e.g. operation; of the node it points to. Cornposite types (such as user-defined CDL
types) are not allowed as leafs on a type tree. If a CDL constituent has a user-
defined type, it should be decomposed to the ]evel of atornic types, and substituted
in the type tree.

Figure-5.5 presents an example of a type tree for the business entity Stock. This
type tree has been derived from the CDL specification that was introduced in section-
4.3.2. The example type tree is constructed by first labeling the root of the type
tree with the descriptor denoting the BALES legacy or enterprise Type, and then
systematically adding leaves for each descriptor referring to a CDL feature while
working towards the end of the CDL specification. The directed ares are defined by
CDL constructs while the nodes are named for their corresponding descriptors.

The root of the type tree is thus named 5tock. The root node has six leaves
(ares), four directed towards attributes and twro pointing in the direction of oper-
ations. The operation in the middle of Figure-5.5 aims to obtain the quantity of
available stock within a certain warehouse (GetStockList), while the second one,
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depicted at the right side of this figure, creates new stock locations within a ware-
house (CreateStock). The type tree depicts all data types for the attributes, input
parameters and output of the operations. As explained above, the ares label the
CDL constructs (nodes) towards which they are directed, e.g. the arc IPName (in-
put parameter name) points towards the node StockLocation. OPType refers to the
output type of an operation. The other labels are self-describing, and based on the
terrninology in the BALES metamodel.

The type tree of the legacy counterpart of the business entity Stock, viz.
StockLocation, has been drafted in Figure-5.6. Likewise, the corresponding
type tree can be derived frorn the CDL specification which has been given in
section-4.4.2. .4s discussed in chapter 4, this legacy entity implements two op-
eratiorrs GetStockList and CreateStockLocation. Tlie former operation deter-
mines the number of open slots at a certain StockLocation on the basis of tl~ie
StockCoordinates and the StockIdentifier. CreateStockLocation has been
designed to set the StockCoordinates, StockIdentifier and StockName of a
(new) stock location. These operations are inherently similar to the operations
GetStockList and CreateStock of the business entity Stock.

In the previous section we have demonstrated how to calculate a similarity coef-
ficient that expresses the semantic equivalence of two specifications. In this section,
an algorithm is introduced that computes a coefficient that expresses the similarity
between two type trees at the object model level (see section- 5.1.2).

D.Iatching object types has two orthogonal dimensions:

. Matching Static Type Information.
Static type rnatching is concerned with comparing those parts of the legacy
and business object type trees that deal with specifying data types denoting
structural properties, such as attributes and relationships (associations). The
StructuralFeatures of Types have been specified in the BALES rnetamodel
that was depicted in Figure-4.2 (see section-4.1.1).

. Matching Dynamic Type Information.
DIatching dynamic types deals with comparing the BehavioralFeatures of
Types, e.g. operations and states; as laid down in the BALES metamodel.

This thesis only considers the structural specification of the dynarr~ic types of
both legacy and business objects, by focusing only on operation definitions and
signals. The actual object behavior is typically defined by operation protocols and
type-less state-machines. As type trees only provide a fingerprint of the atomic types
of objects, it is not possible to compare the behavior of components.

Alternatively, matching dynarnic types between two or more components could
be further elaborated upon by deriving the similarity (proving substitutability) be-
tween their state machines. In (Reussner, 2001a), parametericed contracts were
introduced to formally represent the link between the interface preconditions (in the
requires interface) and postconditions (in the provides interface), and vice versa.
The parameterized contract is specified by means of a counter constrained finite-
state-machine, and can be dynamically adapted by the component to meet more
restricted pre- or postconditions. The sirnilarity computation consists of inferring
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Figure 5.5: Type Tree for CDL specification of Entity "Stock"
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the minimal canonical form of the state-machines, and checking their structural
equivalence.

The type-tree matching is further constrained by limiting two (typed) features
of a BALES type: attributes (simple types) and methods (composite types). This
approach could be extended to other typed CDL constructs as well, however, for
reasons of sirnplicity these constructs will not be taken into further account here.
And so, the similarity function that calculates the object model similarity between a
target interface definition of a business object type and that of a legacy object spec-
ification that is taken from a repository system, SimOms(E!LlSpeco, LEGSpec~),
can now be formulated as follo~a~s:

Definition 5.8 (The Similarity ~nction for Type Trees)
SiniO~ms(E,tilSpecfl, LEGSpec~) -
mapSimple(AGCrE,Mgyeea,AtlrLECSnEe; ) fmapbfelhods(bf ethods y-,~fgpe~p,,lfelhodsLECSyeo; )

I AlITEMSyccp ~f~MflhOdSL~,qfSPecp I

where, i-1,..,N and i denotes the i-th leyacy wrapper specification in the repos-
itory systenc; and AttrC;, ,lietlcodsc; denote respectively the set of attribute and
ncetlcod defi~citions of corrcponerat C~.

The similarity rneasurement is computed by dividing the number of mappable
itenrs (attribute and methods) by the total number of mappable items (~Attr~ and
~Nlethods~). The function mapSimple returns the nurnber of mappable attributes.
This function can be easily- adjusted to map other simple elernents as well, e.g., to
calculate the similarity between two input parameters. The function mapMethods
in turn computes the number of mappable constituents of a method.

The similarity of a component E~IISpecfl to a coIIrponent LEGSpecl is actu-
ally a measure for the ability of component LEGSpec, to substitute component
E~LISpeco. In terms of legacy systems this means that it expresses the degree of
applicability of the legacy wrapper LEGSpecl when business object E?17Spec~ is
actually required. l~ote that this measure is not symmetric: it is possible that
similarity(E1llSpeco, LEGSpec2) ~ similarity(LEGSpec„ EíI~ISpece), for exam-
ple, if E1llSpecq has three methods and arrioug four methods of LEGSpec.r are three
which perfectly match the three methods of E:tifSpeco. 1`eglecting the attributes
of E:IISpec~ and LEGSpec~, the component LEGSpect can be used for EAISpece.
But not vice versa, since E1LISpeco, with only three methods, can never be a perfect
substitute for a four-method LEGSpec~.

Simple Type Matching

The following algorithrn is suggested for calculation of the similarity between two
simple types, To and T~. When applying this algorithm to attributes, To, T; simply
have to be substituted by respectively Attr~,r,rspe~, AttrLECSpee;.

Definition 5.9 (Algorithm for Simple Type Matching)
int -mapSi~npleTypes (1'o,T;)
result;
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(For each type, the rnappings stillToMap store the nurnber of eleraents
of this type that are not rrcapped. stillToMapTo and
stillToMapl; are filled appropriately here.)
for type s of Ta do

a ~- stillToMapra(s);
(in case we do rcot want co~coratravariarctrrtappiny, tice furaction
`subtype' returns a List with oraly the curreratType)
(we use the ter~rn. `subtype' for `substitutability',
so a`Siaort' is a subtype of an `Irateyer'. Or an `Inteyer' of a`Lorcg'.
Hence, we regard data-types value sets here, rcot as object classes in their own right.as
for s of s do

if (s E T~) the~
b ~ stillToMagT;(s);
stillToMapr; (s)- - rrtin(a, b)
result -I-- rnira(a,b);
a -- rnirc(a,6);

od
od

The first step of the above algorithm is filling the mappings stillToMapTo and
stillToMapT. 8. For example; for the set of attributes of the Stock (T~) business
entity in Figure-5.5, To - {Integer, Integer, String}, stillToMapTo (Integer) -
2 and stillToMapTo(String) - 2. Basically, the above algorithm then com-
putes for each type in the type list T~ how many of its occurrences (as stored
in stillToMapTo) can be mapped to the types in Ti (hence, the legacy entity
StockLocation). Let stillToMapT(String) - 1, stillToMapT(Integer) - 1
and stillToMapT,(Long) - l. Next, the two Integers of To should be mapped, so
the variable a is set to 2. We map one (of the two) Integers of To to the Integer
of Tz (variable b- 1 for variable s- Integer). After that, mapping a is reduced by
the number of successfully mapped types (in this case 1) to 1. Thereafter, the two
Strings should be mapped in a similar way, yielding in a-1, and result-2. This
results in the following coefCicient ~,yccriaucesófTo~ - á- 0.5.

If we allow contra-variant mappings, we can map an Integer to the Long variable
of Ti. Then variable b- 3 for variable s- Integer. Likewise, we cornpute the
number of overlapping Strings. This then results in the following measurements
for simple types (attributes): ~- 4- 0.75. If we do not allow covariant mappings,
the subtype function for a type returns simply a list with the type itself as the
only member. However, this strategy is not adopted in this thesis, as this actually
implies that the subtype extends the functionality of the business type. In contrast,
we will use the more conservative co-variant rules for sub-typing here. Co- and
contra-variance in the context of substituting one or more legacy wrappers for a
constituent of a business type will be discussed in section-5.3.4.

8 Mapping is in fact not the correct term, since we will manipulate (redefine) some of its values
later on.
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Complex Type Matching

Let simOfMethods(cz, d~) denote the similarity of the methods c~ and d~. The
problem of mappurg the cr -.- cl methods of EMSpecfl to the dr ... d,,, methods of
LEGSPec; is that it is unknown:

1. whether or not there exists another ch, h~ i with

simOfMethods(ch, d~) ) simOfMethods(cz, d~)

2. whether or not there exists another d~, k~ j with

simOfMethods(cZ, dk) 1 simOfMethods(cZ,

This problem is tackled by the following algorithm:

Definition 5.10 (Algorithm for Complex Type Mapping)
mapMethods(Methods~,tifsre~, Methods~n-rsre~;)
(fLll matT2~ M~

for ci in MethodsL,~ISpe~ do
for d~ in MethodsLECSpe~, do

ynz~ ~ simOfMethods(cZ, d~);
od

od
result Matri~-Maxima-Sum (M);

)

The function mapMethods builds a A~latrix M. Each row ri of M contains the
similarities of a certain method cti that is an elernent of lllethods~o, with all meth-
ods; d~, of Methods~~. The remaining problem is cornputing an optimal rnap-
ping from rnethods of Co to methods of Cz. This is achieved by the function
Matrix-Maxima-Sum(M), where NI refers to a matrix with O..i rows and O..j columns.
The ma~i7na surn of a matrir can be defined as the maximum sum ~tiE{r-..t} mi~(~)
over all permutations 7 permuting the numbers l..l. That is to say, we look for a
permutation ~r that rnakes the above sum maximal. In words, a number needs to
be retrieved from each row, so that the sum of these selected numbers becomes the
rnaximum, but it is not allowed to select more than one number from each column.
Let's define the functions maxr and max2 as functions which return the highest
and the second highest nurnber in a given set of numbers.

In the running example we have to map the two operations of the business entity
Stock to the two operations of the legacy object StockLocation. So matrix M has
the format 2 x 2.

If we allow contra-variant input parameter types and co-variant result types, this
matrix has the following elements:

C3~3 2~31
(5.1)

2~5 4~5J
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Figure 5.6: Type Tree for CDL specification of Legacy Entity "StockLocation"
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Definition 5.11 (Algorithm for Calculating the Matrix-Maxima-Sum(M) )
for rj of M do

k; 4- maxl(r,) - m,a~cz(r;);
od
select r~ow ri with the largest k;;
(if there are more than one (so all witlt tlie sa~ne k,)
select row r, with the.largest ~naxr (r;)
in case there are several, indeterministically select
one of titem)
result -h ~aaxr (r;);
delete row r; in ~LI;
delete column of 1l1 in which rna~r(i) is;

result -h MatrixMaxiyrcaSum(M);

This function returns the optimal mapping because~ it minimizes the losses by
selecting the rnaxima of each row.

The Matrix-Maxirna~um-Algorithm for the running example cornputes a map-
ping, with the first function of the Business type (BT) mapped to the first of the
Legacy Type (LT) and the second of the BT to the second of the LT, as shown in

3~3 2~3
2~5 4~5)

Altogether, Similarity(BO, LO) - 2}4t2 5(- 0.633). This coefficient can be
explained as follows. If we allow co-variant rnappings between attribute types, we
can rnap 3 simple types frorn the business entity out of 4 simple types ernbedded
in the legacy entity StockLocation. We can also rnap both operations of business
entity Stock to those of legacy entity StockLocation, one with similarity lo, the
other with similarity 1~.

5.3.3 Reconciliation

As stated in the previous chapter (section-4.5.3), the reconciliation activities are
geared towards determining the design strategy for dealing with legacy wrappers
on the basis of the outcome of the content-matching and type-tree-matching phase,
e.g. ignoring all available legacy wrappers and replacing them by newly designed
business objects. Subsequently, the relevant legacy wrapper specifications which
are considered for reuse are sernantically enriched. Semantic enrichrnent serves as a
preparation for the actual parameterization process and aims to resolve terminology
conflicts. 4Ve will now discuss both activities.

Determining the Strategy for dealing with Legacy Wrappers

The sirnilarity coefficients resulting from activities 7 and 8 in the BALES rnethod-
ology (see Figure-4.4), serve as input for the first step in the reconciliation phase:
identifying the most effective strategy for the construction of the new business ap-
plication on the basis of the portfolio analysis that was introduced in section-4.5.3.
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Here, the similarity coefficient based ou the binary cosine without weights is chosen
(see definition 5.6). This choice is arbitrary as ernpirical evidence is lacking. This im-
plies that in principle, any other sirnilarity function to compute the coefficient could
have been chosen as we1L The threshold values, Tsimsem and Tsz,,,o,,,s are both
set to 0.6. Again, this value is rather subjective and chosen arbitrarily. The simi-
larity functions of the business entity Stock and the legacy entity StockLocation
that were introduced in the running example resulted in the following two coeffi-
Cients: Ts;,ase,,,(ErnSpeco, LeySpecr) - 0.93, Ts;,,~o,,,y(ErraSpeco, LegSpecr) - 0.63.
According to the portfolio analysis rnodel, this irnplies that the strategy pararraeter-
izatiora is the most appropriate in this case.

Semantic Enrichment of the Legacy Wrappers

Before the actual parameterization of the business object commences, the semantic
mismatches between the legacy and business objects need to be resolved. This
activitv is called semantic enrichment. The semantic enrichrnent in BALES is a
semi-automatic process to upgrade the semantics of legacy wrappers, and prepare
them for future inclusion in business objects. Hence, this step is an iaighly-ircteractive
and rraar~ual activity during which input is required from a domain expert. As the
focus of this research is on the construction of a methodology and thus extends
beyond the dornain of semantic enrichrnent, we have simplified this phase here and
restricted this activity to defining synonymy mappings. In principle, this step could
be extended in future research to polish the legacy wrappers using more sophisticated
inforrnation regarding hyponyrns, hypernyms, referents and such. Here, we confine
ourselves to giving a small sample of useful pointers to research in the area of
(federated) database schema integration and data engineering ((Davis and Arora,
1988), (Saltor et al., 1991), (Frankhauser et al., 1991), (Sheth and Kashyap, 1993)
and (Kashyap and Sheth, 1998)).

The semantic enrichment process is accomplished by first identifying positive re-
lationsiaips and generalizations (see section-5.1.2) between descriptors of legacy and
business objects up to the feature level. Positive associations between specifications
occur if sirn(x,y)1K, where sim(x,y) refers to the result of a similarity function
that uses the vector space of specification x and y as its input parameters. K is a
predefined threshold value. In section-5.1.2, we have given a definition of a general-
ization: r(x,y))K and r(y,x)GK), where r(x,y) denotes the result of an asymmetric
correlation function. After the positive relationships have been distilled, they are
formally represented by means of synonymy or generalization mappings between
legacy wrapper descriptors and the terminology of business objects.

For reasons of simplicity, we will not elaborate upon this step here, but assume
that a humarr analyst has defined synonymy mappings. Irr the course of this activ-
ity, the designer can rely on semi-automatic assistance, Wordl~etfor example, which
defines a rich set of synonymy relationships between concepts, possibly extended by
a tool that calculates the actual distance between concepts or the outcome of the
similarity function (e.g. binary cosine function) for the vector space of the target
business type and legacy wrapper specifications (see section-5.3.1 and section-6.4).
The final decision regarding the synonymy relationship still has to be taken by tlre
designer. Table-5.4 has been constructed to express the distance between terminol-
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ogy of the business entity Stock and the legacy wrapper StockLocation. Let's say
that the distance bet~~-een Stock and StockLocation is 2 in our ontology. It seems
very likely that given this distance, the designer will consider these two terms as the
primary candidates to be semantically resolved. Likewise, other descriptors of the
legacy entity StockLocation could be sernantically unified, yielding the following
terminology (synonymy) mappings:

StockLocation t~ Stock
StockCoordinates e~ StockLocation
StockCoordinates t~ ~~'arehousel~urnber
StockIdentifier ~ Stockl~urnber
StockName ~ StockDescription
GetStockLocatiorr ~ GetStockList
CreateStockLocation ~ CreateStock

These rnappings can be interpreted simply as follows. Given: terrnl ~ ter~a2,
then the term on the left, terrral, is defined as semantically equivalent (here synony-
mous) to the term on the right of the rnapping operator, ~, terrn2.

~ prototyping environment for supporting the calculation of inter-concept corre-
lations with a variant of the above mentioned similarity function has been described
in (Briukhov and Shumilov, 1995). This tool relies on ConceptBase (1) for storing
the ontological module as a set of Telos statements, (2) for mapping SYI`THESIS
frames into Telos, and (3) for establishing correspondence relationships between
components by calculating a sirnilarity measurernent. The design of this tool reveals
one important difference from the approach which is presented in this thesis. No-
tably, in (Briukhov and Shumilov, 1995) only verbal descriptions of software compo-
nents are semantically integrated. ~~'e, on the other hand, introduce a more refined
approach that takes into account all descriptors of CDL definitions instead of tex-
tual descriptions that explain their purpose. Our own prototypical implementation
of a module for sernantic content matching will be explained in Chapter-6.

After semantic conflicts between the target specification and legacy wrappers
have been resoh~ed by the designer, the actual parameterization process starts.

5.3.4 Construct Parameterizable Business Objects
The parameterization process aspires to coustruct new business object interfaces
from existing (legacy) ones. This process is preceded by the following activities.
Firstly, an enterprise model that is rnade up of a collection of cooperating business
object types has been created in Step-1 of the proposed rnethodology (see Figure-
4.4). Subsequently, the interface of the business objects in this model has been
specified in CDL (cf. Step-2), and linked to the Enterprise CDL Metamodel (viz.
Step-3). Likewise, legacy wrappers have been developed first (cf. Step-5 see same
figure) and then mapped to the Legacy CDL Iv~letamodel (Step-6), so that reusable
portions of legacy functionality and data can be semi-autornatically inferred during
the linking phase. The first three activities of the linking phase were described in
detail in the previous sections: information-content matching (section-5.3.1), type-
tree matching (5.3.2) and reconciliation (5.3.3).
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The parameterization phase wraps up the activities in the linking phase, and
serves to define higieer-order-, or pur~urraeterized business objects that take (portions
of) legacy object type interfaces as pararneters by superirnposing legacy objects fea-
tures over business object definitions. The parameters of business object interfaces
thus include pointers to legacy wrapper definitions. To accornplish this in a type-safe
way, the linked coustituents of the legacy wrappers rnust be subty~es of the corre-
sponding constructs in the CDL interface of the business object. In this section,
we will first present a formal definition of an `traditional' signature, aud explain
how subtypes (substitutability) of interfaces can be forrnally proven by extending
this definition. Both the definition and the formal process of proving substitutabil-
ity are then irnplemented into a set of Telos queries in the repository that stores a
set of legacy wrappers. After subtype relationships between a business object type
and several legacy wrappers has been proven, the target business objects can be
parameterized. This activity is explained in the last part of this section after the
ramifications of specification refinement and subtyping have been explored.

Formal Definition of Interfaces and Refinement

In the introduction, we have already pointed out that the parameterization step is
based on the notion of substitutability of (portions) of one or more legacy wrappers
for parts of the target business object irrterface. As explained in the previous chap-
ter, both the business object interfaces and the legacy wrappers are defined in the
BALES variant of the Component Definition Language (CDL). This implies that
during the last step, substitutability of CDL interfaces needs to be formally proven,
before the actual configuration of the new business object interfaces can be started.

We will apply refinernent as the basic formal underpinning for proving substi-
tutubility of (portions of) legacy wrappers for (partitions of) of business objects.
Refinement processes deal with the gradual transformation of an "abstract" analysis
model into a rnore "concrete" design model and ultirnately in executable program-
ming code. A specificatiun X is said to be a refinement of specífication Y, whenever
a user can searnlessly use specification X instead of Y. To achieve this, refinement
requires type conformance between an abstraction and a substitute. Before we can
give a more detailed definition of refinement in the context of CDL interfaces, we
need to introduce a formal definition of a CDL interface and its predecessor: a
rnethod signature.

Algebraically speaking, any interface can be basically regarded as a set of types.
In the field of theoretical computer science, and more in particular algebraic speci-
fications, the theoretical foundatiorr ]ras been laid for formalizing interfaces of soft-
ware routines, modules and classes, and both specification and signature morphism.
`Specification and signature morphism' refers to their structural resemblance. Hence,
a refined specification or interface designates a more detailed morphism. Here we will
focus on two tec}miques from the dornain of algebraic specifications which seem of
particular interest to BALES: abstract data types (ADTs) and abstract machines
(AIVIs). For an extensive discussion about the subject, we refer to (Sannella and
Tarlecki, 1988).

Abstract data types (ADTs) can be used to algebraically represent objects as lists
of functions. These lists are encapsulated in their signature (interface). According
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to (Dahl, 1992) and (~~'irsing, 1990), the signature of an abstract data type can be
defined as follows:

Definition 5.12 (Signature) A signature E-(S,F) comprises a set of sorts (S),
sr...sn, that define the do~nairc, and a set of function symbols (F). Functions are
defined as operations on the sorts sr, ..., sn H s, wlcere sr...sn E S, and s specifies
the codomain (result types). If n equals 1, the function designates a constant.

The notion of abstract rnachines exceeds that of abstract data types by includ-
ing multiple-world semantics. This entails that abstract machines are capable of
representing not only the structure but also the behavior of objects. Basically, the
specification of an abstract machine encompasses the following three ingredients:
variables, invariants and operations. Several formal languages have been developed
to support the idea of AMNs, e.g. the B-Method (Abrial, 1996) and the Z(Hayes,
1987). For our purposes, it suffices to discuss the first notation here.

The B-Notation (idem) embodies a mechanical process of how to derive refine-
ments from an abstract machine. This approach has proven useful to discover po-
tentially reusable (legacy) signatures, e.g. workflow components, as demonstrated in
(Kalinichenko, 1998). The signature of an abstract machine specification, sig(M~),
consists of formal parameters and their types, typed enumerated set members, con-
stants, variables and a signature for each operation. The sigrrature of an operation
reflects the header of the function, with input parameters, their types and the output
type.

In the following, we will first give an overview of a forrnalization ofrefinement, the
central technique around which the B-Notation is centered. The following definition
was given by (Abrial, 1996):

Definition 5.13 (Generalized Substitution Refinement) A substitution X is
said tv be refined by Y, X C Y, when the followiny definitian lcolds: pre(S) C
pre(T) n rel(T) C rel(S), where rel(P) refers to a binary relation that relates the
before-value to a corresponding after-value, arad pre(O) denotes the precondition.

This definition implies that Y is less deterministic than the abstraction X, but
that the refinement Y" has a weaker precondition. On the basis of definition 5.13, we
can now define the semantics of refinement using the Abstract Machine Notation
(A1'Il~). Therefore, the definition of generalized substitution operator C needs to be
extended for abstract machines. -

Definition 5.14 (Abstract Machine Refinement) An abstract rrcachine M is
said to refine another abstract maclcine, N, if each external substitution, T and U
respectively, is such that the following defï7cition applies (Abrial, 1996): M C N~
Cy.(yEb~T)CCz.(zEc~L') -

x,y refer to the variables of the substitutions T and U belonginy to sets b and c

An external substitution is defined as a generalized substitution (see 5.13) that
does not encompass explicit references to the state variables of the target abstract
machine. Hence, explicit substitutions do not directly use internal variables, obeying
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a rule which is sirnilar to information hiding in the context of objects. The semantics
of Cz . Y should be interpreted as follows: [Cz - Y]R ~ dz .[Y]R.

Informally speaking, any explicit substitution of abstract machines coincides
with these two related phenomena: decreasing non-determinisrn and weakening the
pre-condition. This implies that an abstract machine l~ `does' less, but may do
rnore because the pre-condition of the substitution I~ is weaker than that of M.
For a more detailed description of this definition; illustrated with some exarnples of
abstract rnachine refinement, we refer to (Abrial, 1996).

Based on this notion of refinement and type reducts (see sectiorr-5.2.2),
Kalinichenko et al. have defined most comrnon reducts for two types as a basis
for retrieving reusable information resources, e.g. legacy wrappers.

Substitutability, Refinement and Subtyping

Substitutability of the interface of a problem specification and of its reusable solution
thus implies that a client can not observe that the interface of the first has been
replaced by its solution. Hence, in the context of BALES, a`server' business type
can be replaced by a legacy wrapper without another client's business type noticing
it. Substitutability (monomorphisrn) combined with adding more implernentation
details to a specificatiou is called refinernent.

The notion of substitutability is closely related to that of behavioral subtyping
(Liskov and Wing, 1994), which stretches the notion of signature substitutability. In
particular, Liskov and ~~'ing (idern) define the following subtype requirement: "Let
~(:c) be a property provable about objects x of type T. Then Q(y) should be true
for objects y of type S where S is a subtype of T". In the same article, the authors
argue that a subtype may have more methods than its supertype, without violating
this requirement.

Thus, within the context of BALES, a business object interface can be linked
to a collection of legacy wrappers, if (and only if) subtype relationships up to the
level of operation parameter type relationship (co-variant result types of operations
strengthen the post-condition, while contra-variant input pararneter types weaken
the pre-coudition) and co-variant attribute types have been formally proven. :~n
example of a business object that can reuse functíonality of three legacy wrappers
and whose constituents thus meet the above criteria, is illustrated in Figure-5.7.
The inheritance relationship is stereotyped with the label ~~subtypes~~ to indicate
that it irnplements a special category of model inheritance: behavioral subtype
inheritance. In (Meyer, 1997), an inheritance taxononry is introduced that explains
various other uses of the notion of irrheritance.

Before we apply the notion of refinernent (substitutability) to CDL interfaces,
we first present a forrnal definition of a CDL interface.

Formal definition of CDL Interfaces

Interfaces basically are sets of (type) declarations. In this research, we have utilized
the BALES variant of the Component Definition Language (CDL) to represent both
the enterprise model and the available legacy (wrapper) resources. The following
definition (5.15) captures the features of a CDL interface. This definition is inspired
by the interface definition that was been introduced in (Schmidt, 1998):
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Business Object A
yanrt : irneger
~anrz : integer

~Busopert (Ot Part : Integer) : wie
~Busope2(OtParz : Integer) : Long
~Busoper3(Otpai3: Date): Bootean

ccsubrypes~~

Legacy Object 1
t;ann : srwn
~att2 : Integer

Legacy Object 2
i~larrtl : Date '.

~ ~Busopert(Ltopert : Long): wia~'I

Legacy Object 3

~Legopert() : String
~LegOper2O : witl

~Busope2(L3ope2 : Integer) : Integer
~BusOper3(L3oper3 : Date) : Boolean
hegoper3(L3oper4 : Long) : Integer

Figure 5.7: An example of a subtype relationship between the interface of a business
object and that of legacy wrappers

Definition 5.15 (CDL Type Interface) A CDL de,fiTtition of a type is a pair E
- C T. F, S]. T denotes the CDL type, and T E(BusinessEntity, BusinessTask,
BusinessWorkflow, LeyacyEntity, LegacyPrvicess). F designates a feature, and F
E(attriLute, operativn, event, state, relationshiP, state-transition-rule). Lastly, S
defines the set of allowed atorraic (IDL) ty~es of the features, includiny voids. S
correprises a finite-set of type declarations of the fo~m a : a, where a E S, arad
aEF.

Definition-5.15 extends the `classical' function siguature by allowing multiple
feature definitions of business types, hence business entities, tasks or workflows. In
the rernainder of this chapter, we will restrict ourselves to the operations and the
attributes in CDL specifications for proving subtype relationships. Thus, we do
not reflect any further on other constructs such as states, signals, and invariants, I.
Future extensions could airn to incorporate Hoare-triples to capture such semantics
(just by including them as additional set members of the feature declaration F), but
for now we will leave them outside the scope of the iuterface definition.

CDL Interface Refinement

.As outlined above, the main technique found in literature for formally proving inter-
face refinernent is actually substitutability. This technique can be applied to formally
prove that a component, A, is a valid substitute of a more abstract corrrponent B.
In (Kalinichenko, 1999), it is explained how the most common reduct of two com-
ponents can be translated into an abstract machine, and how the conjugate of the
common reduct can be mapped into a refinement (substitute), on the basis of the B
Method.

.~ most common reduct RM~(Tr,T2) for types T1i T2 is a reduct RT1 of Tl
such that there exists a reduct RT2 of T2 that refines RTr and there can be no
other reduct RT~ such that RM~(Tr,Tz) is a reduct of RT~, and RT; is not equal to
R,~f~(Tr,T2) and there exists a reduct RT2 of T2 that refines RTl. A type reduct
can be considered to be a sub-specification of a signature. Reducts can be composed
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into common reducts. A contmon reduct for types Tr, T2 is a reduct RTr of Tr that
allows a reduct RTL of Tz as a refinement of RTr.

This can be informally explained as follows. Signatures of type Tl belong to
the common reduct T2 if operations are incorporated in T2 that take into account
contra-variant argurnent types and covariant result types. If operations are not a
proper refinement; they are not to be considered to be part of the comrnon reduct. In
(Kalinichenko, 1998), (Kalinichenko, 1999) a more elaborated description of (com-
mon) reducts can be found.

In BALES, we apply similar teclmiques in order to guarantee type conformance
between the interfaces of business objects and legacy wrappers. In particular, dur-
ing the parameterization phase the designer formally has to prove substitutability
of classes, or features taken from various wrappers. Thus, the substitutability space
is enlarged to take into account various legacy resources to implement the a busi-

ness object, e.g., business rnethod BusOperl is linked to the synonymous legacy
operatiorr of LOr (see Figure-5.7).

1`ow that we have explained the underpinnings of the pararneterization phase, we
propose an algorithm for retrieving legacy wrappers from the ConceptBase reposi-
tory system that are relevant from a content semantic arrd object model semantic
perspective:

Definition 5.16 (Algorithm for CDL Interface Match) Parts of a legacy
wrapper that can be substituted for (portions ofJ ~irtterfaces of a business type, can be
identified and retrieved from a repository system by means of tite following algorithm:

Given:
tite CDL interface of a BusinessType, EaTo, BTo E{BusinessEntity, Busi-
nessTask; BusinessWorkflaw}, and the CDL inte~faces, ELT., of a set of Legacy-
Types, LT; (1 G i C N, N is the number of available wrappers in the reposi-
tory~, w2tlt CSimsem(~IiTp. ~LT,) 1 TjlreSÍloldSimSem a7td CiSimoms(~L3Tp~ ~LT,) ~
T hres iaoldsi.aoms .
To Identify:
All features Fy in ELT,, with ELT,~Fy~ C EBTo~F~. Fy denominates a feature of a
legacy object type LT; with label y, 1 C y G M, and M represents the nuntber vf
features of LTZ. The operator C denotes a substitution operator. Lastly, FZ denotes
the set of features of the taryet business object type specification BTo.

Hence, the above algorithm (Definition-5.16) identifies subtyping relationships
between business object and legacy wrapper features (as exemplified in Figure-5.8).
More in particular, the above algorithrn allows F-bounded parametric polyrnorphisrn
(Czarnecki and Eisenecker, 2000), where the bounds on type variables are expressed
using co- and contra-variant feature constraints. These subtyping constraints on the
types of business object features are exploited directly during type-checking of the
body of the feature, e.g. method.

It is important here that this solution is based on a strong notion of subtyping.
This implies that conformance is statically checked at desiyn-time, instead of at
run-tinte. Thus, subtype relationships between the business object A, and the legacy
wrapper resources 1, 2 and 3 in Figure-5.8 are actually scrutinized at `compile time'.
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Figure 5.8: Subtype relationships between business object interfaces and legacy
wrappers
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We rely on the deductive capabilities of ConceptBase to logically infer those CDL
wrapper definitiorrs, ELT;, that are a subtype (substitution) of a target business type
interface specification E~o. The set of legacy wrapper definitions under investiga-
ti0I1 during this step IS cOrrStralrled t0 t}lOSe wlth ~.Simsem(BTOv LDi) 1 TSimSem,
and, Csi„lo,,,9(BTo, LOz) ~ Tsi,,io„13, as cornputed successively during Steps 7 and 8
in the BALES process.

We have designed the following strategy for identifying CDL interface matches
(substitution) as an extension of the signature matching that is reported in: (Chen,
1993) (Pp. 97):

. Both ELT; and EBT~ are represented as a collection of Telos objects in the Con-
ceptBase repository system. Both interfaces are instantiations of respectively
the Legacy (CDL) metamodel and the Enterprise (CDL) metamodel during
respectively Step 3 and Step 6 of the BALES process (see Figure-4.4).

. The specification of a new business type, EBT~ (j denotes the index of the
business type, and 1 C j C P, where P equals the number of business types),
is taken from the enterprise rnodel. This specification serves as the goal sPeci-
fication, and is translated irrto a Telos query.

. The answer to this query comprises a set of legacy wrapper specifications, rLT~,
which fizlfill the goal specification up to the parameter type relationships.

In section-4.3.2, we have already specified the semantics of the CDL IVletamodel
as a set of Telos objects. It basically defines Types, their Features and the rela-
tionships between these constructs. Figure-4.8 shows an excerpt of this metamodel
that defines the taxonomy of available business- and legacy types in CDL. Both the
CDL specifications of the business- and legacy types are linked to this metamodel.
Again, the instantiated models are represented and stored as a collection of Telos
objects (cf. Step-1 in the strategy).

!~ext, we can retrieve potentially reusable legacy wrappers by executing a query
object that works on the ConceptBase repository system (cf. Step-2 of the strategy).
The query object thus reflect the goal specification. Query objects are special Telos
constructs that encapsulate constraints that serve to identify the Telos objects in
the repository system, which satisfy them (see Step-3 in the strategy). For some
more explanations of this construct, we refer to section-4.1.2.

The following excerpt shows the QneTyClass OpWithSameInputandOutpPars,
which aims to retrieve operation(s) from a legacy object type with exactly the same
input parameter (types) and output pararneters as specified in the goal specification
(hence, the operation(s) of a particular business type). As indicated above, we as-
sume that the legacy type specifications have been enriched durirrg the recorrciliation
phase.

GenericQueryClass CoVazs isA CORBA-Operation-Type with
pazameter

proto-type : CORBA-Pazameter-Type-Spec
constraint

conn : ~ (("proto-type in CORBA-Integer-Type) and
("this isA "proto-type))
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or "this in CORBA-Base-Type-Spec~
end
GenericQueryClass AllContras isA CORBA-Operation-Type with
parameter
proto-type : CORBA-Parameter-Type-Spec

constraint
conn : ~ (("proto-type in CORBA-Integer-Type) and

("proto-type isA "this))
or "this in CORBA-Base-Type-Spec ~

end
GenericQueryClass Al1IPtypesofOp isA CORBA-Pazameter-Type-Spec with
pazameter
proto-oper : CORBA-OperationDef;
ipa : InputParameter

constraint
con2 : ~ ("proto-oper ownsinputparSpec "ipa) and

( "ipa withtype "this) ~
end

GenericQueryClass OpWithSameInputandOutpPars isA CORBA-OperationDef with
parameter
proto-op : CORBA-OperationDef

constraint
con:
~ forall ipa~InputParameter t~AllIPtypesofOp["proto-op~proto-oper]

exists ipa2~InputParameter t2~C0RBA-Parameter Type-Spec
("proto-op ownsinputparSpec ipa) and (ipa withtype t) --~
("this ownsinputparSpec ipa2) and (ipa2 withtype t2) and
(t2 in AllContras[t~proto-type])

and
forall c~CORBA-Pazameter-Type-Spec

exists t3~C0RBA-Pazameter-Type-Spec
('proto-op ownsreturnType c) --~
(`this ownsreturnType "t3) and ("t3 in CoVazs[c~proto-type])

end

The generic query class OpWithSameInputandOutpPars incorporates three auxil-
iary query classes, ~-iz. CoVars. AllContras and Al1IPtypesofOp. The latter query
class yields a set of types of the input parameter(s) of the operation as declared by the
query parameter CORBA-OperationDef. The query classes CoVars and AllContras
contain respectively the co-variant data types of a specific data type, ~c.hich is among
the set of instances of the class CORBA-Parameter-Type-Spec. Both parameterized
queries substitute the values c and t in OpWithSameInputandOutpPars for the pa-
rameter proto-type, and return a list of co- and contra-~-ariant types. l~ote that
we have only added generalization relationships for all instances of the Telos object
CORBA-Integer-Type to the basic kernel of CDL; all other parameters types (e.g.
CORBA-String-Type) in the set of base types (CORBA-Base-Type-Spec) are unrelated.

In a nutshell, the query class OpWithSameInputandOutpPars retrieves reusable
oPeratio~cs from the set of available legacy objects. In order to detect reusable leyacy
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oójects, this query has to be extended to compare all features (e.g. operations and
attributes) of a specific business type with that of available legacy resources. Re-
member, that according to the behavioral subtyping definition (Liskov and Wing,
1994), legacy object should have at least all features of the subtyped business ob-
ject, and may therefore even have rnore features (e.g. rnethods). This category of
subtyping can be identified by addiug the following queries:

GenericQueryClass SameAts isA AttributE uith
parameter

proto-at : AttributE;
t2 : CORBA-Pazameter-Type-Spec

constraint
con2: ~ forall t~CORBA-Parameter"Type-Spec

("proto-at typePazameter t) --~
('this typePazameter "t2) and ("t2 in CoVars[t~proto-type])

end

GenericQueryClass AllAtsofLT isA AttributE with
pazameter

a : LegacyType
constraint

conl: ~ ("a FOfeatures "this)~
end

GenericQueryClass AllOpsofLT isA CORBA-OperationDef uith
pazameter
a : LegacyType

constraint
conl: ~ ("a FOfeatures "this)~

end
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QueryClass Al10psTazget isA CORBA-OperationDef with
pazameter
TazgetBusTyp : BusinessType

constraint
conl: ~ (`TazgetBusTyp FOfeatures "this)~

end

QueryClass AllAtrsTarget isA AttributE with
parameter

TargetBusTyp : BusinessType
constraint

conl: ~ ("TargetBusTyp FOfeatures "this)~
end

GenericQueryClass MatchBTtoLT isA LegacyType with
parameter

op : Al10psTarget;
at: AllAtrsTazget

constraint
con1:
{~ this constraint ~}
~ forall h~OpWithSameInputandOutpPazs["op~proto-op]

(h in AllOpsofLT["this~a]
or
h in Al10psTazget[ENTITY`TazgetBusTyp])
and
forall 1~SameAts["at~proto-at]
(1 in AllAtsofLT["this~a] or 1 in AllAtrsTazget)

end

These queries have to be interpreted as follows. For a given attribute type, the
first query class SameAts retrieves all attributes that have a co-variarrt (sub)type
from the repository system. If the reconciliation phase has been executed success-
fully. this query can easily be extended to check attribute labels as well. The next
four query classes AllOpsofLT, AllAtsofLT, Al10psTarget and AllAtrsTarget are
designed to retrieve all operations and attributes of all available legacy type(s) (re-
ferred to by the query parameter a) and a given business type (designated by param-
eter TargetBusType) respectively. Depending on the results of these four queries,
the match between all operations and attributes of a given business type and a
collection of available legacy object types can be inferred. This is established by
executing the query class MatchBTtoLT, that is parameterized with the set of opera-
tions Al10psTarget and attributes AllAtrsTarget of the business types. In terms
of the algorithrn mentioned above (see definition 5.16), the classes Al10psTarget
and AllAtrsTarget thus make up the goal speci,fication for the query MatchBTtoLT.

MatchBTtoLT is capable of dealing with partial rrcatches. The case of an e~act
match between a business type and a legacy type should be interpreted as a spe-
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cialization of this query class, so that legacy types can not extend the behavior or
properties (attributes) of the goal specification.

To illustrate the working of these queries, we will now apply them to
the running example. Firstly, we show the result of the generic query
OpWithSameInputandOutpPars with the operation CreateStock as a value to sub-
stitute the parameter proto-op:

QueryClass EquivalenceClass0U1 isA
OpWithSameInputandOutpParsCGetStockList~proto-op]

end

This query refers the operation(s) iu the running example with equivalent oper-
ation signatures to the operation GetStockLocation:

GetStoekList in EquivaienceCiass0U1
end

GetStockLocation in EquivalenceClass0U1
end

Tlie query OpWithSameInputandOutpParsCCreateStock~proto-op]] does not
return any similar operations. Intuitively, the operatiou CreateStockLocation
seems a good candidate as the semantics of the operation name are similar; how-
ever, its input parameter types are not compatible to that of the business operation
CreateStock.

When the CDL specification of the business entity Stock is chosen as the
target specification, the query classes Al10psTargetCStock~BusinessType] and
AllAtrsTarget CStock~TargetBusTyp] subsequently return all of its operations and
attributes:

QueryClass StockOps isA Al10psTarget[Stock~TargetBusTyp]
end

QueryClass StockAts isA AllAtrsTarget[Stock~TargetBusTyp]
end

GetStockList in StockOps
end

CreateStock in StockOps
end

StockNumber in StockAts
end

WarehouseNumber in StockAts
end
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StockLocation in StockAts
end

StockDescription in StockAts
end

On the basis of these results, the generic query MatchBTtoLT identifies all legacy
type interfaces in the repository with at least the same co-variant attribute types and
output types for operations, and contra-variant input parameter types. The query
MatchBTtoLT does not yield a result in the case of the running example, as both the
business entity Stock and the legacy entity StockLocation are no subtypes.

Parameterization

The results of the queries to detect legacy wrapper substitutes for a target business
type, serve as an important basis for the parameterization process. This step entails
a complex activity during ~~-hich the results from virtually all phases traversed before
should be cornbined to form a parayneterized business object. Parameterization in
this context is defined as follows:

Definition 5.17 (Parameterization) Let ELT,, EIITo be the interface of
respectively a legacy object LT„ with i- 1, 2, .., N(N is the number of
leyacy wrappers), and a given business type BTo. Tile parameters of both
objects are drawn from the bod,y of the interface, for ezample, attributes
a7td operations. Parameterizing EBT~ may then be achieved as follows:
~BTo(Feature(a)) H TRf~N.~FOR~l(~LT,(Fealwre(~3))~. ~Tk(Fealure(y)) TeferS t0 a
feature with identifter ry within the interface of type T, ETk. Identifier ry has the
following structure: LegacyType.LegacyTypelVame.Feature.FeatureNarrte,
~with LeyacyType E {LegacyEntity, LegacyProcess}, and Feature E
{attri6ute, operation, event, state, relationship, state-transition-TUIe}. The
operator H denotes a special operator that links a business type's feature to that of
a legacy type. The feature may possibly have to be transformed, ranging from sinlple
type casts to ~rlore complicated adapters. This can be performed by the opeTator
T RANSFORNI.

The parameterization process is basically executed as follows:

. Identifying exact rnatches.
Full rnatches can be derived by simply projecting the query class MatchBTtoLT
for all business types on the repository system.

. Identifying partial matches.
It is highly unlikely that there will be many exact matches between business
types and legacy resources. Iu order not to overlook reusable portions of legacy
wrappers, the designer may check for partial rnatches. A partial match between
a business type and a legacy wrapper relaxes the constraints with regard to
the features of the legacy types, e.g. semantic matches between descriptors
are not required (see OpWithSameInputand0utputPars) or a more generalized
match is allowed. Actually, identification of partial matchies is supported by
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(variations of) queries OpWithSameInputand0utputPars and SameAts whose
workings have been explained above.

The TRAI~SFORM function that has been introduced in Definition-5.1i, can
be used by the designer to refactor the legacy wrapper ( Fowler et al., 1999).
Refactoring of legacy wrappers can be irnplemented by incrementally extend-
ing their functionality with additional methods, e.g. according to the Adapter
Pattern (Garnrna et al., 1995). The adapter pattern can thus be applied to
convert the interface of a legacy wrapper into one that is expected by the client
(business object).

As outlined above, the business entity Stock and its legacy counterpart
StockLocation do not match exactly. However, the desigrrer has iderrtified rnultiple
mappings between the attributes of the business and ]egacy type on the basis of the
results of the query class SameAts, e.g. SameAts [StockNumber~proto-at] yields
StockNumber, WarehouseNumber, StockIdentifier, and StockDescription.
Reusable legacy operations are, as explained above, discovered by means of the query
results of OpWithSameInputandOutpPars CGetStockList~proto-op] . The resultirrg
pararneterized business object has been represented below:

[keys-{StockNumber}] BusinessEntity Stock {
[ontological-mappings] StockSemInfo {
StockCoordinates ~-~ StockLocation
StockCoordinates t-~ WazehouseNumber
StockIdentifier ~-~ StockNumber
StockName ~-~ StockDescription

}; ~~ End Ontological Mappings

[ALWAYS]
attribute Integer StockNumber -~

TRANSFORM-1(LegacyEntity.StockLocation.attribute.StockIdentifier);
CREQUIRED]
attribute Integer WazehouseNumber -~

LegacyEntity.StockLocation.attribute.StockCoordinates;
[ALWAYS]
attribute String StockLocation -~

TRANSFORM-2(LegacyEntity.StockLocation.attribute.
StockCoordinates);

[ALWAYS]
attribute String StockDescription -~

LegacyEntity.StockLocation.attribute.StockName;

Integer GetStockList -~
LegacyEntity.StockLocation.operation.GetStockLocation(
in Integer StockCoordinates,
in Long StockIdentifier);

void CreateStock(in Integer StockNumber, in String StockDescription,
in Integer WarehouseNumber, in String StockLocation);

}; ~~ End: Stock
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This CDL excerpt incorporates two compartments. The first cotnpartment,
which is delineated by the tag StockSemInfo, defines ontological relationships
([ontological~apping] ) betweeu terminology of both the business type and
reused legacy wrappers. As explained above, only synonymy mappings are con-
sidered here.

The second cornpartment defines the actual mapping between features of the
new business object type with reusable (hence substitutable) constituents of the
available legacy wrappers. As specified in definition-5.17, these mappings have to
be interpreted as follows: on the left of the mapping operator H the feature narne
(and type) of a feature belonging to the business entity is represented. The right side
has the following structure: LegacyType . LegacyTypeName . Feature . FeatureName.
The attribute StockNumber is linked to a transformed version of the legacy attribute
Stockidentifier. This is achieved by simply casting the original type of this
legacy attribute Long to Integer by executing function TRANSFOR.I~Ir. The
second transforination function, TRA.VSFORíl22i translates the legacy attribute
StockCoordinates into the name of the StockLocation. This second function
can be implernented with a simple translation table. Subsequently, based on the
query results of OpWithSameInputandOutpPars [GetStockList~proto-op], the first
operation of the business entity is linked to its legacy counterpart.

In this chapter, we have described the linking phase of the BALES methodol-
ogy. This is the pivotal phase of this approach, as it converges the end results of the
forward and reverse-engineering phases by actually matching them first, and then
pararneterizing the business object interfaces. The rnatching phase basically conr-
prises two orthogonal dimensions: the information content matching phase, which
concentrates on the semantics of descriptors that are employed in business and
legacy object interfaces, and the object-model-matching phase, which in turn de-
termines the `overlap', while taking into type conformance up till parameter type
relationships (co-~contra variance) between business objects and legacy wrappers.
after the results of both activities have been reconciled and the legacy wrappers
are semantically euriched, the business object iuterfaces are parameterized in terms
of (partitions of) legacy wrappers. The formal underpiruiings of this activity there-
fore implement behavioral subtyping and more in particular; bounded parametric
polyrnorphism.



Chapter 6

The Experimental Prototype

Prototyping in an integral part of engineering research, and basically serves to vali-
date a proposed design Ly constructing it in rea.lity. The main two purposes of the
experimental prototype in this research were in particular: (1) to validate the design
of the BALES methodology and to prove its functionality; and (2) to support the
field experiment.

This chapter is structured as follows. In the first section, a comprehensive
overview is outlined of the architecture of the experimental prototype. The main
components of the prototype will be presented in the context of the B.4LES process.
The next sections are dedicated to describing the internal workings of the modeling
tool cornponent (section-6.3), the CDL-to-Telos compiler (section-6.3), the content
semantic matching component (section-6.4), and lastly, the type-tree matching com-
ponent (section-6.5).

6.1 The Architecture of the Prototype

~~'e have developed an experimental prototype of a tool suite, capable of assisting the
developer (serni-) autornatically during all phases of the BALES rnethodology. It
was created as an experimental vehicle to test and develop ideas about the BALES
methodology, and to demonstrate how this approach can be used to support the
desigrr of parameterized business objects in terms of encapsulated legacy wrappers.
The prototype was used in particular: (1) to distil CDL specifications from LAIL
(enterprise and legacy) models, (2) to cornpute both the semarrtic aud object model
coefficients, and (3) to logically prove substitutability of a business object by a legacy
wrapper in the field experiment.

The prototype of the tool suite encompasses various software components that
are organized in its software architecture. The architecture of this `proof-of-concept'
is desigrred in a modular fashion, in which each component supports a specific ac-
tivity within the BALES methodology.

hlore in particular, the architecture of the prototype encompasses the following
five main tool components to support the forward, reverse and linking activities
within the proposed rnapping methodology (see Figure-6.1):

. The modeling tool component (Rational Rose).
The modeling tool component offers assistance in Steps-1,2 and Steps-4,5 of
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the roadmap (see Figure-4.4). This is realized specifically by implementing
the BALES-dialect of L1`1L in the case tool, and aiding the translation of this
CDL L:IV~1L-profile cornpliant models into CDL and vice versa.

. CDL-to-Telos (IV1eta)Model Compilers.
Both compilers were developed to autornatically convert business and legacy
object specifications written in CDL into Telos statements, which can be stored
in the central repository system ConceptBase. These converters support Step-
3 and Step-6 of the BALES methodology, and are labeled the M~ (metarnodel)
- and the ~LI(rnodel) compiler.

. Conterrt Semantic Matching Component.
The content semantic matching component is rneant to provide semi-automatic
assistance for semantically comparing the CDL specification(s) of an enterprise
model with that of available legacy wrappers. More in particular, this conr-
ponent incorporates an existing electronic ontology (WordNet) and provides
functionality on top of this ontology in order to (1) link it to terminology in
CDL specifications, and subsequently (2) to calculate a similarity coefficient
that expresses the (aggregated) shortest path between terminology of a target
specification and a resource (wrapper) specification.

~ Type-Tree Matching Cornponent.
The type-tree matching component is geared towards assisting the developer in
the calculation of the object model similarity rneasurement. This measurement
expresses the overlap between two type trees, e.g. one derived from the target
(enterprise) model and the other deduced from the available legacy resource
specifications.

. ConceptBase.
ConceptBase has already been discussed exteusively in Chapter-3, and its piv-
otal role in the methodology has been outlined in Chapter-4 and Chapter-5
respectively. This deductive database system serves to store aud manipulate
Telos definitions of CDL specifications, to link them to the canonical BALES
metamodel, and finally, to derive subtyping relationships between them in or-
der to guarautee type-conformance between business objects and reused legacy
wrappers.

In the remainder of this chapter, we will describe the functionality of the first
four cornponents of the experimental prototype. ConceptBase and its role within
BALES has already been discussed in previous chapters.

6.2 The Modeling Tool Component
Rational Rose (Edition '98) has been adopted as the too environment for supporting
the modeling activities within BALES, but in principle any other tool that effectively
supports L ML modeling and incorporates a programrning (scripting) environrnent
for implementing the translation of BALES 1; IV4L into CDL, could have been chosen.
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Figure 6.1: The Architecture of the Experimental Prototype

We have configured this tool to adhere to the CDL Nletamodel (see section-4.1.1),
e.g. by defining stereotypes that reflect the liML-profile for CDL (see Appendix-C).

The modeling tool component incorporates a compiler that we have scripted to
autornatically generate a CDL specification of the LIV'IL models. This compiler is
programmed in the `Rose Scripting Language' as an extension to the converter that
was developed by Data-Access and included iu the BOCA-product suite (see section-
2.2.1). The modifications and extensions were specifically required to generate CDL
code for liML constructs that were defined in the Legacy CDL Metarnodel, e.g.
LegacyEntity.

6.3 The CDL-to-Telos (Meta-) Model Compilers

After the CDL code has been generated from the UML-mode] and possibly aug-
mented with detailed (typing) inforrnation, CDL specifications of both the enter-
prise model and the legacy wrappers are mapped to the BALES CDL Metarnodel.
These activities correspond to Step-3 and Step-5 in Figure-4.4. They are supported
by two categories of compilers: the Model-Compiler (abbreviated to AI-Compiler
in Figure-6.1), and the Meta-Model Compiler (shortly ~L1Z-Compiler in the same
figure).

Both compilers have been generated with CLP (see the top of Figure-6.1) which
is an acronym for the Constructor of i;seful Parsers. In fact, CLP constitutes a
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Java-based versiou of YACC r.
Relying on CliP, both categories of compilers were developed as follows. Firstly,

the specification of CDL was defined along with the construction of a scanner for
recognizing tokens and breaking up a file in them. To realize this, the CI; P specifi-
cation basically cornprises a list of non-terrninals, terminals and the grammar. The
specification syntax that was used to define the specification has been included in
the web page that can be found following the link rnentioned in the footnote. We
have basically taken the BI~F grammar of CDL ( see Appendix-A) as our starting
point, and ernbedded specific parser code, such as actions, in it. As an example, the
following small code excerpt has been taken from the specificatiou file bales.y for
the IV'I-Compiler:

entity ..- ENTITY entity-name
{: SymTable.setRule(sym.ENTITY); SymTable.clearAttributes(); :}

businessObject-eaportlist R~
LCB

entity-name :.- {: System.out.println(scanner.teat() t" in entity"); :} STRING ;

The above piece of code recognizes the token entity, and exports this to-
ken (a string) into the telos code "ctokenNarne) in entity". tokenName is used
here as a variable that is substituted by the actual label (string). Likewise,
production rules are included for all remaining CDL constructs. The fully ex-
panded grammar for both the metarnodel and the rnodel-compiler can be found
at: http: ~~i~tfolab.kuó.rtl~people~wjheuvel~cornbi~n,e~gra,m~nzar~.

Both the 144- and ILI~ compiler have to be executed consecutively. First of all,
the ~112 compiler reads a CDL specification and automatically generates Telos state-
ments that define that part of the BALES CDL Metamodel that is required to
link the CDL specification to it. The CDL specifications of the enterprise model
and the legacy wrapper are used as an input file to this compiler in order to ascer-
tain that the corresponding parts of the metamodel are generated. This basically
works as follows: firstly, the Ni2-cornpiler identifies the keywords in a CDL specifi-
cation. Subsequently, it generates the required set of Telos statements that reflect
the archetypical kernel of the CDL Meta-rnodel, and finally, it adds corresponding
Telos meta-classes. .After the metarnodel has been created, the A1-cornpiler is ex-
ecuted, again using the CDL specifications of both the enterprise model and the
legacy wrappers to i~zsta~atiate the CDL 141etamodel with Telos statements.

6.4 The Content Semantic Matching Component

The Content Semantic !~latching Component provides the analyst with semi-
automatic assistance during the following two activities within BALES: (1) linking
the terminology of legacy wrappers and the target specification to WordI~et, and,
(2) cornputing the distance betwe~en specifications (see section-5.3.1). Support for
the first activity is basically handled by reusing two existing tool components: (1)
~~'ordl~et and (2) a graphical browser that allows including new coucepts and stor-
ing them in a separate file. The separate file has been especially designed to store

lsee: http:~~www.cs.princeton.edu~ appel~modern~java~CUP~cupo.lOf~
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mapping inforrnation between descriptors (-a11 terminology in a CDL specification
except the keywords) and lexicals, and lives external to ~1'ordNet. The second activ-
ity builds on the outcome of step-1 by computing the distance between descriptors
in CDL specifications as specified in the storage `mapping' file. We will explain both
tool components below.

The first tool component encompasses WordNet. WordNet is an open-source
lexical knowledge base that has been developed by the Cognitive Science Laboratory
at Princeton liniversity. ~~'ordNet discerns four syntactic categories: noun, verb,
adjective and adverb ((Miller, 1995), (Miller et al., 1993)). To define the meaning
of terms in any of these four syntactic categories, six semantic relations can be
specified between them: synonymy, antonymy, hyponymy (hypernymy), meronymy,
troponymy and entailment. For a detailed discussion of both the syntactic and
semantic relations and their relationship, we refer to (Fellbaurn, 1998).

The second tool component that supports the first task during the content match-
ing activity, is the ConceptNavigator http:~~www.conceptnavigator.com. This
tool has been developed as a graphical user interface that allows conceptual net-
works, e.g. federated library database systems, to be inspected in a graphical way.
A conceptual network is displayed as a graph, in which each node represents a
concept, which may relate to other concepts (represented by edges). Exarnples of
relationships are synonymy and hyponymy~hypernymy which are indicated in dif-
ferent colors. While using this navigator, the lexicographer can browse WordNet in
order to identify semantically equivalent terms for the descriptors of the CDL spec-
ifications that are under investigation, e.g. by studying the context of a term. If
necessary, new terms can be connected to the ~~'ordNet ontology, simply by linking
them to the identifier of related WordNet terms. We will illustrate this process by
creating new concepts for missing descriptors within the CDL specification of the
legacy process Requisition.

The following excerpts shows the CDL wrapper of this legacy process:

[keys-{requestNumber}] LegacyProcess Requisition {
[REQUIRED]
attribute Integer requisitionNumber - 0;
[ALWAYS]
attribute Mechanic applicant;
CPRIVATE, is-read-only]
attribute Date date;
[ALWAYS]
attribute Integer quantity - 0;
[PRIVATE]
attribute String site;
state StatusRequisition {idle, requesting, prognosing, rejecting}
signal initiate-requisition;

apply StateTransitionRule part-being-requisited {
trigger - {intiate-requisition};
source - idle;
target - requesting;
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Figure 6.2: The Architecture of the Sernantic Content Matching Component

}; ~~ End: STR part-being-requisited

apply StateTransitionRule part-being-stochastically-planned {
trigger - {start-stochastic-planning};
source - requesting;
target - prognosing;

}; ~~ End: STR part-being-stoch-planned

}; ~~ End-Requisition

Actually, the above CDL wrapper is similar to the cornposition of both the
Prognosis and Request business tasks of the running example, which was intro-
duced in section-4.2.

At this point, we introduce three imple~ne~tatiort short-cuts before giving an
excerpt of an annotated version of this CDL specification. Firstly, linking CDL
terms to Wordnet is restricted to synonymy relationships. This limitation is in
fact a materialization of the design constraint on the algorithm in section 5.3.3.
Secondly, new terms can only be added to WordNet by rneans of hyponymy sernantic
relationships. Lastly, only the syntactic category Noun is considered here.
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[keys-{requisitionNumber}]

ADDED requisitionNumber Concept: 900000050
hyponymOf: 201555498 ~~
requisition
hyponymOf: 200642112 ~~
Number

LegacyProcess Requisition {
REFERENCE requisition Concept: 201555498

[REQUIRED]
attribute Integer requisitionNumber - 0;
REFERENCE requisitíonNumber Concept: 900000050

[ALWAYS]
attribute Mechanic applicant;
REFERENCE mechanic concept: 107385994
REFERENCE applicant concept: 106940043

[PRIVATE, is-read-only]
attribute Date date;
REFERENCE date concept: 110848639

[ALWAYS]
attribute Integer quantity - 0;
REFERENCE quantity Concept: 100020056

[PRIVATE]
attribute String site;
REFERENCE site concept: 106353805

147

For reasons of brevity, we have not included the entire annotated spec-
ification here (the entire annotated version can be found at: iattp .
~~infolab.kub.nl~people~wjheuvel~combine~annoCDL~). Two keywords are used
in this specification: REFERENCES and ADDED. The keyword REFERENCES is
deployed to indicate a synonyrny relationship between a CDL descriptor and a noun
in WordNet. If no relevant synonymy relationship can be established, the lexicogra-
pher has to append the new noun to the ~~'ordl~et ontology. l~ew ternrs are indicated
by the keyword ADDED, which is followed by its newly created identifier and a set
of hyponyms, e.g. the CDL descriptor requisitionNumber is a composite noun
that constitutes a hyponym of both the nouns requisition and number in Word-
Net. The appended noun definitions are then translated and stored in a local RDF
extension to WordNet. All terminology in this file refers to nouns (hyponyms) that
are stored in a central version of (a RDF version of) WordNet. W3C's Resource
Description Framework (RDF) is especially designed for storing and manipulating
meta-data about information on a web page, either in XML or any other repre-
sentation language (for more information about RDF and RDF Schema, we refer
to:http : ~~www.w3.org~TR~rdf - sclcema~).
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After all descriptors have been linked to the Wordl~et; the aggregated distance
of the descriptors in the target specification to the nouns in a resource specification
is calculated. A special (java) program has been designed for this purpose, labelled
Calculate Staortest Patta in Figure-6.2. This program implements a brute-force al-
gorithm that first identifies linked concepts at distance 1, then at 2, at 3 etc., until
a predefined maxinrum length ( threshold) is reached. When no linked concept is
found, the distance is assumed to be infinite. The results of this program are then
stored in a flat file, called Mapping Doc. in Figure-6.2.

This document serves to store all mappzngs between business and legacy object
interface verbalizations in the context of the V~brdNet ontology, regardless whether
these nouns are stored locally or centrally in Wordl~'et. The anatonry of a external
rnappiny document was defined by means of the following Document Type Definition
(DTD):

t!DOCTYPE mapping [ ~!ELEMENT mapping (businessConcept~) ~

~!ELEMENT businessConcept ((legacyConcept, path)~)~
~!ATTLIST businessConcept conceptID CDATA tkREQUIRED

wordForm CDATA ikREQUIRED
~
~!ELEMENT legacyConcept EMPTY~
~!ATTLIST legacyConcept legacySpecID CDATA ikREQUIRED

conceptID CDATA iFREQUIRED
wordForm CDATA iiREQUIRED

~
t!ELEMENT path (pathLength, pathList?) ~
~!ELEMENT pathList (pathElement~)~
~!ELEMENT pathElement (ikPCDATA)~
t!ELEMENT pathLength (~kPCDATA)~ ]~

For each CDL descriptor derived from the enterprise model specification, la-
beled BusinessConcept, the above DTD defines the path to all legacy de-
scriptors (LegacyConcept) of a specific wrapper specification, identified by
the label legacySpecID. The document element path comprises two subele-
ments: pathlength to denote the shortest path from a BusinessConcept to a
LegacyConcept, and pathList to list the pathElement (s) indicated by a VVordNet
generated concept identifier.

To illustrate this DTD, we have extracted the following excerpt of the XML
document mappircg for the business task Request that reflects the business object
counterpart of the legacy process Requisition, and that has been taken from the
running example that was introduced in Chapter-4:

tmapping~
~businessConcept
conceptID-"http:~~www.cogsci.princeton.edu~"wn~conceptik105370393"
wordForm-"request"~

~legacy0bject legacySpecID-"1"
conceptID-"900000050"
wordForm-"requisitionNumber"~
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~path~
~pathLength~ 3 ~~pathLength~
~pathList~
~pathElement~ 900000050 ~~pathElement~
~pathElement~ http:~~wvw.cogsci.princeton.edu~"wn~conceptit200642112 ~~pathElement~
~pathElement~ 900000022 ~~pathElement~

~~pathList~
Vpath~

~legacy0bject legacySpecID-"1"
conceptID-"http:~~www.cogsci.priaceton.edu~"wn~conceptik100020056"
wordForm-"quantity"~
~path~

~pathLength~ 2 VpathLength~
~pathList~
~pathElement~ http:~~www.cogsci.princeton.edu~"wn~conceptik100020056 ~~pathElement~
~pathElement~ 900000020 ~~pathElement~

~~pathList~
Vpath~

~~businessConcept~
t~mapping~

This above excerpt shows the semantic distance between the business concept
Request and the legacy object concept requisitionNumber. This name of the busi-
ness process is labeled by the word form Request, which corresponds to the centrul
WordNet identifier htt~ : ~~www.coyaci..,rrrinceton.e~lu~ wn~conce~t~105370393.
The shortest path from the legacy descriptor Request to quantity has length 2,
hence two path elements are positioned in between. The first path element de-
notes a`regular' Wordl~et noun. The second path element 900000020 refers to
quantityRequest and is stored in a local (decentral) attachrnent to ~~'ordl~et.

Likewise, the terrninology deployed in the other wrapper definitions has been
linked to the VG'ordl~et ontology by a lexicographer, and the shortest path to the
business concept has been deterrnined for each one of them. These path lengths
are then aggregated for every legacy spec, and the legacy wrapper with the shortest
total length (or below a threshold value) can be taken into further consideration.

6.5 The Type Tree Matching Component

The work presented in this section has been co-developed with Dr. R.alf
Reussner.

The type-tree module is designed specifically to provide the designer with au-
tomated support during Step-8 of the BALES methodology. During this step, a
similarity coefficient is computed that expresses the similarity between two type
trees, with one typically representing a business object and the other a legacy wrap-
per. The type-tree module has been implemented as a Java program that sits on
top of ConceptBase (see Figure-6.3).
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Figure 6.3: The Architecture of the Type-Tree n7atching IVlodule

The type-tree matching process is automated as follo~~-s. Firstly, CDL definitions
are retrieved from ConceptBase (using queries), and then they are automatically
translated into Java classes. This translation process is organized in two stages.
During the first stage, the CDL specifications are converted into IDL specifications
v-ith equivalent sernantics. This translation process is implemented by means of the
CDL-to-IDL compiler that was incorporated into the BOF-architecture (see section-
2.2.1). l~ext; the IDL specifications are translated into Java classes. SI;I~'s IDLJ
~ cornpiler, which generates Java bindings from an IDL file and is included in the
J2EE platform, has been deployed for this purpose.

After the target specification and all resource specifications have been translated
into sernantically equivalent Java classes, the tl~rird step in the rnatching process is
performed. This step encompasses the actual calculation of the type-tree similarity
coefficient and is supported by the Java program called JDi,(j: This program is basi-
cally executed for every possible cornbination of target and resource specifications,
yielding a list of corresponding similarity coefficients.

JDiff therefore implernents the similarity function for type trees, Definition-5.8.
This function computes type-tree equivalence as the sum of both atomic and compos-
ite types within a CDL specification and corresponding type tree (see section 5.3.2).
This similarity function relies heavily on introspection of the CDL specifications to
check the number of (composite) features and their types. Consequently, the JDiff
Java cornponent relies on Java's Reflection API that allows programs to `introspect'
dynamically, e.g. to determine the class of an object or retrieve information from
an object about its operations and attributes.

2see: http:~~java.sun.com~products~jdk~idl~
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This component is in fact an integral part of the CoCol~ut~J-Tool that not
only assists developers in computing measurements that express the similarity be-
tween type trees, but at the same time examines the dynamic behavior of classes by
firstly representing thern as Finite-State-Machine (FSIV1) graphs, and then cornpar-
ing them. This tool has been deployed in a slightly different context in the TrustlVlE
project (Reussner et al., 2002), and has been described in (Van den Heuvel and
Reussner, 2002).
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Chapter 7

Conclusions, Discussion and
Future Research

Modern organizations are increasingly dependent on business applications for vir-
tually all aspects of their operations. Business processes of innovative enterprises
are typically highly distributed and organized along the axis of an irrtegrated value
chain, possibly exceeding organizational boundaries in order to support trading re-
lationships. These developrnents have instigated the dernand for uuified access to
distributed business processes by means of their supporting enterprise applications.
Distributed business object computing is generally recognized as a viable method
to implement such highly-distributed applications which are closely related to the
business processes. Distributed business objects can be assernbled into enterprise
information systems that are aligned with reinvented business processes, no matter
where these objects are executed nor in which progranrrning language they have
been implemented.

Distributed object and component technologies such as DCONL CORBA and
Enterprise Javabeans provide inteTface desc~íption lanyuages and abstract services
that allow distributed objects to be developed, located, combined and invoked. One
of the primary benefits of these technologies is that they allow the encapsulation
of both the heteroyeneíty and i~cternal coTa,vlexities of legacy applications by rneans
of standardized and interoperable oóject wraPPers. In this way, the wrapped legacy
systems can be selectively integrated into modernized business objects and together
rnake up the business applications.

Nlost of the e~cisting approaches to developing legacy wrappers are designed on
the basis of the idea that data and logic residing in a variety of legacy database
systems and applications reflect a collection of business objects that represent the
business processes within a ( virtual) enterprise ( see Chapter-2). They are built on
the assumption that by objectifying ( wrapping) and combining these entities in a
coherent manner with legacy functionality, legacy systems can be readily used in
place.

However, this assumption is not very realistic, given the fact that business logic
of rnodernized business processes is in many cases no longer faithfully reflected by
the corresponding legacy wrappers. It seems more likely that only portions of legacy
wrappers can be reused by the redesigned business application. Moreover, it is very
unlikely that wrapping monolithic legacy applications can deal satisfactorily with
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the various levels of granularity of newly designed business processes. As a conse-
quence, a business change could result in non-proportional changes at the (legacy)
business application level. This is referred to as the rnultiplier effect (Holland. 1995).
And thirdly, and possibly most importantly, no rr~etlaorloloyy exists to selectively
link legacy wrappers to redesigned business objects on the basis of business-driven
requirements. Most comrnercial products for constructing wrappers provide only
technical solutions, neglecting a consistent methodology to ensure compatibility of
wrappers with renovated business processes.

The BALES methodology that has been presented in this thesis takes these corr-
siderations into account and aims to desigrr configurable business objects so that
part of their irnplementation is supplied by legacy objects. Both the reinvented
business objects and the existing legacy objects are organized according to an (inte-
grated) enterprise architecture that reflects modernized business requirements. This
approach allows discrete recursion of the interface specifications of both the business
and legacy objects, and as a result, rnatching them at various levels of granularity.
In this way, it becomes possible to selectively reuse portions of wrapped legacy data
and functionality and ~ararneterize the interfaces of business objects in terms of
(parts of) legacy object interfaces.

In this chapter, the research results that were presented in the first six chapters
are summarized, these contributions are considered in the context of other ongoing
research projects, and an agenda for future research concludes the chapter.

7.1 Research Results
The research results that were obtained from the investigation described in this
thesis will now be surnmarized in relation to the research questions that were stated
in Chapter 1.

7.1.1 Justification of the methodology
The first research question dealt with the validation of the need for a legacy systern
integration methodology witlun the realm of software engineering.

Research Question 1:
~~'hat is the state oF the art in integrating legacy systems into new business appli-
cations? Here, the research results from the fields of middleware technology, reverse
engineering, workflow systems, business object technology, enterprise modeling and
signature matching are specifically relevarrt.

Answer:
In Chapter 2, the results of a detailed and systematic literature study (archivival re-
search) were summarized. This chapter presented a comprehensive report of busir~ess
object tecianology and object wra~Pircg to set the stage for the rnapping methodology.
In particular, Chapter 2 showed the need for a methodology for developing business
applications on the basis of legacy resources, which serves as a conceptual `front-end'
for existing, implementation-oriented, reverse-engineering techniques.

Chapter 3 reported on relevant studies found in literature with regard to integra-
tion issues from a 6usireess perspective by concentrating on the alignment of (cross-
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and intra organizational) business processes with technology and vise versa. We fur-
ther investigated this integration dichotomy by considering the notion of coupling
as an important design pararneters for both processes and teclmologies. In the case
of tightly-coupled business processes, business object technology seems to be the
most effective solution. By contrast, loosely-coupled business processes were better
implemented by fusing web-services. Several studies and field reports support these
claims.

In addition, the literature study revealed that two complementary types of inte-
gration are required for the construction of business applications either on the basis
of business object or web-service technology: (1) horizontal (process) integration
and (2) vertical (legacy systern) integration. Legacy system integration constitutes
a precursor to enterprise application integration and needs to be implemented before
linking the revamped application interfaces to cross- and intra-organizational busi-
ness transactions. These observations resulted into an important constraint of this
research: this study focuses on the irnportarrt issue of `vertical' legacy i~cteyratio~z,
and therefore on developing a methodology and a supporting toolset for mapping
business processes to legacy systems. Intra- and cross enterprise process integration
is left outside the scope of this research to avoid unforeseen side-effects during the
design of the linking methodology.

7.1.2 Designing an Interface Specification Language for
Business and Legacy Objects

The second research question is concerned with the first step in developing the map-
ping methodology, and focuses on the definition of an interface definition language
that can be used during the forward-engineering phase (cf. Step-1 and Step-2) and
the reverse engineering phase (cf. Step-4 and Step-5). Research question two was
forrnulated as follows:

Research Question 2:
Based on the state of the art, can we design a specification language to represent
both high-level business semantics (for the new application) and ]ower-level wrapped
legacy components?

Answer:
In Chapter-4, a conceptual rnodeling language and a corresponding interface spec-
ification language were suggested. Both conceptual specification languages were
specifically designed on the one hand to deal with low-level programming language
semantics, e.g. by offering mechanisms to specify a program as a collection of inter-
face definitions, and on the other hand to capture higher-level business semantics,
e.g. by including business related objects such as business tasks and business work-
flows. Since these two goals coincide in essence with those of the Business Object
Facility (BOF), both specification languages were designed as extensions of this
framework.

iVlore specifically, the conceptual modeling language was constructed as a 1; ML
profile using L;ML's extensibility mechanisms. The L'ML profile served as a start-
ing point for the formal definition of the Component Definition Language (CDL)
in terms of Telos. The formal definition in structured as follows. Firstly, the se-
mantics of L IVIL are defined in Telos at the meta-metamodel level. Thereafter, the
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metamodel is instantiated to represent the formal semantics of CDL, allowing the
attachrnerrt of the CDL specifications of both the enterprise models and the legacy
wrappers. In addition, transformation rules between the I,ML profile and BALES
CDL were defined in order to facilitate automatic translation.

7.1.3 Matching Enterprise Models with Legacy Wrappers

The rnapping approach that has been investigated in this dissertation, compares
and superirnposes the i~aterfaces of business objects with their legacy wrapper coun-
terparts while abstracting from the actual irnplernentation. Interface information
can be gathered rather easily from both enterprise models or legacy system code,
and forms a solid basis for distributed business application development. The next
question was formulated to investigate the intricacies of the rnatching process of
interface specífications.

Research Question 3:
How can high-level business requirernent specifications be matched against specifi-
cations of low level legacy wrappers? Are there any methods to automatically or
serni-automatically match the two representations? Can similarity be expressed in
a rnetric?

Answer:
In Chapter-4, the problem of rnatching business requirernents to existing legacy
wrappers was discussed in the context of the mapping methodology. In particular,
Chapter-4 outlined the rnain activities undertaken to match CDL specifications both
at the object model (schematic) and the (content) semantic level. IVloreover, two
corresponding similarity metrics were presented.

Chapter 5 then introduced the intricacies of both matching activities in the
BALES methodology and explained how the object rnodel and semantic content
coefficient were calculated.

The semantic content coefficient was calculated on the basis of a variant of the
vector model algorithm. The vector rnodel constitutes an established technique from
the domain of information retrieval. The vector model algorithm basically derives
n-dirnensional vectors frorn the CDL specifications of both the redesigned enterprise
model and the available legacy wrappers, and then deterrnines their similarity by
calculating the cosine of the angle between thern. Several variants of this algorithm
were investigated in Chapter-5, e.g. the binary vector model.

Structural resemblance of the specifications was determined in turn by trans-
forming available legacy and errterprise model specifications into type trees, and
then automatically calculating an object model (`syntactic') similarity coefficient.
A type tree basicall,y constitutes a multi-layered, hierarchical fingerprint of a CDL
specification, whose leafs denote the atornic type of one of its constituents. Both
algorithms were defined in pseudo-code which served as a basis for the prototype.

7.1.4 Reconciliation and Parameterization
The next logical step in the research was to investigate which legacy wrappers are
reusable in the new application context on the basis of the similarity measurements,
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and how they could be integrated into new business objects. These issues resulted
in the following cluster of research questions:

Research Question 4:
How could such a rnetric be interpreted (see Research Question 3)? Can we define
various metric intervals and prescribe a scenario for each interval, denoting proto-
typical courses of action for the system designer? If the similarity between the new
application specification and legacy objects is high enough, how can we define the
link between them? If no perfect match is found, how can one find at least partial
matc}res?

Answer:
In Chapter-5, a portfolio matrix was suggested to support the interpretation of the
two coefficients that express (1) overlap ofcontent semantics and (2) the sirnilarity of
type-structures between a target CDL document and available CDL specifications of
legacy resources. The suggested matrix served as a basis both for relatirag similarity
coefficients and for determining a feasible strategy for dealing with the available
legacy wrappers. The legacy portfolio matrix is made up of four quadrants that
are dernarcated by two threshold values for object-model and type-tree sirnilarity.
In the portfolio analysis, the similarity coefficients are projected in the rnatrix for
each combination of a business requirement and a legacy wrapper. In this way, it
becomes possible to determine for each business object (e.g. task or entity) the
optimal strategy of application development, e.g. constructing the new business
object by relying on legacy functionality or developing it from scratch. In this
research, we have chosen only to elaborate on the scenario of parameterization, as
the other possible scenarios are in fact fairly straightforward.

The portfolio analysis suggests parameterizing (reuse) legacy wrappers in the
case of relatively high values of both the object-rnodel and the type-tree coefficient
for a specific cornbination of a business object and a corresponding legacy wrap-
per. Based on an extensive literature survey in the area of forrnal specifications and
type theory, it was asserted that substitutability is an important requirement for pa-
rameterizing the interface of a business object with (partitions of) legacy wrappers.
Formal definitïons of a CDL interface and substitutability (bounded parametric
polymorphism) were therefore introduced in Chapter-5. These forrnal definitions
were finally implemented as a series of testbed queries to retrieve both exact- and
partial matching interfaces from the ConceptBase repository system.

7.1.5 The Field Experiment
In order to answer the following research question, a srnall-scale field experirnent
was conducted, drawn from the domain of rnaintenance and overhaul of planes at
the Dutch Department of Defense. The related question was:

Research Question 5:
Is it possible to illustrate, explore and partially validate the suggested methodology
on the basis of a field experiment?

Answer:
In order to answer this research question, we were ínvolved in a project that was con-
ducted at the Dutch Department of Defense and aimed to develop a set of business
objects that were organized alorrg the axis of the single enterprise architecture that
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was explained in Chapter-3. The resulting business objects had to be implernented
by either off-the-shelve components (e.g., SAP components) or existing legacy re-
sources, depending on the result of the matching process. At a more abstract level,
the project was part of a continuing effort of the Dutch DoD to redesign the ex-
isting information systems in order to to rnake them more process-oriented, flexible
and sensitive to business change, e.g. to support ad-hoc I~;4T0-missions that are
organized as short-terrn projects and are highly-distributed by nature.

The results of this project were used to underpin our field experiment. In the field
experiment, we showed how to match the requirernents of business objects to the
functionality that is embedded in legacy wrappers, and to design parameterizable
business objects on the basis of the activities that were defined in the methodology-.
The results of this field experiment and the BALES methodology were actually used
by the Departrnent of Defense to develop a lig}it-weighted quickscan methodolog,y for
matching business requirernents with existing ERP functionality (Van den Heuvel,
2000). These ideas were further validated in the context of a test that was conducted
at the Leeuwarden Air base.

More in particular, the field experiment served to demonstrate the construction
of an enterprise model for a procurement process for fighter plane parts with business
objects, and its translation into a CDL specification. In addition, the field experi-
ment examined and illustrated the instantiation of the metamodel in ternrs of Telos.
Thereafter, imaginary CDL wrappers were defined by transforming S.4P Busiuess
Application Programming Interfaces (BAPIs) by rneans of resernbling business se-
mantics. Similar to the forward engineering, the field experiment exemplified the
irrstantiation of the metamode] b,y the CDL definition of the legacy wrappers. Sub-
sequently, the matching and mapping activities in the linking phase were explored
and tested on the basis of both ]inked CDL specifications. The field experiment was
introduced in Chapter-4 to illustrate the forward- and reverse-engiueering phases.
The mappiug phase was described in Chapter-5.

The field experiment has proven that the rnethodology works within a relatively
simple dornain that can be represented with a]imited number ofbusiness objects and
whose supporting legacy systenrs can be encapsulated with relatively simple legacy
wrappers (BAPIs). Howe`-er, more evidence from larger and more cornplicated field
experiments and case studies is required to further validate the applicability of the
methodology.

7.1.6 The experimental prototype

In order to validate the feasibility of the implementation of the proposed mapping
rnethodology and to generate corrsistent and complete specifications throughout the
rnethodology, an exploratory prototype of a tool suite had to be developed. Hence,
the last research question of this research was formulated as follows:

Research Question 6:
Can the rnapping approach be partially validated with an experimental prototype?

Answer:
In Chapter-6, we have outlined the architecture and workings of the experimen-
tal prototype. The prototype encompasses five cornponents that provide full and
semi-automatic assistance to the developer during all three phases of the BALES
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rnethodology. In particular, this prototype encornpasses the following tool cornpo-
nents: (1) a modeling tool cornponent, (2) CDL-to-Telos (1Vleta-)Model compilers,
(3) the Content Sernantic Matching cornponent, (4) the Type-Tree Matching com-
ponent, and lastly (5) ConceptBase.

The individual tool components of the prototype all work well, but further efforts
are needed to integrate them before this tool set can be applied in practice. The tool
set could benefit enormously from a unifying front-end that monitors the status of
the process in terms of phases of the roadrnap, and that is tightly integrated into a
repository system. Although ConceptBase turned out to be very useful in supporting
modeling and querying, its extensibility and connectivity with other platforms were
felt to be rather poorly irnplemented and documented.

7.2 Discussion
The idea of matching functionality and more in particular interfaces, is not new.
As pointed out in the previous chapter, many research efforts have already been
conducted to deliver scientifically validated solutions for rnatching formal specifica-
tions, retrieving semantically corresponding documents, defining F-bouuded pararn-
eterized polyrnorphism, etc. The main contribution of this research was to bring
together and tailor several research results frorn various domains, e.g. inforrnation
retrieval and type theory, and fusing them into a cohesive methodology and a sup-
porting case tool.

The SYNTHESIS-project (Kalinichenko, 1998), conducted at the Institute for
Problems of Informatics which is part of the Russian Acadenry of Sciences, aims to
provide rnethodological support for assembling component based systenrs. There-
fore, it also takes into account both application (information content) and object
model semantics while designing new applications. Hence, at an abstract level this
approach has many similarities with BALES.

However, the internal techniques of SYNTHESIS differ significantly from
BALES. In particular, it:

. does not incorporate a modifiable and extensible enterprise modeling language
(UNIL), nor a correspouding interface definition language (CDL), both of which
are based on a stratified enterprise architecture;

. provides no support for filtering (matching) specifications at the (content)
semantic and syntactic (type-tree) level;

. does not support a portfolio analysis that is meant to determine strategies for
coping with legacy wrappers in the context of the new business application;

. retrieves reusable legacy resources based on cornmon type reducts instead of
a set of deductive queries allowing relaxed matches;

. applies the theory of algebraic systenas (ANíl~s) for specification of an under-
lying canonical model and to infer sub-specifications.

By contrast, BALES allows recursive definition of business processes. l~loreocer,
BALES deals with various levels of granularity by relying on rnetamodel semantics
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in the (type-tree) matching phase, while at tlre same time relaxing requirements
for completeness and correctuess. In addition, and possibly more importantly, the
SYI~THESIS rnethodolog,y considers the semantics of progra~raminy level constructs,
but largely ignores busiraess senaaratics. Specifications of both models and reverse-
engineered components are translated as abstract machines. Essential business se-
mantics such as meta-data regarding business processes and policies are not taken
into account during the matching process. Instead, reusable artifacts are discovered
mathernatically while relying on type specifications and reducts, ignoring the com-
plexities surrounding business processes. The BALES methodology, on the other
hand, is grounded on a more expressive interface specification language that is bet-
ter capable of capturing business semantics, e.g. by adopting a more sophisticated
business object ontology (reflected in the BALES rnetamodel).

A constraint of this research is its lirnited validation of the applicability of the
resulting approach in practice. More empirical evidence that the approach could
contribute to `better' implementations of business applications is rnissing. Several
elements should be tested in large-scale field experiments and case studies, e.g. to
calibrate threshold values, deterrnine weights for the vector functions and such. In
addition, these experirnents could contribute to gaining a better understanding of
the interpretation of the sirnilarity coefficients that result from the semantic content
and type-tree matching activities.

Hence, we claim that more ernpirical experiments are required to construct a
methodology with practical value and to prove the e~terrial validity. However, this
was not the most important goal of this research. Instead, we have chosen the more
modest approach of first laying a strong theoretical foundation and formal frarnework
for the mapping methodology, in order to guarantee at least internal validation
before conducting more practical experimentations . In addition, an experimental
prototype comprising several tools compouents has been developed to prove the
implementability of the methodology. In our view, this research approach is more
rneaningful than confining ourselves to an embryonic, non-validated methodology
and subjecting it to some practical experirnents. Our approach has allowed us to
concisely define all design parameters and their relationships. We strongly believe
that this will make future experiments better understood and more effective.

The rnethodology and its internal algorithms that were developed in this thesis
could be perceived as over-complete and too complicated. This might iudeed be true
for small developrnent software projects with a limited uumber of business objects
and legacy wrappers. However, larger software projects immediately deal with at
least several }mndreds of business objects that need to be designed and correlated to
an equal number of legacy wrapper definitions. We expect that especially in those
cases this approach will show its real added value.

The research results presented in this dissertation can basically be applied to
other major problems in the area of inforrnation systems development as well.
Itlatching activities, for instance, can be applied in the area of cornponent retrieval
or web-service discovery from some repository systern, business models can be com-
pared to ERP reference models and `horizontal business process' integration. These
issues are in fact part of the future research that will be discussed next.
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7.3 Future Research

The research results reported in this thesis will trigger new research questions. In-
teresting research topics that could serve as extensions to this research include:

1. Change Management.
Change management constitutes a critical issue in designing new information
systems, as change is the only constant for successful companies. As a result,
victorious companies must be able to reconfigure their key business processes
as changing rnarket conditions dictate. Such chauges rnust be mapped to the
business object level and related to already existing legacy systerns. Lsing a
purely bottom-up approach for dealing with business-induced changes is not
desirable, although many commercial systems support it, as in this way legacy
ways of working rnight be simply perpetuated. In (Papazoglou and Van deu
Heuvel, 2000a), we outlined a preliminary extension of the BALES methodol-
ogy to support pro-active change rrcaraayerrae~rct by selectively re-para7rceterizircy
affected business objects, without introducing side effects to other business
objects in the application, while deploying an `out-of-the-middle' approach.
The proposed solution could serve as a starting point for developing rnore so-
phisticated solutions that are capable of dealing with more courplex change
processes.

Yet another interesting line of research is the enlargement of our understand-
ing of legacy integration by regarding business applications as syste~ns that
display highly unpredictable, non-linear behavior in which even minor occur-
rences can have major irnplications. The sarne phenomena have been observed
in the domaiu of physical and biological systems, on the level of both individual
animals and groups of animals, e.g. a swarm of bees, and have been exten-
sively researched in the field of Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS) (Holland,
1995). Research should be directed towards applying and testing these ideas
in the area of legacy system integration. In (Sutherland and Van den Heuvel,
2002), we investigated CAS characteristics ofsuccessful Enterprise Application
Integration (EAI) projects from a business object technology perspective. In
particular, the research that is reported in this article aims at deriving design
parameters and patterns for integrating enterprise (legacy) applications frorn
various case studies of successful integration projects.

2. Matching Business Object and Wrapper Behavior.
The rnatching algorithrns in this research have been confined to comparisous
of static declarations of legacy and business type behavior, rnainly by taking
into account equivalence of operation signatures. Future research activities
should be geared towards extending both categories of algoritlrrns to cope
with declarations of dynamic behavior, e.g. as stated in a collection of state-
machines denoting the life-cycle of an object type. Sorne research in this area
has been reported in (Reussner, 2001b) and (Reussner, 2001a).

3. Design Patterns Design patterns have proven to be a powerful tool for solv-
ing recurring problems and capture design experiences in the field of model-
ing and design of information systems, e.g., refactoring legacy wrappers (see
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section-5.3.4). We argue that design patterns could potentially leverage the
matching and parameterization process by describing best practices for dealing
with the granularity of both business types and legacy wrappers. For exarnple,
restricting the cornparison of business entities to legacy entities only, reduces
the problem space considerably.

~I. Empirical Validation.

Several constituents of the rnethodology should be further investigated and
calibrated on the basis of several enrpirical experirnents:

~ Weighted Semantic Content Matching.
In section 5.3.1, it was suggested to incorporate weights in the match-
ing algorithm in order to increase the precision and recall of the content
matching algorithm. Empirical experiments should be designed and con-
ducted to calibrate these weights to maximize the precision and recall of
the results of the semantic similarity function.

. Weighted Type-Tree 141atching.
In addition, weiglrts could be introduced in the type-tree matching al-
gorithm, which has been specified in definition-refeqairn, to denote the
relative importance of specific CDL constructs of both legacy and busi-
ness types. For instance, the designer could indicate that two matching
attribute types are rnore important than two matching input pararne-
ter types by introducing weight 1 for an attribute, and weight 0.5 for
the input parameter. Obviously, ernpirical experiments are required to
determine and balance the weights of CDL constructs that effectively
contribute to the precision of the algorithm.

. Threshold Values.
Duriug the reconciliation phase, the strategies for dealing with avaílable
legacy resources are determined on the basis of the coefficients expressing
the overlap of content semantics and object nrodel semantics in relation
to two corresponding threshold values. For illustration purposes, we have
randomly chosen two threshold values from the running example. Once
again, further ernpirical evidence needs to be collected to scientifically
assess them.

5. Integral Case Tool Support.
A practical research issue to increase the usability of the prototype of the case
tool, would be to integrate the various case tool components, e.g. by utilizing
a central repository systern throughout the approach.
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Appendix A

Component Definition Language
(CDL) BNF Grammar

A complete Backus-Naur form grammar for the BALES version of the Component
Definition Language (CDL) will be presented in the below. The Bl~F format expects
production rules of the form G lhs 1:c rhs ], where the right hand side (rhs) might
comprise multiple elements, and the left hand side assumes one element. The symbol
"~" indicates optional constructs, and tokens are represented in upper case.

~~ BNF for CDL ~~

specification : optInclude moduleSpeclist component-list EOS;

~~ module specifications ~~
moduleSpeclist: moduleSpec moduleSpeclist

I

moduleSpec : MODULE entity name LCB etwlist RCB SC;

optInclude: INCLUDE LT entity-name GT ;

etwlist: entitylist I tasklist I workflowlist ;

entitylist: entitylist entityitem
I

entityitem: ENTITY entity-name SC

tasklist: tasklist taskitem
I

taskitem: TASK entity-name SC

workflowlist: workflowlist workflowitem
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I

workflowitem: WORKFLOW entity-name SC

component-list: component component-list
I

component : optKey actualComponent;

optKey: LRB KEYS EQUALS LCB listOfKeys RCB RRB;

listOfKeys: listOfKeys COMMA STRING
I STRING

actualComponent: entity
I workflow
I task

workflow : WORKFLOW wrkflw-name LCB businessObject-exportlist RCB SC ;

wrkflw-name : STRING;

task: TASK task-name LCB businessObject-exportlist RCB SC ;

task-name: STRING;

entity . ENTITY entity-name LCB businessObject.exportlist RCB SC ;

entity-name : STRING ;

businessObject-exportlist : businessObject-export businessObject-exportlist
I
;

businessObject-export : type-kind-export ;

type-kind-export : Feature SC ;

~~ Feature Specifications ~~
Feature : Feature-dcl ;

Feature-dcl : attribute
I operation
I relationship
I state
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I signal
I appliance
I during

during : DURING LB builtinbinazy RB duringName LCB during-body RCB ;

duringName : idl-identifier;

during-body : Feature SC
I

~~ appliance specification ~~
appliance : APPLY statetransitionrules

~ APPLY invariant

~~ invaziant specification ~~
invariant : INVARIANT invariant name LCB trigger guard RCB;

invariant-name : STRING;

guard : GUARD EQUALS LB condition RB SC;

condition : expression;

expression : conditional
I builtinbinazy

conditional : STRING QMARK STRING COLON STRING;

builtinbinary : binleft binfunc binright;

binleft : idl-identifier;

binright : idl-identifier;

binfunc : EQUALSEQUALS
I LT
I GT
I LT EQUALS
I GT EQUALS
I EQUALS
I PLUS
I MINUS
I EXISTS LB STRING LB STRING RB RB
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statetransitionrules : STATETRANSITIONRULE STRING LCB trigger source target RCB;

trigger : TRIGGER EQUALS LCB STRING RCB SC;

source : SOURCE EQUALS STRING SC;

tazget : TARGET EQUALS STRING SC;

signal: SIGNAL STRING optsignalpazt;

optsignalpart : LB pazameter-dcls RB
I

state: STATE optstatename LCB csl RCB ;

optstatename : STRING
I

csl: csl COMMA STRING
I STRING

relationship : RELATIONSHIP relationship- name relationship-kind
relationship-type INVERSE relationship-inverse ;

relationship--name : STRING ;

relationship-kind : relationship-keyword relationship--multiplicity-list
I REFERENCES
I ISPARTOF

relationship--multiplicity-list :
relationship- multiplicity relationship- multiplicity-list

I

relationship- multiplicity : MultiplicityKind ;

MultiplicityKind : MultiplicityRange ;

MultiplicityRange : MultiplicityKind--lower-list PP MultiplicityKind--upper;

MultiplicityKind--lower-list : MultiplicityKind--lower
I

MultiplicityKind--lower : LITERAL-INT;
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MultiplicityKind--upper : LITERAL-INT
I ASTERIX

relationship-keyword : MANY
I AGGREGATES
I

relationship-type : STRING ;

relationship-inverse : STRING;

attribute : optattributeParameter ATTRIBUTE type-spec idl-identifier
opt-assignment;

opt-assignment: EQUALS LITERAL-INT
I

optattributeParameter : attributeParameter
I

type-spec : idltypespec ;

componentType : entity-name;

attributeParameter : LRB attributePazameterTypes RRB ;

attributeParameterTypes : attributeParameterTypes COMMA attributePazameterType
I attributePazameterType
I

attributeParameterType : PRIVATE
I REQUIRED
I ALWAYS
I ISREADONLY

idl-identifier : STRING ;

operation : op-dcl ;

op-dcl : op-type-spec operation- name LB pazameter-dcls RB
I precondition op-type-spec operation--name LB pazameter-dcls RB
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precondition : LRB PRECONDITION EQUALS LB binfunc RB RRB;

op-type-spec : idltypespec ;

operation--name : STRING ,

pazameter-dcls : param-dcllist
I

pazam-dcllist : pazam-dcl COMMA pazam-dcllist
I param-dcl

pazam-dcl : idl-param-attribute ;

idl-param-attribute : idlinspec idltypespec identifier ;

identifier : STRING;

idlinspec : IN
I OUT
I INOUT

idltypespec : base-type-spec
I TYPE-VOID
I TYPE-BOOLEAN
( componentType

base-type-spec : floating-pt-type
I integer-type
I chaz-type
I boolean-type
I octet-type
I any-type
I int-type
I date-type
I string-type

floating-pt-type : FLOAT
I DOUBLE

integer-type : signed-int
I unsigned-int
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signed-int : signed-long-int
I signed-short-int

signed-long-int : LONG
;

signed-short-int : SHOAT

unsigned-int : unsigned-long-int
~ unsigned-short-int

unsigned-long-int : UNSIGNED LONG

unsigned-short-int : UNSIGNED SHORT

chaz-type : CHAR

boolean-type : BOOLEAN

octet-type : OCTET

any-type : ANY

int-type : TYPE-INTEGER

date-type : TYPE-DATE

string-type : TYPE-STRING;
~

~~
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Appendix B

CDL Specification of the Defense
Field Experiment

~~------------------------------------------------------------------
~~ CDL Generated based on pending OMG UML to CDL specification (0.3)
~~ Source Model: G:`case.mdl
~~ Generated CDL specification: G:`case.cdl
~~ On 9~15~2001
~~------------------------------------------------------------------
i~include tBocaFramework.cdl~
~~ Forwazd References
~~ Logical View

module BusinessEntities {
entity Bi110fMaterial;
entity Stock;
entity Maintenance-Engineer;
entity Warehouse;
entity Part;
entity Part-Stock;

}; ~~ End BusinessDbjects
module BusinessTasks {

task Issue;
task Request;
task Prognosis;

}; ~~ End BusinessProcesses
module BusinessWorkflows {

workflow Request-Pazt;
}; ~~ End BusinessWorkflows

~~-------------------------------------------------------
~~ Specification
~~ Logical View

module BusinessObjects {
[keys-{bomNumber}] BusinessEntity Bi110fMaterial {

[REQUIRED]
attribute Integer bomNumber;
Bi110fMaterial getBillofMaterial ( in Integer bomNumber);
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relationship thePrognosis Many 0..~ BusinessTasks::Prognosis
inverse theBi110fMaterial ;

}; ~~ End: Bi110fMaterial
[keys-{stockNumber}] BusinessEntity Stock {

[REQUIRED]
attribute Integer warehouseNumber;
[ALWAYS]
attribute String stockLocation;
[ALWAYS]
attribute Integer stockNumber;
Integer GetStockList (in Integer stockNumber, in Integer warehouseNumber,

in String StockLocation);
Stock GetDetailedStckList (in Integer stockNumber,

in Integer warehouseNumber,
in String StockLocation);

relationship boRPC References Request-Part-Control inverse boSL ;
relationship boPS References Part-Stock inverse boSL ;
relationship theIssue References 1..1 BusinessTasks::Issue

inverse theStock ;
}; ~~ End: Stock
[keys-{employeeNr}] BusinessEntity Maintenance-Engineer {

[REQUIRED]
attribute Integer employeeNumber;
[ALWAYS]
attribute String site;
[ALWAYS]
attribute String type;
relationship boRPC Many 0..~ Request-Part-Control inverse boME ;
relationship theRequest Many 0..~ BusinessTasks::Request

inverse theMaintenance.Engineer ;
relationship theIssue References 1..1 BusinessTasks::Issue

inverse theMaintenance-Engineer ;
}; ~~ End: Maintenance-Engineer
[keys-{warehouseID}] BusinessEntity Wazehouse {

[REQUIRED]
attribute Integer warehouseIdentifier;
[ALWAYS]
attribute String wazehouseManager;
relationship boRPC References Request-Part-Control inverse boW ;
relationship boS Many 0..~ Part-Stock inverse boW ;
relationship thePrognosis Many 0..; BusinessTasks::Prognosis

inverse theWarehouse ;
~~ Oneway relation
relationship theIssue Many 0..~ BusinessTasks::Issue ;
relationship theRequest Many O..s BusinessTasks::Request

inverse theWazehouse ;
}; ~~ End: Warehouse
[keys-{partIdentifier}] BusinessEntity Pazt {

[REQUIRED]
attribute Integer partIdentifier;
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[ALWAYS]
attribute String partType;
void getPaztList ();
void getPaztTypes ();
void checkAvailability ();
relationship boRPC Many 0..~ Request-Part-Control inverse boP ;
relationship theRequest Many 0..~ BusinessTasks::Request

inverse thePazt ;
relationship thePrognosis Many 0..~ BusinessTasks::Prognosis

inverse thePazt ;
relationship theIssue Many 0..~ BusinessTasks::Issue

inverse thePazt ;
}; ~~ End: Part

}; ~~ End BusinessObjects
module BusinessTasks {

[keys-{issueNumber}] BusinessTask Issue {
[ALWAYS]
attribute Integer quantityRequest - 0;

[REQUIRED]
attribute Integer issueNumber - 0;
[ALWAYS]
attribute Date deadliae;

state {idle, issued, rejected}
signal issue-part;
apply StateTransitionRule pazt-being-issued {
trigger - {issue-part};
source - idle;
tazget - issued;

}; ~~ End: STR pazt-being-issued
apply StateTransitionRule end-issueing {

trigger - {end-issue};
source - issued;
target - idle;

}; ~~ End: Task back to idle (control back to WrkFlv)
signal issue ( in Integer partNumber, in Date requestDate,

in Date deadLine,
in BusinessObjects::Maintenance-Engineer requester);

relationship wfl Many 0..~ BusinessEntities::Request-Part inverse bp ;
relationship theRequest-Part IsPaztOf BusinessEntities::Request-Part

inverse theIssue ;
relationship thePart References 1..1 BusinessEntities::Pazt

inverse theIssue ;
relationship theStock Many 0..~ BusinessEntitiess::Stock

inverse theIssue ;
relationship theMaintenance-Engineer References 1..1

BusinessEntities::Maintenance-Engineer
inverse theIssue ;

}; ~~ End: Issue
[keys-{requestNumber}] task Request {

[REQUIRED]
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attribute Integer requestNumber - 0;
[ALWAYS]
attribute BusinessObjects::Maintenance-Engineer requester;
[PRIVATE, is-read-only]
attribute Date date;

[ALWAYS]
attribute Integer quantityRequest - 0;
[PRIVATE]
attribute String site;

state StatusRequest {idle, requesting, rejecting}
signal request-part;
apply StateTransitionRule part-being-requested {

trigger - {request-part};
source - idle;
target - requesting;

}; ~~ End: STR pazt-being-requested
apply StateTransitionRule end-request{

trigger - {end-request};
source - requesting;
target - idle;

}; ~~ End: STR Task back to Idle (give control back to WrkFlw)
~~ Require that the engineer has authorization to request quantity of part.
apply Invariant Check-Authorization {

trigger - {requested};
guard - (maintenance-engineer.ordered.quantity ~ alloved.quantity);

};
during (PrognosisState -- requesting) CheckRequester {

Boolean checkAuth (in Maintenance-Engineer requester, in Integer PaztNumber,
in Integer quantityRequest);

}; ~~ End: During PrognosisStatus

Boolean requestPart ( in Integer partNumber, in Integer uarehouseID, in
BusinessEntities::Maintenance-Engineer requester,
in Date date);

relationship boR IsPartOf BusinessEntities::Request-Pazt-Control
inverse bp ;

relationship wfl Many 0..~ BusinessEntities::Request-Pazt
inverse bp ;

relationship theRequest-Part IsPartOf BusinessEntities::Request-Part
inverse theRequest ;

relationship thePart References 1..1 BusinessEntities::Pazt
inverse theRequest ;

relationship theMaintenance-Engineer References 1..1
BusinessEntities::Maintenance-Engineer
inverse theRequest ;

relationship theWarehouse References 1..1 BusinessEntities::Warehouse
inverse theAequest ;

}; ~~ End: Request
[keys-{prognosisIdentifer}] BusinessTask Prognosis {
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[REQUIRED]
attribute Integer prognosisIdentifier;

[PRIVATE]
attribute String consumptionHistory;
[PRIVATE]
attribute Date consumptionPeriod;
[PRIVATE]
attribute Integer expectedSpecialSale;
[PRIVATE]
attribute Integer totalExpectedConsQualityinPeriod;
signal stazt-stochastic-planning ();
signal stazt-deterministic-planning ();

state PrognosisStatus {idle, partQuantity-stochastically-determination,
paztQuantity-deterministically-planning}

~~ During statement, CDL version '97, OMG-Doc.: DRBOS~97-11-03
during (PrognosisStatus -- partQuantity-deterministically-planning)

DeterministicPlanning {
Integer deterministicPlanning (in Integer paztNumber,

in Integer wazehouseID,
in String stockLocation, in Date date,
in String consumptionHistory,
in Date consumptionPeriod);

}; ~~ End: During PrognosisStatus

during (PrognosisStatus -- partQuantity-stochastically-determination)
StochasticPlanning {
" Precondition for method stochasticPlanning specified to ensure
" BOM for Pazt is available

[pre-condition-(exists(Bi110fMaterial(PartNumber))]
Int stochasticPlanning (in bi110fMaterial Bi110fMaterial,

in Integer PaztNumber);
}; ~~ End: During PrognosisStatus

apply StateTransitionRule pazt-being-stochastically-planned {
trigger - {start-stochastic-planning};
source - idle;
target - partQuantity-stochastically-determined;

}; ~~ End: STR pazt-being-stoch-planned

apply StateTransitionRule stoch-planning-finished {
tzigger - {end-stochastic-planning};
source - paztQuantity-stochastically-determined;
tazget - idle;

}; ~~ Return to idle

apply StateTransitionRule part-being-deterministically-planned {
trigger - {stazt-deterministic-planning};
source - idle;
target - paztQuantity-deterministically-planning;

}; ~~ End: STR pazt-being-det-planned
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apply StateTransitionRule determ-planning-finished {
trigger - {end-determ-planning};
source - paztQuantity-deterministically-planning;
target - idle;

}; ~~ Return to idle

relationship boRPC IsPaztOf BusinessEntities::Request-Pazt-Control
inverse bpP ;

relationship wf1R Many 0..~ BusinessEntities::Request-Pazt
inverse bpP ;

relationship theRequest-Pazt IsPartOf BusinessEntities::Request-Part
inverse thePrognosis ;

relationship thePart Many 0..~ BusinessEatities::Pazt
inverse thePrognosis ;

relationship theWazehouse Many 0..~ BusinessEntities::Warehouse
inverse thePrognosis ;

relationship theStock Many 0..~ BusinessEntities::Stock ;
~~ Oneway relation
relationship theBi110fMaterial References 1..1

BusinessEntities::Bi110fMaterial
inverse thePrognosis ;

}; ~~ End: Prognosis
}; ~~ End BusinessTasks
module BusinessWorkflows {

[keys-{requestNumber,currentDate}] Workflow Request-Part {
[REQUIRED]
attribute Integer requestNumber ;
[REQUIRED]
attribute Maintenance-Engineer requester;
[REQUIRED]
attribute Integer partNumber;
[REQUIRED]
attribute Integer warehouse;
[REQUIRED]
attribute Date deadline;
[REQUIRED, is-read-only]
attribute Date currentDate;
state Request-Pazt-Status {idle, request, prognosis, issue}

signal initiate-request;
signal initiate-prognosis;
signal initiate-issue;
~~ The following STRs move the workflow from one task to the next
apply StateTransitionRule pazt-being-requested {
trigger - {initiate-request};
source - idle;
target - request;

}; II End: pazt-being-requested
I~
apply Invaziant Check-Authorization.Quantity {
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trigger - {requested};
guard - ( request.quantity ~ authozized.quantity);

};

apply StateTransitionRule pazt-being-prognosed {
trigger - {initiate-prognosis};
source - request;
target - prognosis;

}; ~~ End: part-being-requested

apply StateTransitionRule pazt-being-issued {
trigger - {initiate-issue};
source - prognosis;
target - issue;

}; ~~ End: part-being-requested

~~ The following StateTransitionRule brings the workflow "RequestPart"
~~ back to the idle-state.
apply StateTransitionRule is-issued {
trigger - {pazt-issued};
source - issue;
target - idle;

}; it End: Wkflw: Issue

~~ Delivery before deadline
apply Invaziant Check-Deadline {

trigger - {issue};
guard - (current.date t deadline.date);

};

void requestPart (in Integer requestNumber,
in Maintenance-Engineer requester,
in Integer partNumber, in Integer wazehouseID,
in Date deadline,
in Date currentDate);

relationship bp Many 0..~ BusinessTasks::Request inverse wfl ;
relationship bp Many 0..~ BusinessTasks::Issue inverse wfl ;
relationship bpP Many O..s BusinessTasks::Prognosis inverse wf1R ;
relationship theRequest Aggregates 1..1 BusinessTasks::Request

inverse theRequest-Pazt ;
relationship thePrognosis Aggregates 0..~ BusinessTasks::Prognosis

inverse theRequest-Pazt ;
relationship theIssue Aggregates 0..~ BusinessTasks::Issue

inverse theRequest-Pazt ;
}; ~~ End: Request-Pazt

}; ~~ End: BusinessWorkflow
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Appendix C

The UML-to-CDL Profile

The UML Profile for the BALES dialect of CDL specifies the extensions to the core of
L 1~IL. Extensions to the core uf LItIL can be defined using stereotypes, tagged values
and constraints. The following table surnmarizes the stereotypes; other extensions
to this liML dialect are based on the CDL extensions as reported in (Casanave,
1999).

The UML Profile for CDL
BALES Meta Model Stereotype UML base class
BusinessType BusinessType Abstract Class
BusinessEntity BusinessEntity Class
BusinessTask BusinessTask Class
BusinessWorkflow BusinessWorkflow Class
LegacyType LegacyType Abstract Class
LegacyEntity Legac,yEntity Class
LegacyProcess LegacyProcess Class

As the CA~IL Profile only describes a small portion of the CDL sernantics, we
refer to the CDL Meta-model for a more rigorous specification (see Appendix-D).
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Appendix D

The BALES CDL Metamodel in
Telos

{~~s~r~~~~sr~r:~~ssr~rrasssr~rs~e~~r~~~~~rr~rr~~~s~~~ss~s~~~sr~sr~~r~~~~~}
{~ UML - definitions ~}
{~ The Meta-Meta Model ~}
{~ Version 0.2 ~}
{~ (c) 1999,2000,2001,2002: WJ van den Heuvel ~}
{sssr~~ss~~rssrr~~~s~s~~~~~~s~r~~~sr~~~~ss~~~~~~s~a~t~~ss~~~~~:~rs~~~s~~r}

Class UML-Class with
attribute

UML-attribute : UML-Type;
UML-part-of : UML-Class;
uml-isa : UML-Class;

label : String

constraint
{~ The transitivity rule ~}
transPO :~ forall x~UML-Class y~UML-Class z~UML-Class
((x UML-pazt-of y) and (y UML-part-of z)) --~ (x UML-part-of z)~ ;

{~ Part-of is an Asymmetric relation ~}
asymPO : ~ forall a~UML-Class b~UML-Class
((a UML-part-of b)) --~ not (b UML-pazt-of a) ~

rule
membershipRulePO : ~ forall f~VAR F~UML-Class
(exists D~UML-Class (f in D) and (D UML-pazt-of F)) --~
(f in F) ~

end

Class UML-ISA with
{~ single, necessary not ok: multiple inheritance possible ~}
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necessary
super : UML-Class

necessary
sub : UML Class

rule
makeBinazyRel: ~ forall E1,E2~UML-Class ~}

(exists I~UML-ISA (I sub E1) and (I super E2) )--~ (E1 uml-isa E2) ~;
membershipRule: ~ forall e~VAR E~UML-Class

(exists D~UML-Class (e in D) and (D uml-isa E)) --~ (e in E) ~
end

Class UML-Type
end

Class UML-C1assType isA UML-Type, UML-Class
end

Class UML-DomainType isA UML-Type
end

Class UML-Relation with
attribute

role : UML Class
end

Boolean in UML-DomainType
end

BooleanExpression in UML-DomainType
end

Expression in UML-DomainType
end

WhenKind in UML-DomainType
end

Integer in UML-DomainType
end

String in UML-DomainType
end

Name in UML-DomainType
end

List-of-Struct in UML-DomainType
end

ChangeableKind in UML-DomainType
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end

Class Proposition with
constraint

single-IC: ~ forall AC~Proposition!single a,b,c~Proposition
(a in AC) and (b in AC) and From(a,c) and From(b,c)
--~ (a -- b) ~~

{~ constraint to define that the class must have a attribute ~}
necessazy-IC: ~ forall AC~Proposition!necessazy C,D~Proposition

M~VAR c~Proposition
P(AC,C,M,D) and (c in C) --~ exists a~Proposition

(a in AC) and From(a,c) ~
end

{~r~s~~~~ssr~~~~~~~~~~~rs~rtrs~tsttrts~~~~s~t~ss~~tr~~~r~s~~~r~tt~t~ts~~t}
{~ Component Definition Language Meta-Model ~}
{~ BOA-language variant ~}
{~ File: CDL.sml ~}
{~~s~~sr~~rss~~~~~:s:~~:s~ss~a~~~~s~~~~~~~~s~s~srsr~s~~s~sr~~~~~r~r~~}

{s~r~r~rs~~t~~~s~t~t~~~sss~~~s~ss~ss~~ss~~~~s~trs~~~s~s~s~t~~srs~r~tr~~r~s~}
{~ Declaration of UML-C1assTypes ~}
{~r~~s~~~ss~~~~ss~~~~r~~v~s~~s~s:sss~~s~s~~s~sr~~~~~~~s~r~~~~s~~~~~~~~}
Feature in UML-C1assType
end
During in UML-C1assType
end
Feature0wner in UML-C1assType
end
AttributE in UML-C1assType
end
OperationDeclaration in UML-C1assType
end
State in UML-C1assType
end
BusinessType in UML-C1assType
end
Event in UML-C1assType
end
LegacyType in UML-C1assType
end
OutputParameter in UML-C1assType
end
InputParameter in UML-C1assType
end
CORBA-Operation-Type in UML-C1assType
end
UML-C1assType CORBA-Parameter-Type-Spec
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end

{rsss~ss~~ssasa~as~~~a~a~st~~s~~s~r~s~s~~~~s~s~rsr~s~~~s~ss~s~ssss~s~}
{~ Declaration of UML-DomainTypes ~}
{~r~s~as~s~s~~~trs~t~~~~~~~ssssv~ss~~s~~~t~~s~~~~~s~s~~~s.s~~s~tss~a~.t}

NamedElementName in UML-DomainType
end
hasIdBoolean in UML-DomainType
end
isAbstrBoolean in UML-DomainType
end
isSinglBoolean in UML-DomainType
end
isAbstrBoolean in UML-DomainType
end
isLBoolean in UML-DomainType
end
passbBoolean in UML-DomainType
end
technString in UML-DomainType
end
chChangeableKind in UML-DomainType
end
keyvordString in UML-DomainType
end
ovmerFeature0.mer in UML-DomainType
end
FOFeature in UML-DomainType
end

SetofPazTypes in UML-DomainType
end
SetofParTypes isA CORBA-Operation-Type
end

OPBooleanExpression in UML-DomainType
end
OPBooleanExpression in UML-DomainType
end
OPBoolean in UML-DomainType
end
OPExpression in UML-DomainType
end
SFBoolean in UML-DomainType
end

{rrr:sss:s~ss~~rs~~ssssst~s::sr~.~~.rs~s~ss:~s.rsssrr..ss~s~~rss~srts}
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UML-Class NamedElement with
UML-attribute

name : NamedElementName
end

UML-Class Type with
UML-attribute

TypeKey : AttributE;
hasIdentity: hasIdBoolean;
isAbstract: isAbstrBoolean;
isSingleton: isSinglBoolean;
isLeaf: isLBoolean;
changeable: chChangeableKind;
passbyvalue: passbBoolean;
technologyMapping: technString

UML-pazt-of
poi : Model

end

UML ISA isaNE with
super

supertypel: NamedElement
sub

subtypei: Type
end

{~ Forward References

UML Class BusinessTask
end-
UML Class BusinessWorkflow
end
UML-Class Appliance-kind
end
UML-Class BusinessEntity
end
UML-Class Relationship-kind
end
UML-Class Dependent
end
UML-Class Eaception-kind
end
UML-Class Model
end
UML-Class Collection kind
end
UML-Class During with

UML-part-of
po44: Feature0wner
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end
UML-C1assType CORBA-Boolean-Type
end

UML Class Feature with
UML attribute

-owner: Feature0wner
UML-part-of

po: Feature0wner
end

UML-Class Feature0wner with
{~ An important class, because it connects features of objects
{~ like attributes and relationships to the types

UML-attribute
FOfeatures: Feature;
owns: During

end

UML ISA isaFO with
super

sub
supertype3: Feature0wner

subtype9: During;
subtypel0: Type

end
UML-Class AbstractDepeadentType with

UML-pazt-of
po4: Type

end
UML-ISA isaComp with

super
supertype5: Type

sub
subtypel4: AbstractDependentType;
subtypel5: BusinessType;
subtype20: LegacyType

end
UML-Class Relationship-kind
end
UML-ISA isaAbstrDep with

super
supertype6: AbstractDependentType

sub
subtypel5: Relationship-kind

end
UML Class Model with

-UML-attribute
isBSD : Boolean
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end

UML-Class BusinessEntity
end
UML-Class BusinessType vith

UML-attribute
keys : List-of-Struct

end
UML ISA isaBO vith

super

sub
supertype4: BusinessType

subtypeil: BusinessWorkflow;
subtypel2: BusinessEntity;
subtypei3: BusinessTask

end
UML-Class OperationDeclazation
end

{~ Forvard reference ~}
UML-Class CORBA-OperationDef
end
UML-ISA isaCDLOper vith

super
superOper : CDL-OperationDef

sub
subOpDecl : OperationDeclazation

end
UML-ISA isa0per with

super
supertype100: OperationDeclaration

sub
subtype100: Event

end
UML-ISA isaFeat with

super
supertype7: Feature

sub
subtype20: StructuralFeature;
subtypel4: BehavioralFeature

end
UML-ISA isabehavFeat vith

super
supertype131: BehavioralFeature

sub
subtype132: OperationDeclaration;
subtype133: Appliance;
subtype134: State

end
UML Class BehavioralFeature
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end
UML-Class Appliance
end
UML Class Event with

-UML-attribute
eventusedin : BusinessType;
eventusedinl: LegacyType

end
UML-ISA isaAppl with

super
supertype110: Appliance

sub
subtype150: ECARule;
subtype151: Invariant;
subtype152: StateTransitionRule

end
UML-Class ECARule
end
UML Class Invariant
end
UML Class StateTransitionRule with

UML attribute
-source : State;
target : State;
trigger : Event

end
UML Class State with

-UML attribute
-stateofObject : BusinessType

end
UML Class StructuralFeature with

UML-attribute
isState: SFBoolean

end
UML Class AttributE with

-UML attribute
-typePazameter: CORBA-Parameter-Type-Spec;
required: CORBA-Boolean-Type

end

{~ Forward reference ~}
UML-Class CORBA-InputPazameter
end

UML ISA isaAttr with
super

stAttr : AttributE
sub

stIA : InputPazameter
end
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UML-ISA isaCORBAinputPar with
super
suptypeCBInPaz : CORBA-InputParameter

sub
subtInpPar : InputParameter

end

{~ CDL Pazameter Declazation is actually an extension of the IDL
{~ pazameter specification. Refer to: IDL.sml

{~ Forward reference s}
UML-Class CDL-Pazameter-Type-Spec
end

UML Class Collection with
UML-pazt-of
colpaztof : CDL-Parameter-Type-Spec

end

Bag in Collection
end
Set in Collection
end
List in Collection
end
Ulist in Collection
end
Array in Collection
end
Cursor in Collection
end
Extent in Collection
end
Home in Collection
end

{~ CDL-Operation-definition ~}
{~ Defined as an extension of the IDL-Operation-Def ~}
{~ see: IDL.sml ~}

UML-Class CDL-OperationDef
end
UML ISA isaCDLODef with

super
isaCDLDef : CDL-OperationDef

sub
stCORBAODef : CORBA-OperationDef

end
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UML-Class CDL-OperationParList with
UML-part-of
partofOperPList : CDL-OperationDef

end
UML-Class Computation in CDL-OperationParList
end

{~ Post~Precondition need to be linked to a Boolean ~}
{~ Expression. ~}
UML-Class PostCondition in CDL-OperationPazList
end

UML-Class Precondition in CDL-OperationPazList
end

{~ Association relationship
UML-Class AssociationRelationship
end
UML-ISA isaStrFeat with

super
supertype9: StructuralFeature

sub
subtypel5: AttributE;
subtypei6: AssociationRelationship

end

r}

{~~t~~~~~~s~~s~s~~s~~r~~~~~~rr~~~~~~~t~~t~~~~~~r~t~s~~~ssr~s~~v~s~~t~~~~~~~~~~}
{~ LEGACY OBJECT DEFINITIONS ~}
{~~~~rs~ss~~~~v~~ssrs~~r~~~~~~r~r~t~~~t~a~s~r~~sr~~~v~s~~~~ss~~~~~~tv~~~~~r~}
{~ Definitions at the Metamodel Level
UML-Class LegacyType with

UML-attribute
keys : List-of-Struct

end

UML-ISA isaLegacyType with
super

sub
supertype40: LegacyType

subtype4l: LegacyProcess;
subtype42: LegacyEntity;
subtype43: L-Model

end
UML-Class L-Model with

UML-attribute
isBSD : Boolean

end
UML-Class LegacyProcess with

UML-pazt-of
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po20 : LegacyType
end
UML-Class LegacyEntity

end

{~s~~rr~st~r~rrs~t~~~s~~~~~~~rs~~ss~s~sr~rr~~~r~st~~~s~as~rs~t:st~~sr}
{~ Interface Definition Language Meta-Model
{~ This file descibes those IDL concepts to which the CDL
{~ model refers.
{~ Willem-Jan van den Heuvel, august 1999 - dec. 2001
{~ File: IDL.sml

~}
r}
s}
~}
s}

{~s~~~a~:t~rrr~s~~rs~~ss~~~~~~srrr~rs~ss~~s~~~r~t~~rar~ss~rr~~~s~~~~~}

{~saas~v~s~~~s~svsssr~~~~sss~~s~~~a~r~s~~st~~s~ss~~ss~s~~r~~s~sr~sssss~}
{~ For completeness and easy extensibility we stazt describing ~}
{~ IDL from the top, based on the BNF syntax description as t}
{~ developed by the DMG ~}
{rv~r~a~rrs:~:~~~srrs~tss~~~~s~sa~ss~~~~~~sr~~~~~sr~rsrrss~~st~~~r~rrr}

{~ Some type definitions

CORBA-Type-Dcl in UML-C1assType
end
CORBA-Const-Dcl in UML-C1assType
end
CORBA-Except-Dcl in UML-C1assType
end
CORBA-Attr-Dcl in UML-C1assType
end
CORBA-OperationDef in UML-C1assType
end
CORBA-Operation-Attribute in UML-C1assType
end
CORBA-InputPazameter in UML-C1assType
end
CORBA-Raises-Exception in UML-C1assType
end
CORBA-Conteat-Expr in UML-C1assType
end
CORBA-Pazameter-Type-Spec in UML-C1assType
end
InterfaceID in UML-C1assType
end
InheritanceSpec in UML-C1assType
end
CORBA-Direction-Indicator in UML-C1assType
end
CORBA-Operation-Type in UML-C1assType
end
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CORBA-long in UML-C1assType
end
CORBA-short in UML-C1assType
end
CORBA-integer in UML-C1assType
end

{~ Main ~}
UML-Class Interface
end

UML-ISA isaInterface with
super

superInt : Interface
sub

subH : Header;
subB : Body

end

UML-Class Header with
UML-attribute
ownsHeader : InterfaceID;
ownsHeader2 : InheritanceSpec

end

UML-Class InterfaceID with
UML-part-of

poHeader : Header
end

UML-Class InheritanceSpec with
UML-part-of
poHeader2 : Header

end

UML-Class Body with
UML attribute

ownsBody : CORBA-Type-Dcl;
ownsBody2: CORBA-Const-Dcl;
ownsBody3: CORBA-Except-Dcl;
ownsBody4: CORBA-Attr-Dcl;
ownsBody5: CORBA-OperationDef

end

{~ We only focus at the operation specification in this meta-model ~}
{~ So, the other classes aze only represented here shortly, for ~}
{~ reasons of completeness... They might be adapted~extended in ~}
{~ future releases of our meta model :}

UML-Class CORBA-Type-Dcl with
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UML-part-of
potd : Body

end

UML-Class CORBA-Const-Dcl with
UML-part-of
poCD : Body

end

UML-Class CORBA-Except-Dcl with
UML-part-of
poED : Body

end

UML-Class CORBA-Attr-Decl with
UML-part-of

poAD : Body
end

UML-Class CORBA-OperationDef with
UML-attribute

ownsoperAttr : CORBA-Operation-Attribute;
ownsreturnType : CORBA-Operation-Type;
ownsinputparSpec : CORBA-InputPazameter;
ownsraises : CORBA-Raises-Exception;
ownscontext : CORBA-Context-Expr

UML-part-of
po : CDL-OperationDef

end

UML-Class CORBA-Raises Exception with
UML-pazt-of
po0pdef : CORBA-OperationDef

end

UML-Class CORBA-Context-Expr with
UML-pazt-of
po0pdef2 : CORBA-OperationDef

end

UML-Class CORBA-Operation-Attribute with
UML-pazt-of
po0pdef3 : CORBA-OperationDef

end

UML-Class CORBA-Scope-Name in CORBA-Parameter-Type-Spec with
end
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UML-Class CORBA-Direction-Indicator
end

In in CORBA-Direction-Indicator
end

Out in CORBA-Direction-Indicator
end

In-Out in CORBA-Direction-Indicator
end

UML-Class CORBA-InputParameter with
UML-part-of
parameter-of : CORBA-OperationDef

UML attribute
withtype : CORBA-Pazameter-Type-Spec;
withDirection : CORBA-Direction-Indicator

end

{~ The remainder of this spec defines the CDL type system ~}
UML-Class CORBA-Pazameter-Type-Spec with
UML-part-of
poCDLParTypSpec : CDL-Parameter-Type-Spec

end

UML-Class CORBA-Operation-Type with
UML-pazt-of
po0pdef4 : CORBA-OperationDef

end

UML-ISA isCorbaOpType with
super

stCOT : CORBA-Operation-Type
sub

stPT : CORBA-Parameter-Type-Spec
end

{~ Forward decls ~}
UML-Class CORBA-Base-Type-Spec
end
UML-Class CORBA-Integer-Type-Spec
end

UML-ISA isaCORBAParTypeSpec with
super
supertCBT : CORBA-Parameter-Type-Spec

sub
subComp: Type;
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subBase: CORBA-Base-Type-Spec;
subIn: CORBA-Integer-Type-Spec

end

{s Definition of Type-Hierazchy within CORBA-types
{~ This entails an extension to the core IDL spec.
{~ See Chapter 5 ~}
UML-Class CORBA-long-long
end
CORBA-long isA CORBA-long-long
end
CORBA-short isA CORBA-integer
end
CORBA-short-short isA CORBA-short
end
CORBA-integer isA CDRBA-long
end
CORBA-long in CORBA-Integer-Type
end
CORBA-long-long in CORBA-Integer-Type
end
CORBA-short in CORBA-Integer-Type
end
CORBA-integer in CORBA-Integer-Type
end
CORBA-short-short in CORBA-Integer-Type
end
UML-Class Void in CORBA-Base-Type-Spec
end

r}
s}

UML-Class CORBA-Floating-Point-Type in CORBA-Base-Type-Spec
end
UML-Class CORBA-String-Type in CORBA-Base-Type-Spec
end
UML-Class CORBA-Chaz-Type in CORBA-Base-Type-Spec
end
UML-Class CORBA-Wide-Chaz-Type in CORBA-Base Type-Spec
end
UML-Class CORBA-BooleanType in CORBA-Base-Type-Spec
end
UML-Class CORBA-Octet-Type in CORBA-Base-Type-Spec
end
UML-Class CORBA-Any-Type in CORBA-Base-Type-Spec
end
YES in CORBA-Boolean-Type
end
NO in CORBA-Boolean-Type
end
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Appendix E

The Telos frames for the Running
Example

{~ Business Entity Definition of Stock r}

Stock in BusinessEntity with
TypeKey

stockkey : StockNumber
FOfeatures
StockFeature : WarehouseNumber;
StockFeaturel : StockLocation;
StockFeature2 : StockNumber;
StockFeature3 : StockDescription;
StockFeature4 : GetStockList;
StockFeature5 : CreateStock

end

{~ Forward Reference
WarehouseNumber in AttributE with

typeParameter
wnumType : CORBA-integer

required
wnumReq : YES

s}

end
StockLocation in AttributE uith

typePazameter
wnumType : CORBA-String-Type

required
wnumReq : YES

end
StockNumber in AttributE with

typePazameter
stnumType : CORBA-integer

required
stnumReq : YES

end
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StockDescription in AttributE with
typePazameter

stnameType : CORBA-String-Type
required
stnameReq : YES

end
GetStockList in CORBA-OperationDef with
ownsreturnType

returnTypGetStockList : CORBA-integer
ownsinputparSpec

GSLhasParam : StockNumber
ownsinputparSpec

GSLhasPazam2 : WarehouseNumber
end
StockNumber in InputParameter with
withDirection

diri : In
parameter-of

pofi : GetStockList
withtype

acnrtypel : CORBA-integer
end
WazehouseNumber in InputPazameter with
withDirection

dir : In
parameter-of

pofl : GetStockList
withtype

acnrtype : CORBA-integer
end
CreateStock in CORBA-OperationDef with

ownsreturnType
returnTypCreateSL : Void

ownsinputparSpec
CSLhasPazam : StockNumber

ownsinputparSpec
CSLhasPazam2 : StockLocation

ownsinputparSpec
CSLhasParam3 : StockDescription

end
StockNumber in InputParameter with
withDirection

dir2 : In
parameter-of

pof2 : CreateStock
withtype
acnrtype2 : CORBA-integer

end
StockLocation in InputParameter with
withDirection
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diri : In
parameter-of

pofl : CreateStock
withtype

acnrtypel : CORBA-String-Type
end
StockDescription in InputPazameter with
withDirection

dir : In
parameter-of

pofl : CreateStock
withtype

acnrtype : CORBA-String-Type
end
WazehouseNumber in InputParameter with
withDirection

dir : In
parameter-of

pofi : CreateStockLocation
withtype

acnrtype : CORBA-integer
end

{~ Legacy Object Definitions

StockLocation in LegacyEntity with
TypeKey

stockkey : StockIdentifier
FOfeatures
StockFeaturel : StockCoordinates;
StockFeature2 : StockIdentifier;
StockFeature3 : StockName;
StockFeature4 : GetStockLocation;
StockFeature5 : CreateStockLocation

end
StockCoordinates in AttributE with
typePazameter

wnumType : CORBA-integer
required
wnumReq : YES

end
StockIdentifier in AttributE with

typeParameter
stnumType : CORBA-long

required
stnumReq : YES

end
StockName in AttributE with

typePazameter

s}
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wnumType : CORBA-String-Type
required
wnumReq : YES

end
GetStockLocation in CORBA-OperationDef with
ownsreturnType

returnTypGetStockList : CORBA-integer
ownsinputparSpec
GSLhasPazam : StockNumber

ownsinputparSpec
GSLhasPazam2 : StockCoordinates

end
StockNumber in InputParameter with
withDirection
dir : In

pazameter-of
pof : GetStockLocation

withtype
acnrtype : CORBA-long

end
StockCoordinates in InputPazameter with
withDirection

dir2 : In
parameter-of

pof2 : GetStockLocation
withtype

acnrtype2 : CORBA-integer
end
CreateStockLocation in CORBA-OperationDef with
ownsreturnType

returnTypCreateStockLoc : Void
ownsinputparSpec

CSLhasPazam : StockIdentifier
ownsinputparSpec

CSLhasPazam2 : StockCoordinates
ownsinputparSpec

CSLhasPazam3 : StockName
end
StockIdentifier in InputParameter with
withDirection

dir : In
pazameter-of

pofl : CreateStockLocation
withtype

acnrtype : CORBA-long
end
StockCoordinates in InputPazameter with
withDirection

dir : In
pazameter-of
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pofl : CreateStockLocation
withtype

acnrtype : CORBA-integer
end
StockName in InputPazameter with
withDirection

dir : In
pazameter-of

pofl : CreateStockLocation
withtype

acnrtype : CORBA-String-Type
end
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Samenvatting

Succesvolle organisaties zijn in toenernende mate afhankelijk van hun informatie-
systemen voor het plannen; uitvoeren en controleren van zowel de primaire als de
secundaire bedrijfsprocessen. Veel varr deze bedrijfsinformatiesystemen zijn tiental-
len jaren oud en vertonen geriatrische ziekteverschijnselen door het veelvuldig, en
vaak ad-hoc, patchen en fixen van mankementen en het ongeremd uitbreiden van
de functionaliteit. De oorsproukelijke ontwerpers van deze systemen zijn vaak reeds
vertrokken, en documentatie, indien aanwezig, is doorgaans verouderd. Dit betekent
dat dergelijke systemen, die ook wel legacy systemen worden genoemd, lastig zijn
aan te passen of uit te breiden voor het ondersteunen van nieuwe bedrijfsregels of
herontworpen bedrijfsprocessen.

Deze situatie stelt vooruitstrevende organisaties voor een lastig dilemma: aan
de ene kant is rnen aflrankelijk van legacy systemen voor de dagelijkse uitvoering
van bedrijfsprocessen, en betekent een korte storing al snel een forse afnarne van
het bedrijfsresultaat, rnaar aan de andere kant verhinderen dergelijke systemen
snelle aanpassingen aan veranderende marktomstandigheden en het behalen van
strategisch voordeel op concurrenten. In de loop van de jaren zijn er verschillende
IT oplossingen op de rnarkt gebracht om effectief om te gaan met legacy systemen.
Bestaande oplossingen zijn in de volgende vier groepen op te splitsen: (1) het
ontwikkelen van datawarehouses, (2) de "big bang" aanpak (ook wel "cold turkey"
aanpak genoemd}, (3) graduele migratie, en (4) access~integration in place. Deze
laatste techniek blijkt vooral een gewenste oplossing wanneer onderdelen van een
legacy systeem vanuit zowel technisch als economisch perspectief levensvatbaar
zijn, en kan worden geïmplementeerd met gebruikmaking van gedistribueerde
objecttechnologie in combinatie met legacy wrappers. Legacy wrappers rnimieken
objectgedrag door het encapsuleren van legacy systemen, en het publiceren van de
diensten die worden aangeboden aan andere client objecten in hun interface. Dit
process wordt de objectificatie van legacy systemen genoemd.

Probleemstelling

Alhoewel de software industrie de afgelopen jaren heeft gewerkt aan verschil-
lende oplossingen voor het semi-automatisch ontwikkelen van legacy wrappers,
bieden de resulterende wrappers slechts een partiële oplossing voor het integrale
probleem rondom legacy systemen (zie hoofdstuk 1 en 2). Veel beschikbare tools
gaan er namelijk van uit dat het legacy systeem in zijn geheel is te objectificeren.
Zij verliezen daarbij uit het oog dat de benodigde wrappers doorgaans relatief
"vet" en complex zijn, aangezien zij tientallen of honderden service requests
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moeten vertalen in een format dat begrepen wordt door de onderliggende legacy
applicatie. Daarnaast zijn deze oplossingen gebaseerd op de aanname dat de
nieuwe business regels dezelfde zijn als die van jaren geleden, toen het legacy
systeem werd ontwikkeld. Een geheel ander probleem bij de beschikbare wrapper
oplossingen is dat zij dan misschien wel een redelijke technische oplossing bieden,
maar de afstemming met moderne bedrijfsprocessen en doelstellingen totaal buiten
beschouwing laten. Ten slotte, en misschien is dat wel het belangrijkste, worden
state-of-the-art oplossingen vaak op een "ad-hoc" wijze uitgevoerd. Vanuit het
oogpunt van software engineering is er behoefte aan een rnethodologie, dus een
verzameling van methoden ("kookboeken" ) en ondersteunende tools, die een
selectief hergebruik van legacy wrappers ondersteunt die ge}reel of gedeeltelijk
voldoen aan de moderne eisen van herontw.orpen bedrijfsprocessen.

Onderzoeksdoelstelling en vragen

Om de problemen op te lossen die hierboveu zijn geschetst, is de volgende onder-
zoeksdoelstelling geforrnuleerd: "Orctwer~, ontwikkel e~ valideer eerc metiaodoloyie
voor het corifeyureren van bedrijfsobjecten met yeobjectificeerde leyacy systemen oP
eert man,ier die oryaraisaties ira staat stelt om op eerr zo efJectief rrtoyelijke manier
orn te yaara rraet verandere~nde bedrijfsprocessen".

Om deze doelstelling te verwezenlijken, werden de volgende zes clusters onder-
zoeksvragen geformuleerd:

1. Wat is de state-of-the-art voor wat betreft het integreren van legacy syste-
men met moderne bedrijfsapplicaties? Onderzoeksresultaten uit verschillende
onderzoeksdorneinen, zoals middleware technologie, reverse engineering, work-
flow systemen, bedrijfsobject technologie, bedrijfsmodellering en signatuur
matching, ziju hier relevant.

2. Kunnen we op basis van deze inventarisatie van verschillerrde technologieën
en theorieën, een specificatie taal ontwerpen voor het representeren van zowel
abstracte bedrijfssernantiek als "fysieke" gewrapte legacy componenten?

3. Hoe kunnen deze abstracte requirernents worden vergeleken met de specifi-
catie van de laag-niveau legacy wrappers'? Bestaan er methoden voor het
automatisch of semi-automatisch vergelijken van twee representaties? En kan
de overlap tussen twee specificaties worden uitgedrukt door middel van een
metriek?

4. Hoe kunnen dergelijke metrieken worden geïnterpreteerd'? Kunnen we metriek
intervallen definiëren, met voor ieder interval een prototypisch scenario dat
aangeeft hoe om te gaan rnet het legacy systeem vanuit een ontwerp perspec-
tief? Als de overlap tussen twee specificaties groot genoeg is, hoe kunnen we
dan de link ertussen definiëren'? En als de perfecte match niet wordt gevonden,
hoe kunnen we dan tenminste partiële matches vinden?

5. Is het rnogelijk om de voorgestelde methodologie te illustreren, exploreren en
partieel te valideren met een kleinschalig veldexperiment?
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6. Kan de ontwikkelde mapping inethodologie (gedeeltelijk) worden gevalideerd
met een explorerend prototype van een ondersteunende toolset?

Justificatie van de Methodologie

De eerste onderzoeksvraag inventariseert de behoefte aan een methodologie voor
het selectief ]inken van (componenten van) legacy met interfaces van nieuwe bedrijfs-
objecten. In hoofdstuk 2 zijn hiertoe eerst de resultaten van een literatuurstudie naar
relevante studies in verschillende onderzoeksdomeinen, samengevat. Dit hoofdstuk
toont vanuit een theoretisch oogpunt aan dat een methodologie ontbreekt die als
een voorbereidende fase ("front-end") kan fungeren voor reeds bestaande technische
oplossingen voor het construeren van legacy wrappers.

Vervolgens rapporteert hoofdstuk 3 over de applicatie integratie problematiek
vanuit een bedrijfsperspectief. Dit hoofdstuk concentreert zich dan ook op de
alignement tussen inter- en intra-organisationele bedrijfsprocessen en bedrijfsap-
plicaties. In dit hoofdstuk worden verschillende bedrijfsarchitecturen belicht
die worden ingezet voor zowel het ondersteunen van bedrijfsobject gebaseerde
applicaties binnen organisaties, alsmede tussen sterk- of losgekoppelde (virtuele)
organisaties. Daarna onderscheidt dit hoofdstuk twee fundamentele typen integratie
die nodig zijn voor het ontwikkelen van moderne bedrijfsapplicaties: horizontale
(proces) integratie en verticale (legacy systeem) integratie. Op basis van deze
integratie-typologie wordt het gepresenteerde onderzoek ten slotte ingekaderd tot
verticale integratie van nieuwe bedrijfsapplicaties met aanwezige legacy systemen
binnen de grenzen van een organisatie. Er is gekozen voor deze sterke isolatie van
het integratie-probleern om onvoorziene neveneffecten tijdens het ontwerp van de
methodologie te voorkomen.

Ontwerp van een Interface Specificatie Taal voor Bedrijfsobjecten en
Legacy Wrappers

De tweede onderzoeksvraag richt zich op het ontwikkelen van een interface
specificatie taal voor het representeren van zowel de interface van bedrijfsobjecteu
als die van legacy wrappers. Om aan beide eisen te voldoen, wordt in hoofdstuk
4 een modelleringstaal geïntroduceerd, die geforrnaliseerd is door middel van een
nieuw ontwikkeld UML profiel. Daarnaast wordt in hetzelfde hoofdstuk een extensie
van de Component Definition Language (CDL) gepresenteerd, die midden jaren
negentig werd ontwikkeld door de Business Object Domain Task Force (BODFT)
binnen de Object Nlanagement Group (OMG). Zowel de interface specificatie
taal als de modelleringstaal zijn gebaseerd op een unificerend metamodel, dat is
gespecificeerd in een formele kennisrepresentatie taal. Dit forrnele CDL metarnodel
bestaat uit twee gecorreleerde delen: een enterprise deel en een legacy deel.

Matchen van Bedrijfsmodellen met Legacy Wrappers

De volgende onderzoeksvraag wordt behandeld in hoofdstuk 4 en 5 van dit proef-
schrift. In hoofdstuk 4 wordt eerst een kaleidoscopisch beeld gegeven van de map-
ping methodologie, waarin zowel de conceptuele modelleringstaal als de interface
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specificatietaal worden gebruikt die ontwikkeld zijn naar aanleiding van de vorige
vraag. Deze methodologie bestaat uit drie hoofdfasen: de forward-engineering fase,
de reverse-engineering fase en de mapping fase. De forward-engineering fase richt
zich op het ontwikkelen van een bedrijfsmodel dat bestaat uit een verzameling
co5pererende bedrijfsobjecten. De CDL interface van deze objecten wordt vervol-
gens deels gegenereerd uit dit model en vervolgens door de ontwerper vervolmaakt.
De reverse-engineering fase start met het beschrijven van de legacy wrappers in
CDL. Beide typen CDL definities worden daarna aan het formele CDL metamodel
gekoppeld ter ondersteuning van de derde fase: de mapping fase.

De mapping fase bestaat uit de volgende vier activiteiten: het vergelijken van
(1) de content (inhoud) semantiek, en (2) de type structuur van de interface van
een bedrijfsobject met die van beschikbare legacy wrappers, (3) reconciliatie van
de resultaten uit stap 1 en 2, en tenslotte (4) het linken van de interface van een
bedrijfsobject aan die van herbruikbare legacy wrappers.

De content semantiek van een CDL specificatie wordt gerepresenteerd door de
verzameling van labels voor al zijn constituenten, zoals de methoden en attributen.
De verzameling labels die opgenomen zijn in de interface van een bedrijfsobject en
de verzameling labels die gehanteerd zijn in een legacy wrapper, worden daarna ge-
transformeerd tot docurnentvectoren. Nadien kan op basis van de document (CDL)
vectoren een rnetriek worden berekend die de overlap van content-semantiek tussen
twee specificaties toont. In hoofdstuk 4 wordt eerst een globaal overzicht geschetst
van de content semantiek activiteit, dat in hoofdstuk 5 verder wordt uitgewerkt.

In de tweede activiteit van de mapping fase wordt object model semantiek
vergeleken door de vingerafdruk van interface specificaties op elkaar af te beelden.
Deze vingerafdruk wordt verkregen door alle getypeerde CDL constructen in de
CDL specificatie van een bedrijfsobject of een legacy wrapper, te organiseren in
een type boom. Het creëren van een t,ype boom bestaat uit het omzetten van een
CDL specificatie in een boornvormige hiërarchie, waarin alle bladeren bestaan uit
atornaire datatypen. Hiertoe moeten dus alle samengestelde CDL constructen in
een specificatie worden vertaald naar het atomaire niveau. Vervolgens kunnen type
bomen van interfaces van bedrijfsobjecten worden vergeleken rnet die van legacy
wrappers, en kan een metriek worden berekend die de potentiële overlap uitdrukt.

Reconciliatie en Parameterisatie

De volgende stap in het onderzoek bestond uit het ontwerpen en exploreren van
stap 3 en 4 van de rnapping fase.

In Hoofdstuk 4 werd daartoe eerst een portfolio matrix ontwikkeld, bestaande
uit vier kwadranten. Ieder kwadrant identificeert een ontwerp strategie die de ont-
werper van een nieuwe bedrijfsapplicatie kan hanteren in de context van legacy
integratie, variërend van het construeren van de applicatie vanuit het niets (green
field development) tot het hergebruiken van legacy wrappers door deze te parame-
terizeren. Deze laatste strategie wordt vervolgens uitgewerkt, in hoofdstuk 5. De
andere strategieën vallen buiten de reikwijdte van dit onderzoek, doordat ze ener-
zijds al onderzocht zijn (green field development) of teveel nieuwe complexiteit in
dit onderzoek introduceren. Mocht de ontwerper van een nieuwe bedrijfsapplicatie
besluiten tot parameterisatie, dan zal hij eerst mogelijke rnismatches in terminologie
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tussen de bedrijfsobjecten en legacy wrappers dienen op te lossen. Gebruikmakend
van de resultaten uit de content semantiek matching, wordt dit gerealiseerd door
semantische relaties tussen terminologieën te leggen.

Iu de laatste stap van de rnapping fase kan de ontwerper, mede op basis van de
resultaten die zijn verkregen bij de vergelijking van de type-boom van een doel-
specificatie rnet die van beschikbare legacy wrappers, op zoek gaan naar subtype
relaties tussen de interface van bedrijfsobjecten en die van legacy wrappers. Indien
de matches bijna perferct zijn, kan het nodig zijn dat de ontwerper de interfaces
van de legacy wrapper transformeert, zodat die voldoen aan de subtype vereisten.
l~adat de subtype relaties zijn aangetoond, kan de ontwerper de interface van de
bedrijfsobjecten uit het bedrijfsrnodel parameteriseren door gebruik te rnaken van
een speciale operator die is toegevoegd aan CDL.

Het Veld Experiment

De vijfde onderzoeksvraag is beantwourd door het uitvoeren van ee veldexperi-
ment bij de luchtmacht van de l~ederlandse Defensie. Tijdens dit veldexperiment
werd een bedrijfsmodel ontwikkeld van materiaal-logistieke rekwisitie processen
op de werkplaats van een luchtmachtbasis. Legacy wrappers werden afgeleid van
corresponderende Business Application Programming Interfaces (BAPIs) uit SAP
R~2, dat tot dan toe op de luchtmachtbasis werd gebruikt. Op basis van zowel het
bedrijfsmodel als de legacy wrappers zijn daarna de resterende stappen binnen de
voorgestelde aanpak geïllustreerd en geëxploreerd.

Het Experimentele Prototype

Om aan te tonen dat het mogelijk is de voorgestelde algoritmen te imple-
menteren, is er een experimenteel prototype van een tool suite ontwikkeld (zie
onderzoeksvraag 6). Het prototype bestaat uit: (1) een modelleringscomponent,
(2) Telos-naar-(Meta-)Model compilers, (3) een content-semantiek-matching-
component, (4) een type-tree-matching component, en ten slotte, (5) ConceptBase.
Bovendien is het prototype gebruikt voor het construeren van de CDL code
voor het veldexperirnent, het linken van de CDL specificaties, en het afleiden
van herbruikbare legacy wrappers die zijn beschreven in hoofdstuk 4 en 5. De
architectuur en verschillende individuele componenten zijn beschreven in hoofdstuk
6 van deze thesis.

Toekomstig Onderzoek

In het laatste hoofdstuk worden de conclusies van dit onderzoek gepresenteerd.
Bovendien is de voorgestelde methodologie vergeleken met vergelijkbare industriële
en wetenschappelijke oplossingen, en worden er verschillende aandachtspunten voor
toekomstig onderzoek opgesomd, waaronder: het uitvoeren van empirische experi-
menten voor het kalibreren van de drempelwaarden in de portfolio-analyse, het in-
corporeren van mechanismen ter ondersteuning van veranderingsmanagement, het
uitbreiden van het vergelijken van de type structuur van specificaties met dynami-
sche type informatie, en tenslotte het ontwikkelen van ontwerppatronen.
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